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MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED:1. Proposed joint policy statement regarding basic banking services by depository, institutions.2. Any items carried forward from a previously announced meeting.
Note.—This meeting will be recorded for the benefit of those unable to attend. Cassettes will be available for listening in the Board’s Freedom of Information Office, and copies may be ordered for $5 per cassette by calling (202) 452-3684 or by writing to: Freedom of Information Office, Board of *■Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Washington, DC 20551.

CONTACT PERSON FOR MORE 
in f o r m a t io n : Mr. Joseph R. Coyne, Assistant to the Board; (202) 452-3204.

Dated: June 4,1986.
James McAfee,
Associate Secretary o f the Board.[FR Doc. 86-12944 Filed 6-4-86; 400 pm]
BILUNG CODE 6210-01-M

7
federal reserve system , board of 
governors

TIME AND DATE: Approximately 3:30 p.m., Wednesday, June 11,1986, following a recess at the conclusion of the open meeting.PLACE: Marriner S. Eccles Federal Reserve Board Building, C  Street entrance between 20th and 21st Streets, NW., Washington, DC 20551. 
s t a t u s : Closed.
MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED:

1. Personnel actions (appointments, promotions, assignments, reassignments, and salary actions) involving individual Federl Reserve System employees.2. Any items carried forward from a previously announced meeting.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MORE 
in f o r m a t io n : Mr. Joseph R. Coyne, Assistant to the Board; (202) 452-3204. You may call (202) 452-3207, beginning at approximately 5 p.m. two business days before this meeting, for a recorded announcement of bank and bank holding company applications scheduled for the meeting.Dated: June 4,1966.James McAfee,
Associate Secretary o f the Board.(FR Doc. 86-12945 Filed 6-4-86; 4:01 pm] 
BILLING CODE 6210-01-M
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

Employment Standards Administration 

20 CFR Part 10

Claims for Compensation Under the 
Federal Employees’ Compensation Act
a g e n c y : Employment Standards Administration, Labor. 
a c t io n : Notice of proposed rulemaking; request for comment.
SUMMARY: The Department of Labor v proposes to revise the regulations governing the administration of the Federal Employees’ Compensation Act (FECA), which provides benefits to Federal employees injured or killed in the performance of duty. In the process, regulations will be issued governing special categories of employees, sections will be amended which have proven ineffective, the terminology and usage in the existing regulations will be made current, and provisions governing the release of information (Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act) will be updated. The chief effects of the proposed rulemaking will be to make the claims process clearer and more orderly, to standardize the application of the Federal Employees’ Compensation Act to classes of employees not previously expressly covered and to make more specific the duties and responsibilities of the various parties in the claims process. Major new provisions include restricting the procedures for using COP, defining the term “subluxation,” reducing monetary compensation for failure or refusal to participate in vocational rehabilitation plan development efforts, and defining the procedures for declaring and waiving overpayments.

d a t e : Written comments must be submitted on or before July 21,1986. 
ADDRESS: Send written comments to Thomas M. Markey, Associate Director for Federal Employees’ Compensation, Employment Standards Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, Room S-3229, Frances Perkins Building, 200 Constitution Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20210; Telephone (202) 523-7552.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Thomas M. Markey, Associate Director for Federal Employees’ Compensation, Telephone (202) 523-7552. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The FECA provides compensation for wage loss, medical care, and vocational rehabilitation to Federal employees who are injured in the performance of their duties, or who develop illness as a result of factors of their Federal employment, as well as monetary benefits to the

survivors of employees who are killed in the performance of duty or die as the result of factors of their Federal employment. The FECA was last amended in 1974, at which time some sweeping changes were made in the benefits structure. The regulations which were promulgated in 1975 to accommodate the changes have been subjected to intense scrutiny in the intervening ten years. As a result of this review, the Department of Labor has determined that many areas of the regulations would benefit from either greater definition or thorough revision.Recognition of the problems of the FECA and its regulations has existed for years. Various agencies, including the General Accounting Office (GAO), the Department of Labor’s Inspector General, the OW CP Interagency Task Force and the United States Postal Service among others, have identified deficiencies in the regulations and procedures as well as in the FECA itself, and have made recommendations and suggestions for improving the operation of the program. While many of the recommended changes require legislation, the Department has determined that in the absence of new legislation, a majority of the desired improvements can be made by revision of the existing regulations. The summary of the proposed changes which follows addresses the major areas of concern. Other changes are intended to bring the wording of the regulations into conformity with current practice or usage.Subpart A  is revised to delete reference to employees of the District of Columbia, who are no longer covered by the FECA, and to substitute the Panama Canal Commission for the Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone Government (5 U.S.C. 8146; E .O .12215). Sections dealing with the release of records and the Privacy Act are amended to conform with the general regulatory provisions issued by the Department (29 CFR Part 70 and 70a). Section 10.5 is amended to include the meanings of words and terms commonly used but previously left undefined and to clarify terms already defined.Subpart B is amended to make more explicit the requirements for filing claims for compensation and the responsibilities of the claimant, the employing agency and the Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs (OWCP). The experience of OW CP as confirmed by investigative reports from G A O  and the Office of the Inspector General and the observations of numerous employing agencies, is that the existing regulations are too vague. In

addition, many provisions in the existing regulations do not accurately reflect the most desirable or expedient means of furthering a claim to adjudication. Some time frames for the submission and processing of forms have been changed to bring them into concert with Program experience under optimum conditions as observed in client agencies. The combined effects of delineating responsibilities and establishing realistic time limits will result in a faster, easier and more equitable adjudication process.Agencies should note that sections dealing with the obligations of the injured employee and the employing agency in cases of partial disability have been expanded to accommodate the need for explicit directions for returning the injured worker to gainful employment as soon as possible. In prescribing the steps to be taken, the proposal allocates the responsibilities equitably and assures that both the claimant and the employing agency are involved in preserving the worker’s position as a Federal employee while permitting the healing process to continue without detrimental effect on the employee.There was also found to be a lack of adequate and effective sanctions when a permanently disabled employee refuses or fails to participate or continue participation in the early but necessary phases (plan development) of a directed vocational rehabilitation effort. In the early phases of the rehabilitation effort, no decision as to suitable vocational rehabilitation program has been made, no specific program has been offered, and little or no information about the claimant’s aptitudes, knowledge, and skills is available to allow the Office to find that participation would increase the claimant’s earning capacity. Thus, where the injured employee fails or refuses to cooperate and participate in the early phases of the rehabilitation effort, the Office’s ability to apply the existing sanction (i.e., 5 U.S.C. 8113(b)) is hampered. However, to be consistent in the sanction to be applied, § 10.124 as proposed will provide that, lacking evidence to the contrary participation in a directed vocational rehabilitation effort is expected to result in a return to work with n'o loss of wage-earning capacity, and that where a permanently disabled employee fails or refuses to undergo vocational rehabilitation, reduction of monetary compensation will be made under 5 U.S.C. 8113(b) on that basis.With regard to the necessary proof for continuing entitlement to benefits or augmented benefits, the sections for



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rules 20737both death and disability claims have been revised. For example, § 10.125 and § 10.127 as proposed would clarify the need for periodic reports of earnings and medical status in disability claims as well as for such proofs of continued entitlement as certification of school enrollment for dependent beneficiaries in death claims.Provisions for the appellate process have been revised to make clear that there is no entitlement to a hearing on a decision of the Office if the claimant first requests a reconsideration of the claim (20 CFR 10.131, as proposed). (See Barney L. Bailey, Jr., 33 E C A B 1243.) In addition, § 10.137 as proposed defines the circumstances under which it shall be deemed that a claimant has abandoned a request for a hearing. In order to provide quicker decisions at this level of the appellate process,§ 10.131 as proposed would give a claimant the opportunity to request a hearing on the written record in lieu of an oral hearing. Provisions governing . subpoenas, and fees and mileage for subpoenaed witnesses have also been added (§ 10.134).A  major new provision governs the right of an employing agency to attend a hearing requested by one of its employees solely in an observer capacity (§ 10.135). In addition, § 10.140 as proposed makes more explicit the responsibility of an employing agency to submit all relevant and probative factual and medical evidence which it may possess or acquire. These changes have been made in recognition of the role of the employing agency in the claims process, both as a provider of information and as the instrumentality which bears the cost of injury claims. Furthermore, the proposed revisions provide that if an office accepts a claim which has initially been controverted by an employing agency, the office will provide the agency with the reasons for accepting the claim. Such participation will assure full development of claims without resort to adversarial proceedings.In order to limit what is currently an open-ended process, and to encourage claimants to submit fully documented and prompt requests for reconsideration, § 10.138 as amended provides for review of a decision denying or terminating a benefit provided the application for review is filed within one year of the date of the decision..A new § § 10.160—10.166 dealing with the requirements for representative payment has been added in response to inquiries from oversight bodies. The proposal seeks to define the circumstances under which a representative payee may be chosen

and the responsibilities of the payee for ensuring proper disbursement of monies received and for reporting to the Office on the disposition of such payments.Subpart C dealing with Continuation of Pay (COP) as authorized by 5 U .S.C. 8118 has been significantly revised to reflect ten years’ experience with a novel provision of the compensation program as well as to reflect the improved claims processing times of the Office. The time for initiating use of COP has been shortened from six months to 90 days from the date of injury. The Department has determined that the six month period was unrealistically remote in time from the occurrence of an injury to the onset of first disability for continuation of pay purposes. In a related change, the period for using COP days remaining after the first return to duty has been shortened from six months to 90 days.Under § 10.204 as proposed, the employing agency will be authorized to terminate COP if medical evidence substantiating disability is not submitted within 10 days of the filing of a claim for COP, including such claim for recurrence of disability. COP will not be continued where an injured employee refuses suitable alternative duties nor where an employee’s period of employment would otherwise be terminated.As provided in Subpart B for periods of compensable disability, Subpart C will be amended to state explicitly the responsibilities of the claimant and the employing agency during the COP period for completion of forms, submission of evidence and the provision and acceptance of suitable employment during periods of disability for the employee’s regular duties. These provisions will eliminate much uncertainty about the purpose of COP and the conditions under which it is payable. Communications between the agency and the employee will be improved, and return to duty will be facilitated.Subpart D has been amended to incorporate the formula for determining a partially disabled employee’s wage earning capacity and the basis for establishing cost-of-living increases. Neither provision is new to the program, and each reflects the practice currently in use by the Office as established either by sanction of the Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board or by statute.It should be noted that the section dealing with overpayments has been greatly expanded to inform beneficiaries of their rights to due process when an overpayment occurs. We have included the basis for requesting waiver,

definitions of “equity and good conscience,’’ and circumstances where recovery would defeat the purpose of the FECA. The effect is to bring OW CP into concert with other Federal benefits programs in its handling of overpayments.Subpart E, which was substantially revised in May 1984 (49 F R 18976-80), is further revised to include a definition of the term “subluxation” (§ 10.400). This change has been made to provide a definition usable by both chiropractors and other physicians. Also, a time limitation on the payment of medical and related expenses submitted by injured Federal employees and medical providers has been added (§ 10.413).Subpart F dealing with the exclusion of physicians and other providers of medical services and supplies remains unchanged.Subpart G  dealing with identification and recovery of liability by a third party remains substantially unchanged, the primary revision being made for the purposes of clarity and conformity with current usage.Subpart H has been added, and contains provisions applicable to special classes of employees which were not covered by explicit regulations in the past. The three categories are Peace Corps Volunteers, which were designated Federal employees by the Peace Corps for the purpose of injury and disability compensation (5 U.S.C. 8142); non-Federal law enforcement officers who in certain circumstances are eligible for benefits comparable to what an injured Federal employee would receive (5 U .S.C. 8191), and Federal grand and petit jurors who are afforded the protection of the Act while engaged in certain activities in connection with their duties as jurors (5 U.S.C. 8101(1)(F); 28 U .S.C. 1877). At the present time these beneficiaries are covered solely by means of internal procedures.The Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs has studied the regulations of various other Federal agencies to ascertain how they address particular issues. Where practical, the proposed regulations have been drafted consistent with those of other agencies, especially when providing due process. We have examined the current regulations to determine whether we might best make only minor changes and have concluded that the Program and its beneficiaries would profit from a comprehensive review of all provisions. We believe that the proposed rules will accomplish the major objectives of the FECA and the Program at this time and will correct problems which have come to light since
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Classification—Executive Order 12291The Department of Labor does not believe that the regulatory proposal constitutes a “major rule” under Executive Order 12291, because it is not likely to result in: (1) An annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more;(2) a major increase in cost or prices for consumers, individual industries, Federal, state or local government agencies, or geographic regions; or (3) significant adverse effects on competition, employment, investment, productivity, innovation, or the ability of United States-based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enterprises in domestic or export markets. Accordingly, no regulatory analysis is required.
Paperwork Reduction ActThe information collection requirements entailed by the proposed regulations will not differ significantly from those currently in effect. No new forms are required. All forms that are referenced have been submitted previously for approval by the Office of Management and Budget where required.
Regulatory Flexibility ActThe Department believes that the rule will have “no significant economic impact upon a substantial number of small entities” within the meaning of section 3(a) of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, Pub. L. 96-354, 91 Stat. 1164 (5 U .S.C. 605(b)). The proposed regulations apply primarily to Federal agencies and their employees. No additional burdens are being imposed on small entities, in this case, medical providers and physicians. The Under Secretary has certified to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration to this effect. Accordingly, no regulatory impact analysis is required.
List of Subjects in 20 CFR Part 10Claims, Government employees, Archives and records, Health records, Freedom of Information, Privacy, Penalties, Health profession, Workers’ compensation, Employment, Administrative practices and procedures, Wages, Health facilities, Dental health, Medical devices, Health care, Lawyers, Legal services, Student, X-rays, Labor, Insurance, Kidney diseases, Lung diseases, and Tort claims.Accordingly, it is proposed that 20 CFR Part 10 be amended as set forth below.

1. The authority citation for 20 CFR Part 10 is revised to read as follows:Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301; Reorg. Plan No. 6 of 1950,15 FR 3174, 64 Stat. 1263; 5 U.S.C. 8145, 8149; Secretary’s Order 6-84, 49 FR 32473; Employment Standards Order 78-1,43 FR 51469.2. By revising the table of contents of Part 10 to read as follows:
PART 10—CLAIMS FOR 
COMPENSATION UNDER THE 
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES’ 
COMPENSATION ACT, AS AMENDED

Subpart A—General Provisions

IntroductionSec.10.1 Statutory provision.10.2 Administration of the Act and this chapter.10.3 Purpose and scope of this part.10.4 Applicability of other parts within this chapter.10.5 Definitions and use of terms. 
Inform ation in Program Records10.10 Custody of records relating to Federal Employees’ Compensation Act matters.10.11 Confidentiality of records relating to Federal Employees’ Compensation Act matters.10.12 Protection, release, inspection and copying of records.
Miscellaneous Provisions10.20 Forms.10.21 Waiver of compensation rights invalid.10.22 Exclusiveness of remedy.10.23 Penalties.
Subpart B—Notice of Injury and Claim for 
Compensation, Administrative Procedures
Notice of Injury or Death10.100 How to file a notice of injury or death.10.101 When a notice of injury or death must be given.10.102 Report of injury by the official superior.10.103 Report of death by the official superior.10.104 Report of the attending physician. 
Claims for Compensation10.105 Time for filing a claim for compensation.10.106 How to file a claim for disability compensation.10.107 Application for augmented compensation for disability.10.108 How to file an original claim for death benefits.10.109 Claims for balance of schedule awards unpaid at death when death is due to other causes.
Evidence10.110 Burden of proof.10.111 Submission of other evidence.

Termination and Continuation of Eligibility10.120 Report of termination of disability or return to work.10.121 Recurrence of disability.
10.122 Claim for continuing .compensation for disability.
10.123 Official superior’s responsibilities in returning the employee to work.
10.124 Employee’s obligation to return to 

work or to seek work when able.
10.125 Affidavit or report by employee of 

employment and earnings.
10.126 Claims for continuing compensation for death.
10.127 Continuation of compensation for a 

child, brother, sister, or grandchild who 
has reached the age of 18.

10.128 Termination of right to compensation for death; reapportionment of compensation.Determination of Claims, Hearing andReview Procedures
10.130 Processing of claims.
10.131 Request for a hearing.
10.132 Time and place of hearing; 

prehearing conference.
10.133 Conduct of hearing.
10.134 Subpoenas; witness fees.10.135 Employing agency attendance at hearings and submission of evidence.
10.136 Termination of hearing; release of decision.
10.137 Postponement; withdrawal or abandonment of request for hearing.
10.138 Review of decision.
10.139 Review by Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board.
10.140 Participation in claims process by 

employing agency.
10.141 Representation of the Director.
10.142 Representation of claimants.
10.143 Qualification of representative.
10.144 Authority of representative.
10.145 Fees for services.
10.146 [Reserved]
10.147 [Reserved]
10.148 [Reserved]
10.149 [Reserved]
10.150 Statement relative to substantive rules. .Representative Payment
10.160 Indications for designation of a 

representative payee.
10.161 Selection of a payee.
10.162 Responsibilities of a representative payee.
10.163 Use of benefit payments.
10.164 Conservation and investment of benefit payments.
10.165 Termination of representation.
10.166 Accounting for benefit payments.
Subpart C—Continuation of PayGeneral10.200 Statutory provisions.Procedures10.201 Right to continuation of pay.10.202 Election of annual or sick leave.
10.203 Controversion by employing agency.
10.204 Termination and forfeiture of 

continuation of pay.



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rules 2073910.205 Pay defined for continuation of pay purposes.10.206 Agency accounting and reporting of continuation of pay.Official Superior’s and Beneficiary’sResponsibilities10.207 Official superior’s responsibility in continuation of pay cases.10.208 Recurrence of disability.10.209 Employee’s responsibilities in continuation of pay cases.
Subpart D—Payment of CompensationCompensation Rates10.300 Maximum and minimum compensation rates.10.301 Temporary total disability rate.10.302 Permanent total disability rate.10.303 Partial disability rate.10.304 Schedule compensation rate.10:305 Attendant allowance.10.306 Eligibility for death benefits and death benefit rates.10.307 -Burial and transportation benefits.Adjustment to Benefits1Q.310 Buy back of annual or sick leave.10.311 Lump sum awards.10.312 Assignment of claims; claims of creditors.10.313 Dual benefits.10.314 Cost-of-living adjustments.Overpayments10.320 Definitions.10.321 Recovery of overpayments.10.322 Waiver of recovery-defeat the purpose of the subchapter.10.323 Waiver of recovery—against equity and good conscience.10.324 Responsibility for providing financial information.Subpart E—Furnishing Medical Treatment10.400 Physician and medical services, etc. defined.10.401 Medical treatment, hospital services", transportation, etc.10.4Q2 Official authorization for treatment.10.403 Medical treatment in doubtful cases.10.404 Emergency treatment.10.405 M ed ica l treatment if symptoms or 

disability recur.10.406 Authority for dental treatment.10.407 Medical examinations.10.408 Medical referee examination.10.409 Furnishing of orthopedic and prosthetic appliances, and dental work.10.410 Recording and submission of medical reports.10.411 Submission of bills for medical services, appliances and supplies.10.412 Reimbursement for medical expenses, transportation costs, loss of wages, and incidental expenses.10.413 Time limitation on payment of bills.
Subpart F—Exelusion of Physicians and
Other Providers of Medical Services and 
Supplies10.450 Exclusion for fraud and abuse: Grounds.10.451 Automatic exclusion.10.452 Initiation of exclusion procedures.10.453 Requests for a hearing.

10.454 Hearings and recommended decision.
10.455 Final decision.
10.456 Effects of exclusion.
10.457 Reinstatement.
Subpart G—Cases Involving the Liability of 
a Third Party
10.500 Prosecution of third party action by a 

beneficiary.
10.501 Assignment of third party.
10.502 Refusal to assign or prosecute claim 

when required; effect.
10.503 Distribution of damages recovered by 

a beneficiary.10.504 Distribution of damages where 
cause of action is assigned.

10.505 Office may require beneficiary to 
settle or compromise third party suit.

10.506 Official superior’s responsibility in 
cases involving potential third party 
liability.

10.507 Satisfaction of the interest of the 
United States.

Subpart H—Special Category EmployeesPeace Corps Volunteers
1Ô.600 Definition of volunteer.
10.601 Applicability of the Act.
10.602 When disability compensation 

commences.
10.603 Monthly pay for compensation 

purposes.
10.604 Period of service as a volunteer.
10.605 Conditions of coverage while serving 

outside the United States and the District 
of Columbia.Non-Federal Law Enforcement Officers

10.810 Definition of a law enforcement 
officer.

10.611 Applicability.
10.612 Conditions for eligibility.
10.613 Time for filing a claim.
10.614 How to file a notice of injury or 

death.
10.615 Benefits.
10.616 Computation of henefits.
10.617 Responsibilities of the claimant, the 

employing agency and the Office.
10.618 Consultation with Attorney General 

and other agencies.
10.619 Cooperation with State and local 

agencies.
Federal Grand and Petit Jurors
10.620 Definition of juror.
10.621 Applicability. .
10.622 Performance of duty.
10.623 When disability compensation 

commences.
10.624 Pay rate for compensation purposes.3. By revising § 10.1 to read asfollows:
§ 10.1 Statutory provisions.(a) The Federal Employees’ Compensation Act, as amended (5 U.S.C. 8101 e tse q .)  provides for the payment of workers’ compensation 
benefits to civilian officers and employees of all branches of the Government of the United States. The Act has been amended and extended a number of times to provide workers’ compensation benefits to volunteers in the Civil Air

Patrol (5 U .S.C. 8141), members of the Reserve Officer Training Corps (5 U.S.C. 8140), Peace Corps Volunteers (5 U.S.C. 8142), Job Corps enrollees and Volunteers In Service to America (5 U.S.C. 8143), members of the National Teachers Corps (5 U.S.C. 8143a), certain student employees (see 5 U.S.C. 5351, 8144), employees of the Panama Canal Commission and certain employees of the Alaska Railroad (see 5 U .S.C. 8146), certain law enforcement officers not employed by the United States (see 5 U.S.C. 8191-8193), and various other classes of persons who provide or have provided services to the Government of the United States.(b) The Act provides for the payment of compensation for wage loss and for permanent impairment of specified members and functions of the body incurred by employees as a result of an injury sustained while in the performance of their duties in service to the United States. In addition to monetary compensation, eligible employees are entitled to receive, at reasonable expense to the United States, medical and related services made necessary by the compensable condition. In appropriate cases, vocational rehabilitation services shall be provided to eligible beneficiaries.(c) The Act also provides for the payment of monetary compensation to specified survivors of an employee whose death is the result of an employment-related injury and for payment of certain burial expenses subject to the provisions of 5 U.S.C.8134.(d) Each of the types of benefits and conditions of eligibility enumerated in this section is subject to the applicable provisions of the Act and the provisions of this part. This secton shall not be construed to modify or enlarge upon the provisions of the Act.4. By revising § 10.2(b) to read as follows:
§ 10.2 Adm inistration o f the Act and this 
chapter.
*  *  *  *  *(b) In the case of employees of the Panama Canal Commission, the Federal Employees’ Compensation Act is administered by the Panama Canal -- Commission and inquiries pertaining to such coverage should be directed to that Commission.5. By revising § 10.3 to add a new paragraph (i) which reads as follows:
§ 10.3 Purpose and scope o f this p a rt
* * * * *
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§ 10.4 Applicability of other parts within 
this chapter.This revised Part 10 is applicable to Part 25 of this chapter except as modified by Part 25.7. In § 10.5, paragraphs (a)(6), (a)(ll)(iv) through (xx), (a)(12), and (a)(14) 
through (a)(20) are revised; paragraphs(a)(21) through (a)(26) are added; paragraph (b) is revised, and paragraphs(c) and (d) are removed to read as follows:
§ 10.5 Definitions.

(а) * * *(б) “Benefits” or “Compensation” means the money paid or payable under the Act to the employee on account of loss of wages or loss of wage-earning capacity and to enumerated survivors on account of the employee’s death, and includes any other benefits paid for from the Employee’s Compensation Fund such as scheduled compensation under 5 U .S.C. 8107, medical diagnostic and treatment services supplied pursuant to the Act and this part, vocational rehabilitation services, additional money for services of an attendant or for vocational rehabilitation under 5 U .S.C. 8111, and funeral expenses under 5 U .S.C. 8134, but does not include continuation of pay as provided by 5 U.S.C. 8118.
* * * * *

(11) * * *(iv) An individual appointed to a position on the office staff of a former President under section 1(b) of the Act of August 25,1958 (72 Stat. 838);(v) An individual selected pursuant to Chapter 121 of Title 28, United States Code, and serving as a petit or grand juror;(vi) Members of the Reserve Officers Training Corps;(vii) Civil Air Patrol Volunteers;(viii) Peace Corps Volunteers and volunteer leaders;(ix) Job Corps enrollees;(x) Youth Conservation Corps enrollees;(xi) Volunteers in Service to America;(xii) Members of the National Teachers Corps;(xiii) Members of the Neighborhood Youth Corps;(xiv) Student employees as defined in 5 U.S.C. 5351;(xv) Employees of the Panama Canal Commission;

(xvi) Certain employees of the Alaska Railroad;(xvii) Law enforcement officers not employees of the United States and Federal law enforcement officers who are pensioned or pensionable under sections 521-535 of Title 4, District of Columbia Code;(xviii) An individual covered under the provisions of section 105(e)(1) of Pub. L. 93-638 (Indian Self- Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975); and,(xix) Other persons performing service for the United States within the purview of the Act and all acts in amendment, substitution or extension thereof;(xx) But does not include:(A) A  commissioned officer of the Regular Corps of the Public Health Service;(B) A  commissioned officer of the Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service on active duty;(C) A  commissioned officer of the Environmental Science Services Administration.(12) “ Official Superior”  means officers and employees having responsibility for the supervision, direction or control of employees, or other employees of the agency designated by the employing agency to carry out the responsibilities vested in the agency under the Act and this subpart.(13) * * *(14) "Injury” means a wound or condition of the body induced by accident or trauma, and includes a disease or illness proximately caused by the employment for which benefits are provided under the Act. The term “injury” includes damage to or destruction of medical braces, artificial limbs, and other prosthetic devices which shall be replaced or repaired; except that eyeglasses and hearing aids shall not be replaced, repaired, or otherwise compensated for, unless the damage or destruction is incident to a personal injury requiring medical services.(15) “Traumatic injury" means a wound or other condition of the body caused by external force, including stress or strain, which is identifiable as to time and place of occurrence and member or function of the body affected. The injury must be caused by a specific event or incident or series of events or incidents within a single work day or work shift.(16) “Occupational disease or illness" means a condition produced by systemic infections; continued or repeated stress or strain; exposure to toxins, poisons, fumes, etc., or other continued or repeated exposure to factors or

conditions of the work environment over a period of time longer than a single work day or shift.(17) “Disability” means the incapacity, because of employment injury, to perform the duties of the position held at the time of injury.(18) “Temporary aggravation” means that factors of employment have directly caused an underlying or pre-existing condition, disease or illness to be more severe for a definite limited period of time and thereafter leaves no greater impairment than existed prior to the employment injury.(19) “Impairment” means any anatomic or functional abnormality or loss. A  permanent impairment is any such abnormality or loss after maximum medical improvement has been achieved.(20) “Pay rate for compensation purposes” means the employee’s pay,, as determined under section 8114 of the Act, at the time of injury, or at the time disability begins, or at the time compensable disability recurs if the recurrence begins more than 6 months after the injured employee resumes regular full-time employment with the United States, whichever is greater, except as otherwise determined under section 8113 of the Act with respect to any period.(21) “Organ” means a part of the body that performs a special function, and for purposes of this part excludes the brain, heart and back.(22) “United States Medical Officers and Hospitals" includes medical officers and hospitals of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Veterans Administration, and United States Public Health Service, and any other medical officers or hospitals designated as a United States medical officer or hospital by the Secretary.(23) “Representative” means a person authorized by a claimant in writing to act for the claimant in connection with a claim or proceeding under the Act or this part.(24) “Surviving spouse” means the husband or wife living with or dependent for support on a deceased employee at the time of his or her deaths or living apart for reasonable cause or because of his or her desertion.(25) "Student” means an individual under 23 years of age who has not completed 4 years of education beyond the high school level and who is regularly pursuing a full-time course of study or training at an institution which is—(i) A  school or college or university operated or directly supported by the United States, or by any State or local



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rules 20741government or political subdivision thereof; or(ii) A  school or college or university which has been accredited by a State or by a State-recognized or nationally recognized accrediting agency or body; or(iii) A  school or college or university not so accredited but whose credits are accepted on transfer by not less than three institutions which are so accredited, for credit on the same basis as if transferred from an accredited institution; or(iv) A  technical, trade, vocational, business, or professional school accredited or licensed by die Federal or a State government or any political subdivision thereof providing courses of not less than 3 months duration, that prepares the individual for a livelihood in a trade, industry, vocation, cor profession.An individual continues to be a student during any interim between school years if the interim does not exceed 4 months and the individual shows to the satisfaction of the Office that he or she has a bona fide intention Of continuing to pursue a full-time course of education or training during the semester or other enrollment period immediately after the interim, or during periods of reasonable duration during which, in the judgment of the Office, the individual is prevented by factors beyond his or her control from pursuing his or her education. A  student whose 23rd birthday occurs during a semester or other enrollment period is deemed a student until the end of the semester or other enrollment period.(26) “A  year beyond the high school level” means—(i) The 12-morith period beginning the month after the individual graduates from high school, provided he or she has indicated an intention to continue schooling within 4 months of high school graduation, and each successive 12- month period in which there is school attendance or the payment of compensation based on student attendance, or(ii) If the individual has indicated that he or she will not continue schooling within 4 months of high school graduation, the 12-month period beginning with the month that the individual enters school to continue his or her education, and each successive 12-month period in which there is school attendance or the payment of compensation based on student status.(b) Dependents and survivors. In addition to basic disability benefits for employees the Act provides in section 8133 that certain monthly benefits shall

be.payable to certain enumerated survivors of employees who have died from an injury sustained in the performance of duty. Section 8110 of the Act provides that any employee who is found eligible for a basic benefit shall be entitled to have such a basic benefit augmented at a specified rate for certain persons living in the beneficiary’s household or who are dependent upon the beneficiary for support. The provisions of 5 U.S.C. 8101,8110, and 8133 defining the nature of such survivorship or dependency necessary to qualify a beneficiary for a survivor’s benefit or augmented benefit shall be applicable as appropriate to the provisions of this part.
8. By revising § 10.10 to read as 

follows:
§ 10.10 Custody o f records relating to  
Federal Em ployees’ Compensation Act 
m atters.

All records, medical and other reports, 
statements of witnesses and other 
papers relating to the injury or death of 
a civil employee of the United States or 
other person entitled to compensation or 
benefits from the United .States under 
the Act and all amendments and 
extensions thereof, are the official 
records of the Office and are not records 
of the agency, establishment or 
department making or having the care or 
use of such records.9. By revising § 10.11 to read as follows:
§ 10.11 Confidentiality o f records relating  
to  Federal Em ployees’ Com pensation Act 
m atters.Records of the Office pertaining to an injury or death are confidential, and are exempt from disclosure to the public under section 552(b)(6) of Title 5, United States Code. No official or employee of an agency, establishment or department who has investigated or secured statements from witnesses and others pertaining to a claim for benefits, or any pereon having the care or use of such reports, shall disclose information from or pertaining to such records to any person, except in accordance with applicable regulations (see 29 CFR 70 and 70a).10. By adding new § 10.12 as follows:
§ 10.12 Protection, release, inspection and 
copying of records.(a) The protection, release, inspection and copying of records of the Office pertaining to an injury or death shall be accomplished in accordance with the rules, guidelines and provisions contained in Part 70 and Part 70a of Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations and the annual notice of systems of

records and routine uses as published in the Federal Register. However, since the records of the Office are contained within a government-wide system of records under the control of the Department of Labor, § 70a.l(b)(3) of Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations provides that the regulations of the agency in possession of such records shall govern the procedure for requesting access to, or amendment of the records, including initial determinations on such requests, while the Department of Labor regulations shall govern all other aspects of safeguarding these records established by the Privacy Act. Where request to amend such records in possession of the agency is received, the agency shall so advise the Office and shall provide the Office with a copy of any amended record.(b) When an employee or beneficiary is prosecuting an action for damages under 5 U .S .C . 8131, records may be released as provided for in Part 70a of Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations.11. By amending § 10.20(b) table by revising (11) through (14) and adding (15) to read as follows:
§ 10.20 Forms.
*  *  *  *  ★(b) * * *(11) CA-12—Claim for Continuance of Compensation.(12) CA-16—Authorization of Examination and/or Treatment.(13) CA-17—Duty Status Report.(14) CA-20—Attending Physician’s Report.(15) CA-20a—Attending Physician’s Supplemental Report. * * * * *12. By revising § 10.23(a) to read as follows:
§ 10.23 Penalties.(a) Any person who knowingly makes any false statement, misrepresentation, concealment of fact, or any other act of fraud to obtain compensation as provided by the Act or who knowingly accepts compensation to which that person is not entitled is subject to criminal prosecution and may, under appropriate U.S. Criminal Code provisions, be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than five years, or both.* * * -* *13. By revising § 10.100 to read as follows:
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§ 10.100 How to  file  a notice o f injury or 
death.(a) Traumatic injury. An employee who sustains a traumatic injury which the employee believes occurred while in the performance of duty shall give writteh notice of the injury of Form C A - 1 to the official superior. If the employee is unable to give written notice, it may be given by any person acting on the employee’s behalf.(b) Occupational disease or illness.An ernployee who has a disease or illness which the employee believes to be employment-related shall give written notice of the condition on Form CA-2 to the official superior. If the employee is unable to give written notice, it may be given by any person acting on the employee’s behalf. If it is impractical to give written notice to the employee’s official superior, it may be given to any official of the employing agency, or directly to the Office. Form CA-2 must be accompanied by a statement from the employee to include(l)-a detailed history of the disease or illness with identification of part(s) of the body affected; (2) complete details of types of substances or conditions of employment believed responsible for the disease or illness; (3) a description of specific exposures to substances or stressful conditions including locations, frequency and duration, and (4) whether the employee ever suffered a similar condition and, if so, full details of onset, history and medical care received with names and addresses of physicians rendering treatment.(c) Death. If an employee dies because of a traumatic injury believed to have been sustained in die performance of duty or because of a disease or illness believed to have been employment- related, the employee’s survivor(s), or any person acting on behalf of the survivor(s), shall notify the official superior of the death. If it is impractical to give notice to the employee’s official superior, it may be given to any official of the employing agency, or directly to the Office.14. By redesignating § 10.102 as § 10.101 and revising it to read as follows:

§ 10.101 When a notice o f injury or death 
must be given.(a) Traumatic injury. Notice of a traumatic injury or death due to a traumatic injury shall be given as soon as possible but, pursuant to 5 U.S.G. 8119, no later than 30 days from the date on which the injury or death occurred. The failure to give notice within 30 days may result in a loss of compensation rights.

(b) Occupational disease or illness. Notice of disease or illness believed to be employment related shall be given as soon as possible but no later than 30 days from the date on which the employee was first aware, or by the exercise of reasonable diligence should have been aware, of a possible relationship between the disease or illness and the conditions or factors of employment.(c) Death. In the case of death, notice shall be given as soon as possible but no later than 30 days from the date of death or the date the employee’s survivor first became aware, or by the exercise of reasonable diligence should have been aware, of a possible relationship between the death and the conditions or factors of employment. The failure to give notice within 30 days may result in a loss of compensation rights.15. By redesignating § 10.103 as § 10.102 and revising it to read as follows:
§ 10.102 Report o f injury by the official 
superior.(a) As soon as possible but no later than 10 working days after receipt of written notice of injury from the employee, the official superior shall submit to the Office a written report of every injury or occupational disease or illness which is likely to:

(1) Result in a medical charge against 
the Office;

(2) Result in disability for work 
beyond the day or shift of injury;(3) Require prolonged treatment;(4) Result in future disability;(5) Result in permanent impairment or;(6) Result in a continuation of pay pursuant to 5 U .S.C 8118.
Portions of Forms CA-1 or CA-2 are 
provided for this purpose. If the injury 
does not come under any of the 
categories enumerated in this paragraph, 
the Form CA-1 or CA-2 need not be 
submitted to the Office but shall be 
retained as a permanent record in the 
employee’s personnel folder.(b) If the official superior has reason to disagree with any particular of the injury as reported by the employee, the official superior or other agency official shall explore the circumstances of the injury and submit to the Office, at the same time as Form CA-1 or CA-2, a full written explanation specifying the areas of disagreement and the findings upon which the disagreement is based. The report may be accompanied by supporting documentation such as witness statements, medical reports or records, or any other relevant information. If written explanation in support of the disagreement is not

submitted, the Office may accept as factual the report of injury made by the employee.(c) In cases of disease or illness, Form CA-2 must be accompanied by the following from the official superior:(1) A detailed description of the employee’s duty assignments including the nature, extent and duration of exposure to fumes, chemicals, or other irritants or situations;(2) Copies of all physical examination reports, including x-ray reports and laboratory data, on file for the employee;(3) A  record of the employee’s absences from work showing the reason for the absence in each instance, if known;(4) Statements from each co-worker who has firsthand knowledge about the employee’s condition and its cause, and;(5) The official superior’s comments on the accuracy of the employee’s statement required by § 10.100(b) of this part.(d) Other reports shall be submitted by the official superior as described elsewhere in this part or as may be required by the Office.16. By redesignating § 10.101 as § 10.103 and revising it to read as follows:
§ 10.103 Report of death by the officai 
superior.If an employee dies because of a traumatic injury or a disease or illness sustained in the performance of duty, the official superior shall immediately report the death to the Office by telephone or telegram. As soon as possible but no later than 10 working days after receipt of knowledge of death, the official superior shall complete and send Form CA-6 to the Office.17. By adding a new § 10.104 to read as follows:
§ 10.104 Report of the attending 
physician.(a) In all cases reported, the employee must submit, or arrange for the submission of, a medical report to the Office from the attending physician.This report should include: dates of examination and treatment; history given by the employee; findings; results of x-rays and laboratory tests; diagnosis; course of treatment, and the physician’s opinion, with medical reasons, regarding causal relationship between the diagnosed condition^) and the factors or conditions of the employment. This report may be made:(1) On Part B of Form CA-16;(2) On Form CA-20 or CA-20a; or
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§ 10.105 Tim e fo r filing a claim fo r 
com pensation.(a) Claim for disability compensation. An injured employee is required to file a written claim for compensation within 3 years after the injury before compensation may be paid. If, however, the official superior had actual knowledge of the injury within 30 days, or if written notice was given within 30 days, compensation may be allowed regardless of whether a written claim was made within 3 years after the injury. Actual knowledge must be such 
as to put the official superior reasonably on notice of an on-the-job injury.* ★  * * *(e) If no claim is filed by e-n injured employee or by someone acting on the employee’s behalf prior to his or her death, the right to claim compensation for disability other than medical expenses ceases and does not survive.19. By revising § 10.106 to read as follows:
§ 10.106 How to file  a claim fo r disability 
compensation.(a) Whenever an employee, as a result of an injury in the performance of duty, is disabled with loss of pay for more than 3 calendar days or has a permanent impairment or serious disfigurement as described in 5 U.S.C. 8107, the official superior shall furnish the employee with Form CA-4 (occupational disease or illness) or CA-7 (traumatic injury), as appropriate, for the purpose of claiming compensation and shall advise the employee of his or her rights under the Act.(b) The employee, upon termination of wage loss if the period of wage loss is less than 10 calendar days, or at the expiration of 10 calendar days from the date pay stops if the period of wage loss will be 10 calendar days of more, should file Form CA-4 or CA-7 with the Office or with any person designated by the Office to receive claims. The employee’s official superior is so designated to receive claims on behalf of the Office. The employee, or someone acting on the employee’s behalf, must complete the

front of Form CA-4 or CA-7 and, unless special circumstances require otherwise, submit the form to the official superior for completion and transmission to the Office.(c) Upon receipt of Form CA-4 or C A - 7 from the employee (or from someone acting on the employee’s behalf), the official superior shall complete the appropriate portions of the claim form, items 1-4 on the front of the attached Form CA-20, insert the appropriate Office address on the back thereof, detach the Form CA-20 and send it to the attending physican for completion and submission to the Office. As soon as possible, but not later than 5 working days after its receipt from the employee, the official superior shall forward the completed Form CA-4 or CA-7 to the Office.20. By revising § 10.107 to read as follows:
§ 10.107 Application fo r augm ented 
com pensation.(a) While the employee has one or more dependents as defined in 5 U .S.C. 8110, the employee’s basic compensation for wage loss as provided in section 8105 or 8106(a), or for permanent impairment as provided in section 8107(a), shall be augmented as provided in section 8110. Forms CA-4 and CA-7 include an application for such augmented compensation.(b) Augmented compensation payable while an employee has an unmarried child as defined by 5 U .S.C. 8110, which would otherwise terminate because the child reaches the age of 18, may be continued while the child is a student as defined by the Act and in § 10.5(a)(25) of this part.(c) The Office may require an employee to submit an affidavit or statement as to any dependents, in the manner and at the times the Office specifies, in order to determine the employee’s entitlement to augmented compensation. If an employee when required, fails within 30 days of the date of the request to submit such affidavit or statement, the employee’s right to augmented compensation otherwise payable shall be suspended until such time as the requested affidavit or report is received^ at which time augmented compensation will be reinstated retroactive to the date of suspension provided the employee is entitled to such augmented compensation.(d) An employee augmented compensation shall promptly notify the Office of any event which would terminate the employee’s continued entitlement to augmented compensation. Any checks or payments received after such event shall be

returned to the Office as soon as possible. Where augmented compensation is paid by the Office beyond the date entitlement terminated, the Office shall make proper adjustment and any difference between actual entitlement and the amount already paid is an overpayment X)f compensation and may be recovered pursuant to 5 U .S.C. 8129.21. By revising § 10.109 to read as follows:
§ 10.109 Claims fo r balance o f schedule 
awards unpaid at death when death is due 
to  o ther causes.(a) If an employee who has sustained compensable impairment within the meaning of 5 U.S.C. 8107, and has filed a valid claim during his or her lifetime, dies from causes other than the injury which resulted in the compensable impairment before the entire amount due for the schedule was paid, a claim for the unpaid balance may be made on a form approved by the Office by the surviving spouse or child in accordance with 5 U .S.C. 8109(a)(3)(D). If there is no survivirig spouse or child, then a claim for the unpaid balance may be made by any other survivors pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 8109(a)(3)(D) and benefits shall be paid in the proportions and under the conditions and in the order as follows:(1) To the parent or parents wholly dependent for support upon the decedent in equal shares with any wholly dependent brother, sister, grandparent or grandchild:(2) To the parent or parents partially dependent for support upon the decedent in equal shares when there are no wholly dependent brothers, sisters, grandparents or grandchildren (or other wholly dependent parent); and(3) To the parent or parents partially dependent upon the decedent, 25 percent of the amount payable, shared equally, and the remaining 75 percent to any wholly dependent brother, sister, grandparent or grandchild (or wholly dependent parent), share and share alike.(b) Any survivor referred to in paragraph (a) of this section must be alive to receive any payment and any such survivor shall not have a vested right to any such payment. Claims for continuation of payments under 5 U.S.C. 8109 shall be made in the manner described by § 10.126 of this subpart.(c) The entitlement of any survivor to payment under 5 U .S.C. 8109 shall cease upon the happening of any event which would terminate such right under 5 U.S.C. 8133. The termination of such right and any necessary
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§ 10.125 Affidavit or report by employee 
of employment and earnings.(a) While in receipt of compensation for partial or total disability, an employee may be required to submit an affidavit or other report o f earnings from employment or self-employment on either, a part-time of full-time basis. If an employee when required, fails within 30 days of the date of the request to submit such an affidavit or report, the employee’s right to compensation for wage loss under section 8105 or 8106 is suspended until such time as the requested affidavit or report is received by the Office, at which time compensation will be reinstated retroactive to the date of suspension. I f  in making an affidavit or report, an employee knowingly omits or understates any earnings or remuneration, the employee shall forfeit the right to compensation with respect to any period for which the affidavit or report was required. A  false or evasive statement, omission, concealment, or misrepresentation with respect to employment or earnings in a required affidavit or report may, in addition to forfeiture, subject the employee to eliminar prosecution.(b) Where the right to compensation is forfeited, any compensation already paid for. the period of forfeiture may. be recoveredpursuant to 5 LLS.C. 8129 by deducting the amount from compensation payable in the future, If further compensation is not payable, die compensation already paid may be recovered pursuant to U S.C. 8129 and the Federal Claims Collection Act (31 ’ U .S.C. 952). Eàmings from employment referred to in this section or elsewhere in this part means gross earnings or wages before any deductions; and includes the value o f  subsistence, quarters, reimbursed expenses, or any other advantages received in kind as part of the wages or remuneration. In general, earnings from self-employment means a reasonable estimate o f  the rate of pay it would cost the employee to have someone else perform the work or duties the employee is performing.Where self-employment is in the form o f a corporation, partnership, or sole- proprietorship, a lack of profits for such entity does not remove the employee’s

obligation to report the employment or the rate of pay.(c) For the purpose of administering the Act, including the making of proper determinations as to an employee’s entitlement to benefits, the Office may, with the written consent of the employee, obtain from the Social Security Administration wage information concerning that employee to. include the names and addresses of employers for whom, the employee, worked during a specified period of time, the periods employed, and the gross amount of wages earned.23. By adding a new § 10.110 to read as follows::
§ 10.110 Burden of Proof(a) A  claimant has the burden of establishing by the weight of reliable, probative and substantial evidence that the claimed condition and the disability, if any, was caused, aggravated, or adversely affected by the claimant’s Federal employment. A s a part of this burden, the claimant must specify the employment incident or the. factors or conditions of employment to which the injury, disease or disability is attributed, and must submit rationalized medical opinion evidence* based upon a complete and accurate factual and medical background, showing causal relationship between the claimed condition and the Federal employment. Therfact that a condition or disease manifests itself during a period'of Federal employment by itself does not raise an inference that there is causal relationship between the two. Neither the fact that the condition or disease became manifest during a period of Federal employment, nor the belief of the claimant that the condition or disease was caused or aggravated by employment conditions or factors, is sufficient in itself to establish causal relationship.(b) If a  claimant initially submits supportive factual and/or medical evidence which- is not sufficient to carry the burden of proof; the Office will * inform the claimant o f the defects in proof and grant afleast 39 calendar days for tire claimant to submit the evidence required to meet the burden o f proof. Subsequent submissions of evidence still not sufficient to carry the burden of'proof will not require another notification of defects. The Office may, in its discretion, undertake to develop either factual or medical evidence for determination of the claim. For example, when the claim is based on exposure to hazardous material or noise at work, or when relevant evidence is in the possessiorrof the Federal government

and not accessible to the claimant (e.g., a deactivated employing agency facility), the Office will undertake to develop the necessary evidence.(c) Once the Office has accepted a claim and paid compensation, it has the burden, before terminating or reducing compensation, of establishing by the weight of the evidence that the disability for which compensation was paid has ceased; or that the disabling condition is no longer causally related to the employment, or that the claimant is only partially disabled, or that its initial decision was in error.24. By revising § 10.111 to read as follows:
§ 10.111 Submission of other evidence.The responsibilities of the official superior and the claimant to submit evidence are specified elsewhere in this part. A  claimant, a person acting on the claimant’s behalf, or the employing agency may submit to the Office any other evidence which is deemed relevant and pertinent to the initial and ongomg determination of the claim.25. By revising $19.120 to read as follows:
§ 10.120 Report of termination of disability 
or return to work.In all cases reported to the Office the official superior shall notify the Office immediately upon the injured employee’s return to worker termination of disability. Form CA-3 is provided for this purpose. It shall be used unless a report of termination of disability is made to the Office on Form CA-1 or CA-2, or CA-4, orCA -7 as appropriate, or in some other manner.26. By revising § 10.121 to react as follows:
§ 10.121 Recurrence of disability.(a) Hie official superior shall notify the Office if, after the employee returns to work, the original injury causes the employee to. stop work again. Form CA- 2a is provided for this purpose. If the original injury was not previously reported to the Office, notice of the original injury shall be made on Form CA-1 or CA-2, as appropriate* and attached when Form CA-2a is submitted. Medical reports concerning the original injury should also he attached if not previously submitted.The employee has the burden o f establishing by the weight of reliable, probative and substantial evidence that the recurrence of disability is causally related to the original injury.' '(b) When the employee has received medical care as a result of the



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rules 20745recurrence, he or she should arrange for a detailed medical report to be submitted by the attending physician. The report should include: dates of examination and treatment; history given by the employee; findings; results of x-ray and laboratory tests; diagnosis; course of treatment; the physician’s opinion, with medical reasons, regarding causal relationship between the employee’s condition and the original injury; work limitations or restrictions, and prognosis. The employee should also submit, or arrange for the submission of, similar medical reports for any examination and/or treatment received subsequent to returning to work following the original injury.(c) The employee must also give the reasons for believing the recurrence of disability is related to the original injury. A  statement from the employee must accompany Form CA-2a describing the employee’s duties upon return to work after the original injury, stating whether there were any other injuries or illness, and giving a general description of the employee’s physical condition during the intervening period. The official superior may submit comments concerning the employee’s statement.(d) If the injured employee does not return to duty prior to the date Form CA-2a is submitted to the Office, the return to duty or termination of disability shall be reported to the Office on Form CA-3 unless otherwise reported on Form CA-4 or CA-7 or Form CA-8.(e) Claim for compensation as a result of the recurrence of disability should be made using Form CA-4 or CA-7, as appropriate, unless such form was previously filed after the original injury. If Form CA-4 or CA-7 was previously ' filed, compensation must be claimed using Form CA-8. A  completed claim form plus a medical report on Form C A - 20 or CA-20a (or in narrative form) must be submitted before compensation may be paid!27. By revising § 10.122 to read as follows:
§ 10.122 Claim for continuing 
compensation for disability.Form CA-8 is provided to claim compensation for additional periods of time after Form CA-4 or CA-7 is submitted to the Office. It is the responsibility of the employee to submit Form CA-8. Without receipt of such claim, the Office has no knowledge of continuing wage loss. Therefore, while disability continues, a claim on Form CA-8 should be submitted every 2 weeks until the employee is otherwise

instructed by the Office. The employee shall complete and sign the face of the form, and the official superior shall complete the reverse side. The official superior also shall complete items 1-6 on the front of the attached Form C A - 20a and insert the appropriate Office address on the back thereof, and then detach the Form CA-20a and send it to the attending physician for completion and submission to the Office. The official superior shall forward the completed Form CA-8 to the Office within 5 working days of receipt from the employee.28. By redesignating § 10.124 as § 10.126 and revising it to read as follows:
§ 10.126 Claims for continuing 
compensation for death.A  beneficiary to whom an award of compensation has been made on account of an employee’s death shall submit additional claims for continuing compensation to the Office once each year, or when required by the Office. Form CA-12 is provided by the Office for this purpose and will be sent to the beneficiary when an additional claim is required. If a beneficiary when required, fails within 30 days of the date of request to submit the form (or an equivalent written statement), the beneficiary’s right to compensation, including compensation payable to that beneficiary for or on behalf of another (e.g., compensation payable to a widow on behalf of a child), shall be suspended until such time as the requested form or equivalent written statement is received, at which time compensation will be reinstated at the appropriate rate retroactive to the date of suspension.29. By redesignating § 10.123 as § 10.124 and revising it to read as follows:
§10.124 Employee’s obligation to return 
to work or to seek work when able.(a) An employee whose disability has ceased and who is able to resume regular Federal employment has the obligation to do so. No further compensation for wage loss is payable once the employee has recovered from the employment injury to the extent that he or she could perform the duties of the position held at the time of injury, or earn equivalent wages.(b) Where an employee has been advised by the employing agency in writing of the existence of specific alternative positions within the agency, the employee shall furnish the description of such alternative positions to the attending physician and inquire whether and when the employee will be

able to perform such duties. Where an agency has advised the employee of its willingness to accommodate where possible the employee’s work limitations and restrictions, the employee shall so advise the attending physician and request the physician to specify the limitations and restrictions imposed by the injury. The employee has the responsibility to advise the employing agency immediately of the limitations and restrictions imposed.(c) Where an employee has been offered suitable employment (or reemployment) by the employing agency (i.e., employment or reemployment which the Office has found to be within the employee’s educational and vocational capabilities, within any limitations and restrictions which preexisted the injury, and within the limitations and restrictions which resulted from the injury), or where an employee has been offered suitable employment as a result of job placement efforts made by or on behalf of the Office, the employee is obligated to return to such employment. An employee who refuses or neglects to work after suitable work has been offered or secured for the employee has the burden of showing that such refusal or failure to work was reasonable or justified.(d) When a permanently disabled employee who cannot return to the position held at the time of injury due to the residuals of the employment injury has recovered sufficiently to be able to perform some type of work, the employee must seek suitable work either in the Government or in private employment. Such an employee must report the efforts made to obtain suitable employment at such times and in such manner as the Office may require including the names and addresses of the persons or establishments to whom the employee has applied for work.(e) If a partially disabled employee refuses to seek suitable work or refuses or neglects to work after suitable work has been offered to, procured by, or secured for the employee, the employee is not entitled to compensation provided by sections 8105, 8106, and 8107 of the Act.(f) Pursuant to 5 U .S.C. 8104(a), the Office may direct a permanently disabled employee to undergo vocational rehabilitation. If an employee without good cause fails or refuses to apply for, undergo, participate in, or continue participation in a vocational rehabilitation effort when so directed, the office will, in accordance with 5 U .S.C. 8113(b), reduce prospectively the



20746 Federal Register fi Vol. 51, No, 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rulesemployee’s monetary compensation based on what would probably have been the employee’s wage-earning capacity had there not been such failure or refusal. If an employee without good cause fails or refuses to apply for, undergo, participate in, or continue participation in the early but necessary stages of a vocational rehabilitation effort (i.e., interviews, testing, counselling, and work evaluations), the Office cannot determine what would have been the employee’s wage-earning capacity! had there not been such failure or refusal. It will be assumed, therefore, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that the vocational rehabilitation effort would have resulted in a return to work with no loss of wageearning capacity, and the Office will reduce the employee’s monetary compensation accordingly. Any reduction in the employee's monetary compensation under the provisions of this, paragraph shall continue until the employee in good faith complies with the direction of the Office.30. By adding a new § 10.123 to read as follows;
§ 10.123 Employing agency’s 
responsibilities in returning the employee 
to work.(a) Upon authorization of medical care, the official superior shall advise the employee of his or her obligation to return to work as soon as possible and, with respect to alternative work, shall(1) Advise the employee in the same manner as provided by § 10.207(b)(1); and(2) Advise the employee of his or her responsibilities under § 10.124 of this supbpart.fb) The employing agency shall monitor the employee’s medical progress and duty status by obtaining periodic medical reports. Form CA-17 is provided for this purpose;(c) Where the employing agency is notified in writing that the attending physician has found the employee to be partially disabled; and the employee is able to:(1) Perform in a specific alternative position which is available within the agency and for which the agency has furnished the employee with a written description of the specific duties and physical requirements, the agency shall notify the employee immediately of the date of availability. To facilitate early return to work, the agency may inform the employee of the offer and its availability by telephone, but must provide written confirmation of the offer as soon as possible thereafter.(2) Perform restricted or limited duties, the agency shall determine

whether necessary accommodation can be made, and i f  so, advise the employee in writing of the duties, their physical requirements and availability. To facilitate early return to work, the agency may inform the employee of the offer by telephone, but must provide written confirmation of the offer as soon as- possible thereafter.(d) Where the nature and extent of injury prohibit the employee from returning to the duties of the position held at the time of injury, and the agency is unable to accommodate the restrictions and limitations imposed on the employee by the injury, and employment is consequently terminated, the agency may, in cooperation and coordination with the Office, subsequently determine the former employee’s current physical condition and offer reemployment in a position suitable to the former employee’s capabilities. Such reemployment offer must be in writing and include a description of the duties of the position being offered, the physical requirements of those duties, and the date the former employee is to return to work or, in the alternative, the date by which the former employee must notify the agency of his or her decision with respect to acceptance or refusal of the reemployment offer,(e) A  complete copy of any agency offer o f employment or reemploy ment should be sent to the Office at the same time as it is sent to the employee.31. By adding a new § 10.127 as follows:
§ 10.127 Continuation of death 
compensation for a child, brother, sister or 
grandchild who has reached the age of 18.Compensation payable on behalf of a child, brother, sister, or grandchild under 5 U.S.C. 8133, which would otherwise be terminated because such individual has reached 18 years of age, shall be continued if and for so long as he or she is not married and is physically or mentally incapable of self- support, or if  he or she is a student as defined in § 10.5{a)(25) for so long as he or she is not married and continues as a student. An individual in receipt of cbmpensation under the provisions of 5 U .S.C. 8133 shall furnish, when so required by the Office, proof of continuing entitlement to such compensation, .including certification of school enrollment. If a beneficiary when required, fails within 30 days of the date of the request to submit such proof, the beneficiary’s right to compensation shall be suspended until the requested information is received, at which time compensation will be reinstated retroactive to the date of suspension,

provided the beneficiary is entitled to such compensation.32. By adding a new § 10.128 as follows:
§ 10.128 Termination of right to 
compensation for death; reapportionment 
of compensation.(a) When a beneficiary who is receiving compensation,on account.of death ceases to be entitled to such compensation by reason of death, remarrying before age 60, marrying, reaching the age of 18, ceasing to be dependent, ceasing to be student, or becoming capable of self-support, the beneficiary or someone acting on the beneficiary’s behalf shall immediately notify the Office of such event. If the beneficiary, or someone acting on the beneficiary’s behalf; receives a check which includes payment of compensation for any period after the date when entitlement ceased for any of the above reasons, the check shall be promptly returned to the Office. The terms marrying and remarrying include common law marriage, as recognized and defined by state law in the state where the beneficiary resides.(b) An event as described in paragraph (a) of this section which results in the termination of compensation to a beneficiary may also result in a  reapportionment of the amount of compensation payable to one or more of the remaining beneficiaries. Similarly, the. birth of a posthumous child of the deceased employee may also result in a reapportionment of the amount of compensation payable to other beneficiaries. The parent, or someone acting on the child’s behalf, shall promptly notify the Office of the birth and submit a certified copy of the birth certificate.33. By revising § 10.130 to read as follows:
§ 10.130 Processing of claims.Claims for compensation for disability and death are processed by claims examiners of the Office, whose duty it:is to apply the law to the facts as reported, received, or obtained upon investigationi The Federal Employees’ Compensation Act, as amended, requires that a decision with respect to entitlement contain findings of fact and be based on consideration of the claim presented by the claimant, the report by his or her immediate official superior, and the completion of such investigation as the Office may deem necessary. There is no required procedure for the production of evidence but the evidence should be in written form. The final authority in the Office in the determination of a claim is



Federal Register / Vol; 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed: Rules 20747vested in tñe Director of the Office.. The decision shall contain findings of fact and a statement of reasons. A  copy of the decision, together with? information as to the right tor a  hearing, to a reconsideration, and to an appeal to the Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board;, shall he mailed' to the claimant’s last known address. H the claimant is represented before the Office;, a, copy of the decision will also be mailed to such representative.34. By revising §10.131 to read as follows:
§ 10.131 Request fora hearing.(arj Any claimant not satisfied with a decision of the Office shall be afforded an opportunity for an oral hearing before an Office representative designated by the Director. A  hearing must be requested in writing within 3Q days of the date of issuance of the decision and be made to the Office set forth in the decision. A  claimant is not entitled to an oral hearing i f  the request is not made within 30 days of the date of issuance of the decision as determined by the postmark of the request, or if a request for reconsideration of the decision is made pursuant to 5 UiS.C. 8128(a) and § 10;138(b) of this subpart prior to requesting a hearing; or if request is made for a hearing on the written record as provided in paragraph(b) of this section. At an oral hearing, the claimant shall be afforded the opportune to present oral testimony and/or written evidence in further support of the claim.(b) In lieu of an oral hearing, a claimant shall be afforded an opportunity for a hearing on the written record by an Office representative designated by the Director. Such a hearing will not involve oral testimony or attendance of the claimant; however, die: claimant may submit any written evidence which he or she believes relevant. A  hearing on the written record must be requested in writing within 30 days o f the date of issuance of. the decision, specify the decision and/or issue which is the subject of the request, and be made to the office set forth in. the decision. A  claimant is not entitled to a hearing on the written record if the request is not made within 30 days of the date of issuance* of the. decision as determined by the postmark of die request,, or if  a request for reconsideration of the decision is made pursuant to 5 U;S.C. 8128(a) and § 10.138(b) of this subpart prior to requesting a hearing on the written record. By requesting a hearing on the written record under this paragraph, the claimant waives the right to an oral

hearing on the same issue.. Where timely request for a hearing on the written record is received, the Office shall furnish, the employing agency with a copy o f the claimant's request and'allow 15 days for the agency to submit any comments and/or documents which it believes relevant and material to the issue in question. Following a review of the record and any evidence submitted, the Office representative shall dlecide the claim ancf inform the claimant, die claimant’s representative and the employing, agency o f the decision.35. By. revising §, 101132 to read as. follows:
§ 10.132 Time and place of hearing; 
prehearing conference.The Office representative shall set the time and place of the hearing and shall mail written notice thereof to the claimant at least 10 days prior to the hearing. When practicable, the hearing will- be set at a time and place convenient for the claimant. A t the request of the claimant, the Office representative may schedule a prehearing conference to further define or clarify the issues. Request for such a conference must be made to the Office representative in writing at least 5 days prior to the scheduled date of the hearing. The decision whether or not to schedule a prehearing conference shall be solely within the discretion of the Office representative.36. By revising § 10.133(a) to read as follows:
§ 10.133 Conduct of hearing.(aJ In conducting the hearing, the Office representative shall not be bound by common law or statutory rules of evidence, by technical or formal rules of procedure, or by section  ̂of the Administrative Procedures A c t  but may conduct.the hearing, in such manner as to best ascertain the rights of the claimant For this, purpose, the, representative, shall receive such relevant evidence as may be adduced by the claimant and shall, in addition* receive such other evidence as the representative may determine to be necessary or useful in evaluating the claim. Evidence may be presented orally or in the form of written statements and exhibits. The hearing shall be recorded. The recording, either by magnetic tape or by transcription, shall be made a part of the case record.
*  *  *  *  *

§ 16.139 [Redesignated From § 10.137]37. By redesignating § 10.137 as § 10.139 without revision.

38. By redesignating § 10.136 as new § 10.138 and revising it to read as follows:§ 10.138 Review of decision.(a) Under the discretionary authority granted by 5 U.S.C. 8128(a), the Office may review an award for or against the payment of compensation at any time on its own motion and may, as a result of that review,, affirm,, reverse or modify the previous decision and inform the claimant,,the claimants representative and the employing agency of the decision.(b) (1) Under the discretionary authority granted by 5 U.S.C. 8128(a), the Office may review an award for or against the payment of compensation on application o f the claimant: No formal application for review is required, but the claimant must make a written request identifying the decision and the specific issue(s) within the decision which the claimant wishes the Office to recondsider, and give the reasons why the decision should be changed. Where the decision or issue cannot be reasonably determined from the claimant’s application for review, the application will be returned to the claimant fur clarification without further action by the Office with respect to the application. The claimant may obtain review of the merits of the claim by—(1) Showing that the Office erroneously applied or interpreted a point of law, or(ii) Advancing a point of law or a fact not previously considered by the Office, or(iii) Submitting relevant and pertinent evidence not previously considered by the Office.(2) Any application for review of the merits of the claim which does not meet at least one of the requirements listed in subparagraphs (b)(l)(AHC) of this section will be denied by the Office without review of the merits of the claim. Such a denial of application is not an award for or against the payment of compensation and is not subject to review under this section or to hearing under § 10.131. Further, the Office will not review a decision denying or terminating a benefit unless the application is filed within one year of the date of that decision. Where proper application is submitted and the Office finds that merit review of the claim is warranted, the Office shall furnish the employing agency with a copy of the claimant’s application for reconsideration and allow 15 days for the agency to submit any comments and/or documents which it believes relevant and material to the issue in
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question. The Office shall then review the decision and any agency submission, decide the claim, and inform the claimant, the claimant’s representative and the employing agency of the decision.39. By redesignating § 10.135 as § 10.137 and revising it to read as follows:
§ 10.137 Postponement; withdrawal or 
abandonment of request for hearing.(a) A  scheduled hearing may be postponed or cancelled at the option of the Office, or upon written request of the claimant if the request is received by the Office at least 3 days prior to the scheduled date of the hearing and good cause for the postponement is shown. The unexcused failure of a claimant to appear at a hearing or late notice may result in the assessment of costs against such claimant.(b) A  claimant may withdraw a request for a hearing at any time by written notice to the Office representative before the hearing is held, or on the record at the hearing.(c) A  claimant who fails to appear at a scheduled hearing may request in writing within 10 days after the date set for the hearing that another hearing be scheduled. Where good cause for failure to appear is shown, another hearing will be scheduled. The failure of the claimant to request another hearing within 10 days, or the failure of the claimant to appear at the second scheduled hearing without good cause shown, shall constitute abandonment of the request for a hearing. Where good cause is shown for failure to appear at the second scheduled hearing, another hearing will be scheduled. Unless extraordinary circumstances such as hospitalization, a death in the family, or similar circumstances which prevent the claimant from appearing are demonstrated, failure of the claimant to appear at the third scheduled hearing shall constitute abandonment of the request for a hearing.40. By redesignating § 10.134 as § 10.136 and revising it to read as follows:
§ 10.136 Termination of hearing; release 
of decision.The Office representative shall fix the time within which evidence will be received and shall terminate the hearing by mailing a copy of the decision, setting forth the basis therefor, to the claimant’s last known address and to the claimant’s representative, if any. A  copy of the decision will also be mailed to the employing agency.

41. By adding a new § 10.135 as follows:
§ 10.135 Employing agency attendance at 
hearings and submission of evidence.The employing agency does not have the right to request a hearing pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 8124. However, the employing agency has an interest in the outcome of the hearing and frequently possesses information pertinent to issues raised at the hearing. Therefore, the employing agency shall be afforded the opportunity to have an agency representative in attendance at the hearing and/or to request that it receive a copy of the hearing transcript. Where the employing agency sends a representative, the representative will attend primarily in the role of an observer without the right to question the claimant or make any argument. However, since the claimant is entitled to present evidence in support of the claim, the agency representative may, upon the specific request of the claimant, be called upon by the Office representative to give oral testimony. Where the employing agency requests that it receive a copy of the hearing transcript, the agency will be allowed 15 days following release of the transcript to submit comments or additional material for inclusion in the record. Any comments or materials submitted by the agency are subject to review and comment by the claimant within 15 days following the date the Office sends any such agency submission to the claimant.42. By adding a new § 10.134 to read as follows:
§ 10.134 Subpoenas; witness fees.(a) When reasonably necessary for full presentation of a case, an Office hearing representative may upon his or her own motion, or upon request of the claimant, issue subpoenas for the attendance and testimony of witnesses and for the production of books, records, correspondence, papers, or other documents which are relevant and material to any matter in issue at the hearing. A  claimant who desires the issuance of a subpoena shall, not less than 20 days prior to the date fixed for the hearing, file with the Office representative a written request therefor, designating the witness or documents to be produced, and describing the address and location thereof with sufficient particularity to permit such witness or documents to be found. The request for a subpoena shall state the pertinent facts which the claimant expects to establish by such witnesses or documents and whether such facts could be established by other evidence without the use of a subpoena. A  subpoena issued under the provisions

of this section shall be issued in the name of the Office hearing representative, and shall be served either in person by an authorized representative of the Office or by certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed to the person to be served at his or her last known principal place of business or residence. Where service is made in person by an authorized Office representative, such representative shall make an affidavit stating that he or she personally served a copy of the subpoena upon the person named therein. Where service is by certified mail, the signed returned post office receipt shall serve as proof of service.(b) Non-government witnesses subpoenaed under this section who have submitted evidence into the case record at the request of the Office (e.g., impartial physicians, rehabilitation specialists, etc.) shall be paid the same fees and mileage as áre paid for like services in the District Court of the United States where the subpoena was returnable. Fees and mileage requested by such witnesses shall be paid by the Office.(c) Witnesses subpoenaed under this section who have submitted evidence into the case record at the request of the claimant (e.g., the claimant’s attending physician), or who have not submitted evidence into the case record but have testimony which is relevant and material to the issue in question and were subpoenaed at the request of the claimant, shall be paid the same fees and mileage as are paid for like services in the District Court of the United States where the subpoena was returnable. Fees and mileage requested by such witnesses shall be paid by the claimant.43. By revising § 10.140 to read as follows:
§ 10.140 Participation in claims process by 
employing agency.Proceedings conducted with respect to claims filed under the Act are nonadversary in character. Accordingly, a claimant’s employing agency shall not have the right, except as provided in Subpart C of this part, to actively participate in the claims adjudication process. However, the employing agency may, under circumstances other than that described in § 10.102(b), investigate the circumstances surrounding an injury to an employee and the extent of disability (e.g., an agency may investigate an employee’s activities where it appears the employee alleging total disability may be performing other employment or may be engaging in activities which would indicate less than total disability). Further, the agency



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rules 20749has the responsibility to submit to the Office at any time all relevant and probative factual and medical evidence in its possession or which it may acquire through investigation or other means.All evidence submitted will be considered and acted upon by the Office as appropriate, and the Office will inform the claimant, the claimant’s representative and the employing agency of such action. In those instances where an employing agency contests a claim at time of initial submission and the claim is subsequently approved, the office will notify the agency of the rationale for approving the claim.44. By revising § 10.141 to read as follows:
§ 10.141 Representation of the Director.The Director shall be represented in proceedings with respect to any claim conducted before the Employee’s Compensation Appeals Board (ECAB) by attorneys from the Office of the Solicitor of Labor.45. By revising § 10.144 to read as follows:
§ 10.144 Authority of representative,A  representative, appointed and qualified as provided in this part, may make or give on behalf of the claimant any request or notice relative to any proceeding before the Office under the Act, including hearing and review. A  representative shall be entitled to present or elicit evidence and to make allegations as to facts and. law in any proceeding affecting the claimant and to obtain information with respect to the claim, to the. same extent as the claimant. Notice to any claimant of any administrative action, determination, or decision, or request to any party for the production of evidence shall be sent to the representative, and1 the notice or request shall have the same force and effect as if it. has been sent to the claimant.48. By revising paragraphs (of introductory text, [d)t (ghjh) mid (if of § 10.145 to read as fallows:
§10.145 Feesfor services. 
* * * * * *(e) In. every, case where a representative’s fee is desired, an application for approval of the fee shall be made to die Office. The application, should be made when the representative has submitted the final piece of information believed necessary for the adjudication of the claim. Each request for approval of a fee shall be accompanied by a complete itemized statement, in duplicate, describing the

services rendered. Such itemization shall contain the following information:
*  4*  *  *  *(d) The representative shall arrange for the claimant to review the request for a fee and to comment as to the services provided and as to the reasonableness of the fee. The claimant’s written comments should accompany the application for approval o f a fee submitted to the Office, * * * * *(gj Any claimant aggrieved or adversely affected by an award of a fee may request a hearing or reconsideration by the Office, or may request review by the Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board.(h) A  representative aggrieved or adversely affected by an award of a fee may request review by the Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board.(i) Any person who receives a fee, other consideration or gratuity on account of services rendered with respect to a claim under this part, unless approved by the Office, or who solicits employment for himself or another in respect to a case or claim under (or to be brought under) this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor under 16 U.S.C. 292 and upon conviction of each offense, will be punished by a fine of not more that $1,000 or imprisoned not to exceed 1 year, or hoth. Utilization of an escrow deposit of funds by a representative for the deposit of a client’s  funds, prior to approval by the Office of the representative’s fee, is not considered receipt or collection of a. fee by the representative; provided, the escrow deposit of funds is one made by the claimant/client intojtoe hands o f a third party to be helchby that third party until receipt of the Office’s approval of the representative’s fee, and then delivered by the third party to the representative in accordance with the décision o f the Office and the provisions of the escrow agreement.47. By adding, new § 1D.16Q through § 10.168 under the subheading Representative Payment under Suhpart B as follows:Representative Payment
§ 10.160 Indications for designation of a 
representative payee.When the Office determines that a beneficiary is incapable of managing or directing the management of benefits either because of a mental or physical disability, or because of legal incompetence, or because the individual is under 18 years of age, the Office in its sole discretion may approve an individual designated or appointed to

serve as the representative payee for funds due the eligible beneficiary.
§ 10.161 Selection of a Payee.(a) In approving a payee, the Office shall approve the person agency, organization or institution which, in its judgment, will best serve toe interest of toe beneficiary. In making its decision the Office shall consider:(1) The relationship of toe person to the beneficiary;(2) The amount of interest that toe person shows in toe welfare o f the beneficiary;(3) Any legal authority toe person, agency, organization or institution has to act on behalf of the beneficiary;(4) Whethertoe potential payee has custody of toe beneficiary;(5) s Whether the potential payee is m a position to know of and to look after toe needs of toe beneficiary.(b) For beneficiaries 18 years old or older, toe general order o f preference subject to the provisions of paragraph(a) of this section, shall be(1) A  legal quardian, spouse or other relative who has custody of the beneficiary or who demonstrates strong concern for toe personal welfare of the beneficiary;(2) A  friend who has custody of the beneficiary or demonstrates strong concern, for the personal welfare of toe beneficiary;(3) A  public on nonprofit agency or institution having custody of the beneficiary;(4) A  private institution operated for profit and licensed under State law which has custody of toe beneficiary; and(5) Persons other than above who are qualified to carry out the responsibilities of a payee and who are able and willing to serve as a payee for a beneficiary.[el For beneficiaries under age 18, the general order of preference subject to the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section shall bet—(1) A  biological or adoptive parent who has custody of the beneficiary, or a legal guardian;[2f A  biological or adoptive parent who does not.have custody of the beneficiary, hut is contributing to the beneficiary's support and is demonstrating strong concern tor the beneficiary’s well-being;(3) A  biological or adoptive parent who does not have custody of the beneficiary and is not contributing toward his or her support, but is demonstrating strong concern for the beneficiary’s well-being;(4) A  relative or stepparent who has custody of the beneficiary;
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§ 10.162 Responsibilities of a 
representative payee.A  representative payee has a responsibility to—(a) Spend or invest payments received only for the use and benefit of the beneficiary in a manner and for the purposes he or she determines to be in the best interests of the beneficiary, subject to the guidelines contained in §10.163;(b) Notify the Office of any event that would affect the amount of benefits the beneficiary receives or the right of the beneficiary to receive benefits;(c) Submit to the Office, upon its request, a written report accounting for the benefits received; and(d) Notify the Office of any change in the payee’s circumstances that would affect performance of the payee’s responsibilities.
§ 10.163 Use of benefit payments.To assure that the general welfare of the beneficiary is properly served, benefit payments received by a representative payee shall be used in the following manner, and in the prescribed order:(a) Current maintenance, including costs incurred in obtaining food, shelter, clothing, medical care, and personal comfort items.(b) Institutional care, including the customary charges made by the institution, as well as expenditures for those items which will aid in the beneficiary’s recovery or release from the institution or expenses for personal needs which will improve the beneficiary’s conditions while in the institution.(c) Support of the beneficiary's legal dependents after current maintenance needs or institutional care of the beneficiary are met; and(d) Claims of creditors only if the current and reasonably foreseeable needs of the beneficiary are met.
§ 10.164 Conservation and investment of 
benefit payments.If payments either in whole or in part are not needed for any of the purposes listed in § 10.163 of this part, they shall be conserved or invested on behalf of

the beneficiary in non-speculative accounts. Conserved funds should be invested in accordance with rules followed by trustees. Any investment must show clearly that the payee holds the property in trust for the beneficiary. Preferred investments for excess funds are U.S. Savings Bonds and deposits in an interest or dividend paying account in a bank, trust company, credit union, or savings and loan association which is insured under either Federal or State law. The account must be in a form which shows clearly that the representative payee has only a fiduciary and not a personal interest in the funds. The account should provide for withdrawal upon demand without penalty. The interest and dividends, as well as all other profits, which result from an investment are the property of the beneficiary and may not be considered to be the property of the payee.
§ 10.165. Termination of representation.The services of a representative payee may be terminated when:(a) The payee has not used the funds in the interests of the beneficiary as stipulated in this subpart;(b) The payee has not discharged other responsibilities described in this subpart, or has not done so in a timely manner;(c) The payee dies, wishes to be discharged from responsibility, or is unable to carry out the responsibilities of payee;(d) The Office, after receipt of competent evidence, determines that the beneficiary is capable of managing his or her own funds; or(e) A  minor beneficiary attains majority.
§ 10.166 Accounting for benefit payments.A  representative payee is accountable for the use of benefit payments. The Office may require periodic written reports from the representative payee, and in certain cases, verification of how the funds were used. The representative payee shall keep records of how the funds were used so as to be able to furnish the following information to the Office:(a) The amount of benefit payments on hand at the beginning of the accounting period;(b) A  description of how the benefit payments were used;(c) An accounting of the amounts of payments which were saved or invested;(d) The place(s) of residence of the benficiary during the accounting period; and(e) The amount of the beneficiary’s income from other sources during the

accounting period so as to assist the 
Office in evaluating the use of the 
benefit payments.48. By revising § 10.200 to read as follows:
§ 10.200 Statutory provisions.(a) Pub. L. 93-416, approved September 7,1974, significantly revised the Act to provide that specified employees who file a claim for a period of wage loss caused by a traumatic injury shall be entitled, under certain circumstances, to have their regular pay continued for a period not to exceed 45 days.

(b) Continuation of pay shall be 
considered regular income and not 
compensation and unlike compensation, 
shall be subject to all taxes and other 
payroll deductions applicable to regular 
income.49. By revising § 10.201 to read as follows:
§ 10.201 Right to continuation of pay.(a) An employee is not entitled to continuation of pay unless:(1) The employee is one of the types of employees listed in § 10.5(a)(ll)(i), (iii), or (v), except that an individual selected pursuant to Chapter 121 of Title 28 and serving as a petit or grand juror but who is not otherwise an employee of the United States is not entitled to continuation of pay;(2) The employee sustains a traumatic job-related injury;(3) The employee claims continuation of pay within 30 days of the injury on a form approved by the Secretary. Form CA-1 may be used for this purpose.(4) The employee’s disability begins within 90 days of the date of injury.(b) An employee entitled to continuation of pay shall have regular pay continued without a break in time : for a period not to exceed 45 calendar days of disability, unless the right to continuation of pay is controverted and pay is terminated under § 10.203 or is terminated under § 10.204. Where the employee stops work due to the disabling effects of the injury, the 45-day period starts with the first day or shift following the date of shift of injury during which the claimant is disabled, provided the disability begins within 90 j days of the occurrence of the injury. With regard to the date of injury, the employing agency will keep the employee in a pay status for any fraction of the day or shift of injury for j which the employee was disabled with j no “charge” to the 45-day period. If the j employee stops work for a part of a day or shift other than the day or shift of



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rules 20751injury, that day or shift will be considered one calendar day for the purpose of counting 45 days. If a disabled employee returns to work with duties other than the duties performed at the time of injury, continuation of pay is chargeable only when there has been a formal assignment to an established job which is normally paid at a lower salary and would otherwise result in loss of income to the employee. Continuation of pay must be charged against the employee’s 45-day entitlement when, due to the effects of the injury upon the employee, (1) a personnel action has been taken to assign or detail the employee to an identified position for which a position description exists which is classified at a lower salary level than that earned by the employee when injured; or (2) a personnel action has been taken to change the employee to a lower grade, or to a lower rate of basic pay; or (3) a personnel action has been taken to change the employee to a different schedule of work which results in loss of salary or premium pay {e.g., Sunday pay or night differential) authorized for the employee’s normal administrative workweek. If the employee’s job-related disability continues after entitlement to continuation of pay ceases, the employee shall be entitled to receive compensation subject to the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 8117.(c) Where an employee’s pay is continued under this subpart, it shall not be terminated or interrupted as a part of a disciplinary action.(d) The administration and interpretation of the Act, including section 8118 of the Act, is the function of the Office. While the employing agency shall make certain preliminary decisions with respect to an employee’s entitlement to pay continuation under this subpart, final determinations as to such entitlement are a function of the Office.(e) If the Office finds that the employee is not entitled to continuation of pay after it has been paid, the payments, at the employee's option, shall be charged to annual or sick leave or considered overpayments of pay under 5 U.S.C. 5584.(f) If the Office determines that pay has been continued at an incorrect rate, the Office shall notify the employing agency and the employee of the correct rate of pay, and the employing agency shall make the necessary adjustment.
§ 10.203 [Rem oved]50. By removing § 10.203.

51. By redesignating § 10.202 as § 10.203 and revising it to read as follows:
§ 10.203 Controversion by employing 
agency.(a) With respect to continuation of pay under 5 U .S.C. 8118, the employing agency shall, on the basis of information submitted by the employee, or secured on investigation, controvert a claim and terminate an employee’s pay only if:(1) The disability is caused by an occupational disease or illness; or(2) The employee is the type employee defined by § 10.5(a)(ll) (ii) or (iv), or is an individual selected pursuant to Chapter 121 of Title 28 and serving as a petit or grand juror and who is not .otherwise an employee of the United States;(3) The employee is neither a citizen nor a resident of the United States or Canada; or(4) The injury occurred off the employing agency’s premises and the employee was not performing official duties; or(5) The injury was caused by the employee's willful misconduct, or the employee’s intent to kill or injure himself or herself or another person, or was proximately caused by the employee’s intoxication; or(6) A  written claim for wage loss required by 5 U.S.C. 8118(a) was not filed within 30 days after the date of injury; or(7) The employee first stopped work as a result of the injury more than 90 days following the injury; or(8) The employee reports the injury after employment has terminated; or(9) The employee is enrolled in the Civil Air Patrol, Peace Corps, Job Corps, Youth Conservation Corps, Work Study Programs, or another similar group.(b) If for reasons other than those listed in paragraph (a) of this section, the agency believes the employee is not entitled to continuation of pay, the agency may controvert an employee’s right to continuation of pay; however, the employee’s regular pay must be continued and may not be interrupted.  during the 45-day period unless the controversion is sustained by the Office and the agency is so notified, or unless entitlement ceases under the provisions of § 10.204 of this subpart.(c) To controvert a claim for continuation of pay, employing agency shall complete the appropriate section of Form CA-1 and submit detailed information in support of the controversion to the Office.(d) If the Office determines that the employing agency has incorrectly controverted and terminated the

employee’s pay, the Office shall notify the agency and the employee’s pay shall be continued for a period not to exceed 45 days or as otherwise directed by the Office, and the Office shall notify the agency to convert periods of sick or annual leave or leave without pay to COP.52. By redesignating § 10.210 as § 10.202 and revising it to read as follows:
§ 10.202 Election of annual or sick leave.An employee may use accumulated or advanced annual or sick leave instead of claiming continuation of pay; however, the time provisions of 5 U.S.C. 8117, governing the date upon which an employee’s entitlement to compensation begins, do not begin to run until the use of annual or sick leave ends. The “buy back" provisions specified in § 10.310 may not be used to repurchase the leave taken while an employee was otherwise eligible for pay continuation as provided by this subpart to affect the section 8117 time provisions. An election to use annual or sick leave is not irrevocable and an employee may subsequently request continuation of pay in lieu of previously requested annual or sick leave. Where an employee is eligible, the employing agency shall continue pay prospectively effective the date of the employee's request; however, conversion and restoration of leave used prior to the date of request is within the sole discretion of the employing agency. The use of leave may not be used to delay or extend the 45-day continuation of pay period. Therefore, where previously used leave is not converted and restored, the 45 days will be counted as though the employee had been in a continuation of pay status.53. By revising § 10.204 to read as follows:
§ 10.204 Termination and forfeiture of 
continuation of pay.(a) Where pay is continued after an employee stops work due to a disabling traumatic injury, such pay shall be terminated if:(1) Within 10 calendar days after the date the employee submits claim for continuation of pay, including such claim for a recurrence of disability, the employing agency has not received prima facie medical evidence that the employee sustain a disabling traumatic injury, except that pay shall be continued without interruption in the absence of such medical evidence if investigation shows to the official superior's satisfaction that the employee sustained a disabling traumatic injury.



20752 Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed RulesWhere medical evidence is received by the agency more than 10 calendar days after work stoppage, the agency shall continue the employee’s pay retroactive to date of termination provided the medical evidence supports injury- related disability beyond the 10 calendar-day period. The provisions of this paragraph also apply to periods of recurrent disability as described in § 10.208; or(2) The employing agency receives evidence that the attending physician has found the employee no longer disabled (i.e., the employee can perform the duties of the position held at the time of injury); or(3) The employing agency receives évidence that the attending physician has found the employee to be partially disabled and the employee refuses suitable work which has been offered by the agency in accordance with § 10.207; or(4) The employee’s scheduled period of employment expires or employment is otherwise terminated, except as provided by § 10.201(c); or(5) The employing agency receives notification from the Office that pay should be terminated; or(6) The 45-day continuation of pay period expires.(b) When an employee refuses to submit to or obstructs an examination required by the Office under the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 8123(a), the right to continuation of pay under this subpart may be suspended until the refusal or obstruction stops. Pay otherwise paid or payable under this subpart for the period of the refusal or obstruction may be forfeited and, where already paid, is subject to the provisions of § 10.201(e).(c) If the Office determines that the employing agency has incorrectly terminated the employee’s pay or selected an incorrect date of termination, the Office shall instruct the agency to take appropriate corrective action.54. By revising § 10.205 to read as follows:
§ 10.205 Pay defined for continuation of 
pay purposes.(a) For a full or part-time worker, either permanent or temporary, who works the same number of hours each week of the year, or each week of the period of appointment if  less than one year, the weekly pay rate shall be the hourly pay rate on the date of injury multiplied by the number of hours worked each week, excluding overtime;(b) For a part-time worker, either permanent or temporary, who does not work the same number of hours each

week but who does work each week o f the year, or each week of the period of appointment if less than one year, the weekly pay rate shall be the average weekly earnings established by dividing the total earnings during the one year immediately preceding the date of injury, excluding overtime, by the number of weeks worked during the one year period. For the purposes of this computation, if the employee worked only a part of a workweek, such week is counted as one week.(c) For all W AE (when actually employed), intermittent and part-time workers, either permanent or temporary, who do not work each week of the year, or each week of the period of appointment if less than one year, the weekly pay rate shall be the average weekly earnings established by dividing the total earnings during the one year immediately preceding the date of injury, excluding overtime, by the number of weeks worked during that one year period. For the purposes of this computation, if the employee worked only a part of a workweek, such week is counted as one week. However, the average weekly earnings may not be less than 150 times the average daily wage earned in the employment during the days employed within the one year period immediately preceding the date of injury divided by 52 weeks.(d) Premium, Sunday and holiday pay, night and shift differential, or other extra pay shall b.e included when computing wages for continuation of pay, but overtime pay shall not be included.(e) Changes in pay or salary which would have otherwise occurred during the 45-day period (e.g., promotion, within-grade increase, demotion, termination of a temporary detail, etc.) are to be reflected in the continuation of an employee’s pay under this subpart, and are to take effect at the time the event would otherwise have occurred.55. By revising § 10.206(a) to read as follows:
§ 10.206 Agency accounting and reporting 
of continuation of pay.(appending development of a system within the Office for directly capturing and tabulating data on continuing payments to employees under 5 U.S.C. 8118, each agency and instrumentality of the United States having an employee who is in a continuation of pay status during the calendar quarter shall submit a report to the Office within 30 days after the end of each quarter (address: Director, Office of Workers' Compensation Programs, U.S.

Department of Labor, Washington, D C
20210).* * * * *58. By revising § 10.207 to read as follows:
§ 10.207 Official superior’s responsibility 
in continuation of pay cases.(a) Upon receiving notice that an employee has suffered an employment- related traumatic injury, an official superior shalh(1) Promptly authorize medical care in accordance with Subpart E of this part;(2) Provide the employee with Form CA-1 for reporting the injury and upon receipt of the completed form, return to the employee the "Receipt of Notice of Injury” ;(3) Fully advise the employee of the right to elect continuation of regular pay or use annual or sick leave, if the injury is disabling;(4) Advise the employee that medical evidence of a disabling traumatic injury must be submitted to the official superior within 10 calendar days of the date disability begins or pay may be terminated in accordance with § 10. 204(a)(1);(5) Inform the employees whether continuation of pay will be controverted, and, if so, whether pay will be terminated and the basis for the controversion and termination of pay;(6) Submit Form CA-1, completed by the employee and official superior, and all other available pertinent information to the Office as soon as possible, but no later than 10 work days after the official superior has received Form CA-1. If the claim is controverted, the official superior will proved explanation on Form CA-1 or in a separate narrative statement or both.(b) Upon authorization of medical care, the official superior shall advise the employee of his or her obligation to return to work as soon as possible end;(1) Where the agency has specific alternative positions available for partially disabled employees, the agency shall furnish the employee with a written description of the specific duties and physical requirements of those positions;(2) Where, in addition to any specific alternative positions, the agency is willing to accommodate the limitations and restrictions imposed on the employee by the injury, shall so advise the employee; and(3) Shall advise the employee of his or her responsibilities under § 10.209 of this subpart.(c) The employing agency shall monitor the employee’s medical progress and duty status by obtaining
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periodic medical reports. Form CA-17 is provided for this purpose. Addditional information or clarification may be obtained by the agency through telephone contact with the employee’s attending physician provided such contact is by a physician or nurse who is an employee of the agency.(d) Where employing agency is notified that the attending physician has found the employee to be partially disabled, and the employee is able to:(1) Perform one of the specific alternative positions referred to in§ 10.207(b)(1), the employing agency shall notify the employee immediately of the description of the job and its physical requirements and of the date the job will be available. To facilitate early return to work, the agency may contact the employee by telephone, and provide written confirmation of availability as soon as possible thereafter. A  complete copy of the offer, including the description of the duties of the job, the physical requirements and the date of availability, should be sent to the Office at the same time as it is sent to the employee.(2) Perform restricted or limited duties referred to in § 10.207(b)(2), the employing agency shall determine whether duties suitable to the employee’s limitations and restrictions are available, and if so, advise the employee in writing of the duties, their physical requirements and availability. To facilitate early return to work, the agency may contact the employee by telephone, but must provide written confirmation of the offer as soon as possible thereafter. A  complete copy of any offer made to the employee should also be sent to the Office at the same time as it is sent to the employee.57. By revising § 10.208 to read as follows:
§ 10.208 Recurrence of disability.(a) If an employee claims a recurrence of disability, the official superior shall promptly complete Form CA-2a. The employee shall request on Form CA-2a to continue to receive regular pay or to charge the absence to sick or annual leave.(b) Where the employee requests cofitinuation of pay, the official superior shall continue pay if:(1) The original claim of disability has not been denied by the Office; and(2) Pay has not been continued for the entire 45 days; and *(3) The disability recurs within 90 days of the date the employee first returned to work following the initial period of disability.

(c) If the employee’s pay has been continued for 45 days, or disability recurs more than 90 days after the employee first returns to work, the employee is entitled to compensation only, provided the claim is approved by the Office, and the employing agency may not continue regular pay. An employee who is no longer entitled to continuation of pay should file acclaim for compensation on Form CA-7 or C A - 
8. 58. By revising § 10.209 to read as follows:
§ 10.209 Employee’s responsibilities In 
continuation of pay cases.(a) An employee who sustains a traumatic job-related injury, or someone acting on the employee’s behalf, shall complete and submit the employee’s portion of Form CA-1 to the official superior as soon as possible but no later than 30 days after the date of injury. An employee shall elect on Form CA-1 either to receive continuation of pay or use sick or annual leave while disabled for work as a result of the injury. (See§ 10.201 and § 10.202.)(b) Where the agency has advised of the existence of specific alternative positions, the employee shall furnish the description of such alternative positions to the attending physician and inquire whether and when the employee will be able to perform such duties. The employee must furnish the employing agency with a copy of the physician’s response.(c) Where the agency has advised of its willingness to accommodate where possible the employee's work limitations and restrictions, the employee shall so advise the attending physician and request the attending physician to specify the limitations and restrictions imposed by the injury. The employee has the responsibility to advise the employing agency immediately of the limitations and restrictions imposed.(d) Where an employee has been offered duties within the limitations and restrictions imposed by the physician, the employee is obligated to return to duty. Where an employee refuses such an offer of suitable work, entitlement to continuation of pay ceases as of the effective date of availability of such work.(e) Where the Office determines that, due to the failure of the employee to meet his or her obligations and responsibilities under this section, pay was continued beyond the date it would otherwise have terminated, the Office will advise the official superior and the employee of the period of disability which is approved, and the official superior may require the employee to

resolve any overpayment in accordance with § 10.201(e) of this subpart.(f) Where return to suitable work results in a loss of pay such as premium pay, Sunday pay, holiday pay, night or shift differential, etc., continuation of pay will be granted for the lost elements of pay (see § 10.205(d) of this subpart).59. By revising § 10.301 to read as follows: N
§ 10.301 Temporary total disability rate.(a) Compensation based on loss of wages is payable, subject to the provisions of 5 U .S.C. 8117, after the expiration of continuation of pay as provided by Subpart C of this part or from the beginning of pay loss in all other cases.* * * * *60. By revising § 10.302 to read as follows:
§ 10.302 Permanent total disability rate.When the injury causes permanent total disability, an injured employee is entitled to total disability compensation until death unless the employee is medically or vocationally rehabilitated to either full or partial earning capacity. The loss of use of both hands, both arms, both feet, or both legs, or the loss of sight of both eyes is prima facie evidence of permanent total disability. However, the presumption of permanent total disability as a result of such loss is rebuttable by evidence to the contrary, such as evidence of sustained work and earnings despite the loss. Compensation for permanent total disability is payable at the rate of 66% percent of the pay rate established for compensation purposes, or at 75 percent when where is a dependent (see § 10.301(b) of this section).61. By revising § 10.303 to read as follows:
§ 10.303 Partial disability rate.(a) An injured employee who is unable to return to the position held at the time of injury (or to earn equivalent wages) but who is not totally disabled for all gainful employment is entitled to compensation computed on loss of wage-earning capacity. Compensation for partial disability is payable at 66% percent (or at 75 percent if the employee has a dependent) of the difference between the employee’s pay rate for compensation purposes and the employee’s wage-earning capacity. A  narrative description of the formula used by the Office to compute the compensation payable is contained in paragraph (b) of this section. In determining the compensation payable



20754 Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rulesfor partial disability, an employee’s wage-earning capacity is determined by the employee’s actual earnings if those earnings fairly and reasonably represent the wage-earning capacity. If the actual earnings do not fairly and reasonably represent the employee’s wage-earning capacity or if the employee has no actual earnings, the employee’s wage- earning capacity shall be determined by the Office by selection of a job after having given due regard to die nature of the employee’s injury, the degree of physical impairment, the employee’s usual employment, the employee’s age, the employee’s qualification for other employment, the availability of suitable employment, and other factors or circumstances which may affect the employee’s wage-earning capacity in his or her disabled condition. The salary of such a job shall be considered the employee’s wage-earning capacity. The Office will not secure employment for the claimant in the position selected for establishing an earning capacity.(b) For the purpose of describing the formula utilized by the Office for computing the compensation payable for partial disability, the following terms are defined: pay Tate for compensation purposes is as defined in § 10.5(a)(20) of this part; current pay rate means "current” salary or pay rate for the job held at the time of injury; and earnings means the claimant’s actual earnings, or the salary or pay rate of the job selected by the Office as representative of the employee’s wage-earning capacity. An employee’s wage-earning capacity in terms of percentage is obtained by dividing the employee’s earnings by the current pay rate. The comparison of earnings and "current” pay rate for the job held at the time of injury need not be made as of the beginning of partial disability. Any convenient date may be chosen by the Office for making the comparison as long as the two wage rates are in effect on the date used for comparison. The employee’s wage- earning capacity in terms of dollars is computed by multiplying the pay rate for compensation purposes by the percentage of wage-earning capacity and the resulting dollar amount is subtracted from the pay rate for compensation purposes to obtain the employee’s loss of wage-earning capacity. Compensation for partial disability is payable at the rate of 66% percent (or at 75 percent if the employee has a dependent} of this loss of wage- earning capacity. The compensation payable shall be increased by applicable cost-of-living adjustments.62. By revising § 10.304 to read as follows:

§ 10.304 Schedule compensation rate.(a) Compensation is provided for specified periods of time for the permanent loss or loss of use (referred to as impairment) of each of certain members, organs and functions of the body. Compensation for proportionate periods of time is payable for partial loss or loss of use of each member, organ or function. The compensation for scheduled awards will equal 66% percent of the employee’s pay or 75 percent of the pay when there is a dependent. Compensation for loss of wage-earning capacity may be paid after the schedule expires. Proper and equitable compensation not to exceed $3,500 may be paid for serious disfigurement of the face, head or neck if of a character likely to handicap a person in securing or maintaining employment.(b) Authority is provided under 5 U .S.C. 8107(c}(22) to add other internal and external organs to the compensation schedule. Pursuant to this authority, the following is added:
Weeks

52
156
160
156

-205
52

160(c) Compensation under this schedule is:(1) Payable regardless of whether the cause of the impairment originates in part of the body other than the impaired member or organ;(2) Payable regardless of whether the disability also involves another impairment of the body; and(3) Payable in addition to but, with the exception of compensation for serious disfigurement of the face, head or neck, not concurrently with compensation for temporary total or temporary partial disability.(d) The period of compensation payable under the schedule in 5 U.S.C. 8107(c) shall be reduced by the period of compensation paid or payable under the schedule for and earlier injury if:(1) Compensation in both cases is for impairment of the same member or function or different parts or the same 
member or function ot for disfigurement; and(2) The Office finds that compensation payable for the later impairment in whole or in part would duplicate the compensation payable for the preexisting impairment.

(e) Where compensation is reduced as provided by paragraph (d) of this section, compensation for continuing wage loss starts on expiration of the schedule period as reduced.
§10.307 [Redesignated from § 10.306]63. By redesignating § 10.306 as § 10.307 without revision.64. By redesignating § 10.305 as § 10.306 and revising it to read as follows:
§ 10.306 Eligibility for death benefits and 
death benefit rates.(a) If there is no child entitled to compensation , the employee’s surviving spouse shall receive compensation equal to 50 percent of the employee’s pay until death or remarriage before reaching 60 years of age. Upon remarriage, the surviving spouse will be paid a lump sum equal to 24 times the monthly compensation payment (excluding compensation payable on account of another individual) to which the surviving spouse was entitled immediately before the remarriage. If remarriage occurs at age 60 or older, the lump sum payment will not be paid and compensation shall continue until death.(b) If there is a child entitled to compensation, the compensation for the surviving spouse equal 45 percent of the employee’s pay plus 15 percent for each child, but the total percentage may not exceed 75 percent.(c) If there is a child entitled to compensation and no surviving spouse, compensation for one child equals 40 percent of the employee’s pay. Fifteen percent will be awarded for each additional child, not to exceed 75 percent, the total amount to be shared equally among all children.(d) Parents, brothers, sisters,grandparents and grandchildren dependent upon the deceased employee at the time of death may be entitled to compensation as provided by 5 U.S.C. 8133. '(e) A  child, brother, sister or grandchild may be entitled to receive death benefits until death, marriage, or the attainment of age 18. Regarding entitlement after reaching age 18, refer to § 10.127 of this part.65. By adding a new § 10.305 as follows:
§ 10.305 Attendant allowanceAn employee who has been awarded compensation may receive an additional sum of not more than $500 a month, as the Office considers necessary to pay for the service of an attendant, whenfhe Office finds that the service of an attendant is necessary constantly



Federal Register / Voi. 51, No. 109 / Friday, Jane 6, 1986 / Proposed Rules 20755because the employee is totally blind or has lost the use of both hands or both feet, or is paralyzed and unable to walk, or because of any impairment resulting from the injury making the employee so helpless as to require constant attendance.66. By revising § 10.310 to read as follows:
§ 10.310 Buy back of annual or sick leave.(a) An employee who sustains a job- related disability may use sick or annual leave or both to avoid interruption of income. If the employee uses leave during a period of disability caused by an occupational disease or illness, and a claim fen compensation is approved, the employee may, with the approval of the employing agency, “buy back” the used leave and have it recredited to the employee’s account. If the employee uses leave during a period of disability caused by a traumatic injury and a claim is approved by the Office, the employee may “buy back” leave taken after the 45-day continuation of pay period. The employee may not repurchase leave taken during the 45- day continuation of pay period unless the employee was not entitled to receive continuation of pay. The computation of the amount due the agency to effect the leave repurchase is the responsibility of the employing agency and is to be done in accordance with the accounting principles and practices of that agency.(b) If the employing agency does not approve a repurchase of leave, then no compensation may be paid for the period leave was used. Where the agency agrees to the leave repurchase, the employee may elect to have the compensation payable for the period paid directly to the employing agency to be applied against the amount due the agency to effect the repurchase.67. By revising § 10.311[b) and (c) to read as follows:
§ 10.311 Lump sum awards.* * * *- *(b) The probability of the death of the beneficiary before the expiration of the period during which he or she is entitled to compensation shall be determined according to the most current United States Life Tables, as developed by the United States Department of Health and Human Services, which shall be updated from time to time, but the lump sum payment to a surviving spouse of the deceased employee may not exceed 60 months compensation. The probability of the happening of any other contingency affecting the amount or duration of compensation shall be disregarded.

(c) On remarriage before age 60, a surviving spouse entitled to compensation under 5 U.S.C. 8133, shall be paid a lump sum equal to 24 times the monthly compensation payment (excluding compensation payable on account of another individual) to which the surviving spouse was entitled immediately before the remarriage. - * * * * *68. By revising paragraph (a) and adding paragraph (c) to § 10.313 to read as fellows:
§ 10.313 Dual benefits.(aj Except as otherwise provided by law, a person may not concurrently . receive compensation pursuant to the Act and a retirement or survivor annuity under the U.S. Civil Service Retirement Act or a retirement or survivor annuity which stands in lieu of die U.S. Civil Service Retirement Act, such as Foreign Service or Central Intelligence Agency disability and retirement programs. Such beneficiary shall elect the benefit which he or she wishes to receive, and such election, once made, is revocable.* * * * *(c) The Office may require an employee to submit an affìdavit or statement as to the receipt of any Federally funded or Federally assisted benefits, in the manner and at the times the Office specifies, in order to determine the employee’s entitlement to compensation. If an employee when required, fails within 30 days of the date of the request to submit such affidavit or statement, the employee’s right to compensation otherwise payable shall be suspended until such time as the requested affidavit or report is received, at which time compensation will be reinstated retroactive to the date of suspension provided the employee is entitled to such compensation.69. By removing § 10.314 and adding a new § 10.314 to read as follows:
§ 10.314 Cost-of-living adjustments.(a) Cost-of living adjustments shall be made from time to time in accordance with 5 U .S.C. 8146a.(b) Compensation payable on account of disability or death which occurred more than one year before the effective date of the cost-of-living adjustment shall be increased as determined in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 8146a. In disability cases, a beneficiary is eligible for cost-of-living adjustments where injury-related disability began more than one year prior to the effective date of the adjustment without regard to the fact that for any part of that period of disability the beneficiary may have elected to receive continuation of pay as

provided by 5 U .S.C. 8118, or to use sick or annual leave. Where an injury does not result in disability but compensation is payable pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 8107 for permanent impairment of a covered member or function-of the body; entitlement to cost-of-living adjustments begins with the first such adjustment occurring more than one year after the effective date of the award for such impairment. In the case of a recurrence of disability where the pay rate for compensation purposes is the pay rate at the time disability recurs, entidement to cost-of-living adjustments begins with the first such adjustment occurring more than one year after the disability recurs. In death cases, entitlement to cost-of- living adjustments begins with the first such adjustment occurring more than one year after the date of death. However, if the death was preceded by a period of injury-related disability, compensation payable to the survivors - will be increased by the same percentages as the cost-of-living adjustments paid or payable to the deceased employee lor the period of disability, as weH as by subsequent cost-of-living adjustments to which the survivors would otherwise be entitled.70. By adding new § 10.320 through § 10.324 under the centerheading Overpayments as follows:Overpayments
§ 10.320 Definitions.(a) “Fault" as used in the term "without fault” in 5 U.S.C. 8129(b) and § 10.321(c) of this subpart applies only to the individual who has received a payment in his or her own name or on behalf of a beneficiary. Although the Office may have been at fault in making the overpayment, that fact does not relieve the overpaid individual or any other individual from whom the Office seeks to recover the overpayment from liability for repayment if such individual is not without fault.(b) “With fault." In determining whether an individual is with fault, the Office will consider all pertinent circumstances, including age, intelligence, education, and physical and mental condition. An individual is with fault in the creation of an overpayment who:(1) Made an incorrect statement as to a material fact which the individual knew or should have known to be incorrect; or(2) Failed to furnish information which the individual knew or should have known to be material; or(3) With respect to the overpaid individual only, accepted a payment



20756 Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Ruleswhich the individual knew or should have been expected to know was incorrect.(c) “Without fault.” Whether an individual is “without fault” depends on all the circumstances surrounding the overpayment in the particular case. The Office will consider the individual’s understanding of any reporting requirements, the agreement to report events affecting payments, knowledge of the occurrence of events that should have been reported, efforts to comply with the reporting requirements, opportunities to comply with the reporting requirements, understanding of the obligation to return payments which were not due, and ability to comply with any reporting requirements (e.g., age, comprehension, memory, physical and mental condition).Although “without fault” is not limited to the overpayment circumstances described below, an individual is “without fault,” except as provided in paragraph (b) above, if it is established after consideration of all the factors stated above that failure to report an event that would affect compensation benefits or acceptance of an incorrect payment was due to one of the following:(1) The individual relied on misinformation given to him or her (or his or her representative) by an official source within the Office (or other governmental agency which the individual had reason to believe was connected with the administration of benefits) as to the interpretation of a pertinent provision of the Act or the regulations pertaining thereto; or(2) The Office erred in calculation of cost-of-living increases, schedule award length and/or percentage, and loss of wage earning capacity, unless the claimant had knowledge of the calculation errors.(d) “Degree of care.” An individual will be “with fault” if the Office has evidence which shows either a lack of good faith or failure to exercise a high degree of care in reporting changes in circumstances which may affect entitlement to or the amount of benefits. As indicated in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, the degree of care expected of an individual may vary with the complexity of the circumstances giving rise to the overpayment and the capacity of the particular payee to realize that he or she is being overpaid. Accordingly, variances in the personal circumstances and situations of individual payees are to be considered in determining whether the individual exercised the degree o f care necessary to warrant a finding of “without fault.”

§ 10.321 Recovery of overpayments.(a) Whenever by reason of an error of fact or law, an overpayment has been made to an individual who is entitled to further payments, proper adjustment shall be made by decreasing subsequent payments of compensation, having due regard to the probable extent of future payments, the rate of compensation, the financial circumstances of the individual, and any other relevant factors, so as to minimize any resulting hardship upon such individual. In the event such individual dies before such adjustment has been completed, a similar adjustment shall be made by decreasing subsequent payments, if any, payable under this Act with respect to such individual’s death.(b) Where there are no further payments due and an overpayment has been made to an individual by reason of an error of fact or law such individual, as soon as the mistake is discovered or his attention is called to same, shall refund to the Office any amount so paid or, upon failure to make such refund, the Office may proceed to recover the same.(c) There shall be no adjustment or recovery under paragraphs (a) or (b) of this section by the United States in any case when incorrect payment has been made to an individual who is without fault and when adjustment or recovery would defeat the purpose of the Act or would be against equity and good conscience.(d) Before adjusting future payments or otherwise seeking to recover an overpayment, the Office shall provide the individual with written notice of:(1) The fact and amount of overpayment;(2) Its preliminary finding of whether the individual is at fault in the creation of the overpayment;* (3) The individual’s right to inspect and copy Government records relating to the overpayment;(4) The individual’s right to request a pre-recoupment hearing within 30 days of the date of written notice of overpayment for the purpose of challenging the fact or amount of the overpayment, the preliminary finding of fault, or for the purpose of requesting waiver;(5) The individual’s right to submit additional written evidence within 30 days of the date of written notice of overpayment for the purpose of challenging the fact or amount of the overpayment, the preliminary fault finding, or for the purpose of requesting waiver.(e) Additional evidence must be submitted, or a pre-recoupment hearing requested, within 30 days of the Office’s

written notice to the individual. Failure to exercise the right to a pre-recoupment hearing within 30 days of the date of notice of overpayment shall constitute a waiver of that right.(f) Pre-recoupment hearings shall be conducted in all matters in exactly the same manner as provided in § 10.131 through § 10.137.(g) When an overpayment exists because a claim was accepted in error, or because benefits were otherwise denied or terminated, the Office representative shall determine any and all issues raised at the pre-recoupment hearing, including those regarding the correctness of the decision to deny or terminate compensation. If an employee requests a pre-recoupment hearing as provided by this section with respect to an overpayment, and also requests a hearing as provided by 5 U .S.C. 8124(b) with respect to the decision denying or terminating benefits and resulting in the overpayment, both requests for a hearing shall be combined and one hearing held on any and all issues.(h) If additional written evidence is not submitted, or a hearing requested, within the 30-day period, the Office will issue a final decision based on the available evidence and will initiate appropriate collection action. The final decision concerning an overpayment, whether rendered subsequent to a prerecoupment hearing or in the absence of the submission of additional written evidence, is not a “decision for or against the payment of compensation” and, therefore, is not subject to the hearing provision of 5 U .S.C. 8124(b) nor the reconsideration provision of 5 U.S.C. 8128(a). An individual aggrieved or adversely affected by a decision concerning an overpayment may request review by the Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board.
§ 10.322 Waiver of recovery—defeat the 
purpose of the subchapter.(a) General. Recovery of an overpayment will defeat the purpose of the Act if recovery would cause hardship by depriving a presently or formerly entitled beneficiary of income and resources needed for ordinary and necessary living expenses under the criteria set out in this section. Recovery will defeat the purpose of subchapter to the extent that:(1) The individual from whom recovery is sought needs substantially all of his or her current income (including compensation benefits) to meet current ordinary and necessary living expenses; and(2) The individual’s assets do not exceed the resource base of $3000 for an



Federal Register / Vol. 51, N o. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Proposed Rules 20757individual or $5000 for an individual with a spouse or one dependent plus $600 for each additional dependent. This base includes all of the claimant*s assets not exempted from recoupment in fS f  below. The first $3000 or more depending on the number of the claimant’s dependents is also exempted from recoupment.(b) Income. The individual’s total income includes any funds which may be reasonably considered available for his or her use, regardless of the source. Income to a spouse will not be considered available to the individual unless the spouse was living in the household both at the time the overpayment was incurred and at the time waiver is considered. Types of income include but are not limited to:(1) Government benefits such as Black Lung, Social Security, and Unemployment Compensation benefits;(2) Wages and self-employment income;(3) Regular payments such as rent or pensions; and(4) Investment income.(e) Ordinary and necessary living expenses. An individual’s ordinary and necessary living expenses include:(1) Fixed Kving expenses, such as food and clothing, rent, mortgage payments, utilities, maintenance, transportation, insurance (e.g., life, accident, and health insurance);(2) Medical, hospitalization, and other similar expenses;(3) Expenses for the support of others for whom the individual is responsible.(4) Church and charitable contributions made on regular basis.(This shall not include large one-time gifts made after receipt of the preliminary notice of overpayment); and(5) Miscellaneous expenses (e.g., newspaper, haircuts) not to exceed $25.00 per month.(d) A ssets. An individual’s assets include:(1) Liquid Assets—cash on hand, tire value of stocks, bonds, savings accounts, mutual funds, and die like; and -(2) Non-Liquid Assets—the fair market value of property such as a camper, second home, extra autombile, jewelry, etc.Assets for these purposes shall not ' include the value of household furnishings, wearing apparel, family automobile, burial plot or prepaid burial contract, a home which the person Maintains as the principal family domicile, or income producing property if the income from such property has been included in comparing income and expenses.

§ 10.323 Waiver of recovery—against 
equity and good conscience.(a) Recovery of an overpayment is considered to be "against equity and good conscience’’ when an individual presently or formerly entitled to benefits would experience severe financial hardship in attempting to repay the debt. The criteria to be applied in determining severe financial hardship are the same as in § 10.322.fb) Recovery of an overpayment is considered to be inequitable and against good conscience when an individual, in reliance on such payments or on notice that such payments would be made, relinquished a valuable right or changed his position for the worse. In making such a decision, the individual’s present ability to repay the overpayment is not considered. To establish that a valuable right has been relinquished, it must be shown that the right was in fact, valuable; that it cannot be regained; and that the action was based chiefly or solely on reliance on the payments or on the notice of payment. To establish that the individual’s position has changed for the worse, it must be shown that the decision made would not otherwise have been made but for the receipt of benefits, and that this decision resulted in a loss. An example of such “detrimental reliance” would be a decision to enroll in college based on the award of benefits. The funds have been spent and cannot be recovered nor can the purchase be liquidated.
§ 10.324 Responsibility for providing 
financial information.In requesting waiver of an overpayment, either in whole or in part, the overpaid individual has the responsibility ter providing the financial information described in § 10.322, as well as auch additional information as the Office may require to make a decision with respect to waiver. Failure to furnish the information within 30 days of request shall result in denial of waiver, and no further requests ter waiver shall be entertained until such time as die requested information is furnished.

71. By revising § 10.400(e) to read as follows:
§ 10.400 Physician and medical services, 
etc. defined.* * * * #(e) The term “medical services’* as used m subparts E  and F  of this part includes services and supplies provided by or under the supervision of physicians (M.D. and D O.), surgeons, podiatrists, dentists, clinical psychologists, optometrists, and chiropractors, within the scope of their

practices as defined by State law. Reimbursable chiropractic services are limited to treatment consisting of manual manipulation of the spine to correct a subluxation as demonstrated by x-rays to exist. Also included ter payment or reimbursement are physical examinations (and related laboratory tests) and x-ray performed by or required by a chiropractor to diagnose a subluxation of the spinal column. The term “subluxation” means an incomplete dislocation, off-centering, misalignment, fixation or abnormal spacing of the vertebrae anatomically which must be demonstrable on any x- ray film to individuals trained in the reading of x-rays. A  chiropractor may interpret his or her x-rays to the same extent as any other physician defined in tilis section.72. By adding a new § 10.413 as follows:
§ 10.413 Time limitation on payment of 
bills.The Office will reimburse claimants and providers promptly ter all bilk received on an approved term and in a timely manner. However, no bill will be paid for expenses incurred if the bill is submitted more than one year beyond the calendar year in which the expense was incurred or the service or supply was provided, or more than one year beyond the calendar year in which the claim was first accepted as compensable by the Office, whichever is later.73. By revising § 10.500 to read as follows:
§ 10.500 Prosecution of third party action 
by a beneficiary.If an injury or death for which benefits are payable under the Act is caused under circumstances creating a legal liability upon some person or persons other than the United States to pay damages, the Office may require the beneficiary to prosecute an action for damages against tire third party. When so required, the cause of action shall be prosecuted in the name of the beneficiary.74. By amending § 10.503 by revising the introductory text, and revising paragraphs fb), (c), and (d) to read as follows:
§ 10.503 Distribution of damages 
recovered by a beneficiary.If an injury or death ter which benefits are payable under the Act is caused under circumstances creating a legal liability upon a person or persons other than the United States to pay
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damages and, as a result of claim 
brought by or settlement made by the 
beneficiary or by someone acting on the 
beneficiary’s behalf, the beneficiary 
recovers damages or receives money or 
other property in satisfaction of the 
liability on account of that injury or 
death, the proceeds of the recovery shall 
be applied as follows:

(a) * * *
.(b) The beneficiary is entitled to 

retain one-fifth of the net amount of the 
money or other property remaining after 
the expenses of a suit or settlement have 
been deducted.

(c) There shall then be remitted to the 
Office the benefits which have been 
paid on account of the injury including 
payments made on account of medical 
treatment, transportation costs, funeral 
expenses, and any other payments made 
under the Act on account of the injury or 
death. If an attorney was employed, the 
amount to be remitted to die Office shall 
be reduced by an amount equivalent to
a reasonable attorney’s fee 
proportionate to any refund to the 
United States.

(d) Any surplus remaining after proper 
refund has been made to the Office may 
be retained by the beneficiary but shall 
be credited by the Office against future 
payment of benefits to which the 
beneficiary may be entitled under the 
Act on account of the same injury or 
death.75. By adding a new § 10.506 as follows:
§ 10.506 Official superior’s responsibility 
in cases involving potential third party 
liability.

If it appears that an injury or death for 
which benefits are payable under the 
Act was caused under circumstances 
creating a legal liability upon a person 
or persons other than die United States 
to pay damages, the official superior or 
other agency official shall investigate 
the third party aspect of the injury or 
death and submit a report of the findings 
with related documents to the Office.76. By adding a new § 10.507 as 
follows:

§ 10.507 Satisfaction of the interest of the 
United States.

No court, insurer, attorney, or other 
person shall pay or distribute to the 
beneficiary or the beneficiary’s designee 
the proceeds of any suit or settiement 
without first satisfying or assuring 
satisfaction of the interest of the United 
States.77. By adding a new Subpart H as follows:

Subpart H—Special Category 
Employees

Peace Corps Volunteers

§ 10.600 Definition of volunteer.
The term “volunteer’’ means—(a) A  volunteer enrolled in the Peace Corps under 22 U .S.C. 2504;(b) A  volunteer leader enrolled in the Peace Corps under 22 U .S.C. 2505; and(c) An applicant for enrollment as a volunteer or volunteer leader during a period of training under 22 U.S.C.2507(a) before enrollment.

§ 10.601 Applicability of the ActExcept as provided by 5 U .S.C. 8142 and elsewhere in this subpart the provisions of the Act are applicable to Peace Corps volunteers.
§ 10.602 When disability compensation 
commences.Pursuant to 5 U .S.C. 8142(b), entitlement to disability compensation payments does not commence until the day after the date of termination of the volunteer’s service.
§ 10.603 Pay rate for compensation 
purposes.(a) The pay rate of a volunteer is the lowest step of grade 7 of the General Schedule.(b) The pay rate of a volunteer leader 
is the lowest step of grade 11 of the 
General Schedule.

(c) The pay rate of a volunteer with 
one or more minor children as defined in 22 U.S.C. 2504 is the lowest step of grade 
11 of the General Schedule.(d) The pay rate for compensation purposes is defined as the pay rate in effect on the date following separation, provided that it is equal to or greater than the pay rate on the date of injury, and is not subject to the provisions of 5 U .S.C. 8101(4).
§ 10.604 Period of service as a volunteer.The period of service of an individual as a volunteer includes any period of training under 22 U .S.C. 2507(a) before enrollment as a volunteer and the period between enrollment as a volunteer and the termination of service as a volunteer by the President or by death or resignation.
§ 10.605 Conditions of coverage while 
serving outside the United States and the 
District of Columbia.(a) Any injury suffered by a volunteer during any time when the volunteer is located abroad shall be presumed to have been sustained in the performance of duty and any disease or illness contracted during such time shall be presumed to be proximately caused by

the employment, except the presumption will be rebutted by evidence that:(1) The injury or disease or illness was caused by the volunteer’s willful misconduct, intent to bring about the injury or death of self or another, or was proximately caused by the intoxication of the injured volunteer; or
(2) The disease or illness is shown to 

have pre-existed the period of service 
abroad; or(3) The disease or illness or condition 
claimed is either a manifestation of 
symptoms of or consequent to a pre
existing congenital defect or 
abnormality.

(b) If an injury is not presumed to 
have been sustained in the performance 
of duty as provided by paragraph (a) of 
this section, the volunteer has the 
burden of proving by the submission of 
substantial and probative evidence that 
the injury was sustained in the 
performance of duty with the Peace 
Corps.(c) If a disease or illness or claimed condition, or episode thereof, comes within exception (a)(2) or (a)(3) of this section, the volunteer has the burden of proving by the submission of substantial, probative and reasoned medical evidence that it was proximately caused by the factors of conditions of Peace Corps service, or that the condition was materially aggravated, or accelerated or precipitated by factors of Peace Corps Service.
Non-Federal Law Enforcement Officers
§ 10.610 Definition of a law enforcement 
officer.For purposes of this subpart, a law enforcement officer is defined as an employee of a State or local government including the governments of U.S possessions and territories, or an employee of the United States pensioned or pensionable under Sections 521-535 of Title 4, District of Columbia Code, whose functions include one or more of the following:

(a) The apprehension of persons 
sought for the commission of crimes, 
including those sought by a law 
enforcement agency for such 
commission, as well as material 
witnesses sought in connection with 
criminal cases; or

(b) The protection or guarding of 
persons held for the commission of 
crimes or as such material witnesses; or

(c) The prevention of the commission 
of crimes.

§10.611 Applicability.Except as provided by 5 U.S.C. 8191 and 8192 and elsewhere in this subpart,
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§ 10.612 Conditions for eligibility.(a) The benefits of the Act are available as provided in 5 U.S.C. 8191 et 
seq. and this subpart to a law enforcement officer as defined in§ 10.610 and his or her survivors if the Office determines that an individual on any given occasion was—(1) A  law enforcement officer and to have been engaged on a given occasion in the apprehension or attempted apprehension of any person:(1) For the commission of a crime against the United States, or(ii) Who at that time was sought by a law enforcement authority of the United States for the commission of a crime against the United States, or(iii) Who at that time was sought as a material witness in a criminal proceeding instituted by the United States; or(2) A  law enforcement officer and to have been engaged on that occasion in protecting or guarding a person held for the commission of a crime against the United States or as a material witness in connection with such crime; or(3) A  law enforcement officer and to have been engaged on that occasion in the lawful prevention of, or lawful attempt to prevent, the commission of a crime against the United States;and to have been on that occasion not an employee as defined in 5 U.S.C. 8101(1), and to have sustained on that occasion a personal injury for which the United States would be required under 5 U.S.C. 8101 to pay compensation if the individual has been on that occasion an employee within the meaning of 5 U.S.C. 8101(1) engaged in the performance of duty.(b) The mere fact that an injury to a law enforcement officer is in some way related to the commission of a Federal crime does not in itself bring the injury within the scope of this subpart. For the purpose of this subpart, being engaged in the apprehension or attempted apprehension of a person for the commission of a crime against the United States requires that the specific criminal activity which caused the officer’s repsonse was an actual Federal crime. Further, where the actions which result in an injury to an officer are based solely on a local police matter, the later discovery (i.e., discovery after the arrest has been made) of a Federal crime or potential Federal crime does not in itself bring the injury within the meaning of 5 U.S.C. 8191. For example, coverage under this subpart would extend to an

officer who responded to an armed 
robbery and who was shot by the 
suspect. (For the purpose of this 
example, the suspect must be illegally in 
possession of a firearm in violation of 
Federal law.) With the officer’s 
knowledge of an armed robbery (and/or 
the actual viewing of a firearm in the 
possession of the suspect), the firearm 
would be both an integral part of a 
Federal crime and a part of the specific 
criminal activity to which the officer 
was reacting. Coverage would be 
extended in this situation even though 
the officer may not have been aware at 
the time that the suspect was in fact in 
violation of Federal law. However, 
coverage under this subpart would not 
be extended to an officer injured while 
apprehending an individual for a 
violation of local law where it is 
discovered during a search of the 
individual (i.e., after the arrest has been 
made) that the individual was in 
violation of Federal law due to illegal 
possession of a controlled substance. In 
this situation, even though the individual 
was in violation of Federal law, the 
existence of the controlled substance 
was not a part of the specific criminal 
activity to which the officer was 
responding and thus did not play a part 
in die apprehension. Coverage would be 
extended in this situation if the officer 
had been aware of the existence of the 
substance prior to the arrest being 
made. To be considered a part of the 
criminal activity, it would not be 
necessary for the officer to know the 
nature of the substance, but only that 
the officer had reason to believe it was a 
controlled substance. If later 
investigation showed that the substance 
was not in fact a controlled substance, 
coverage would not be extended since 
no Federal crime had in fact been 
committed. Similarly, an officer injured 
while responding to an alarm of a 
robbery at a federally insured bank 
would be entitled to benefits as 
provided by this subpart. However, 
coverage would not be extended where 
the alarm was false since no Federal 
crime had actually occurred.
* (c) Coverage for injuries or death 
while a law enforcement officer and to 
have been engaged on that occasion in 
the lawful prevention of, or lawful 
attempt to prevent, the commission of a 
crime against the United States shall not 
attach unless a Federal crime had been 
committed or was about to be 
committed. Whether or not a Federal 
crime was about to be committed cannot 
be open to speculation. The threat must 
be actual and imminent. However, in 
situations where the officer is detailed 
by a competent State or local authority 
to assist a Federal law enforcement

authority in the protection of the President of the United States, or any other individual entitled to be provided or actually provided protection by the United States Secret Service pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 3056(a), 3 U.S.C. 202-209, and the regulations promulgated pursuant to the latter provisions at 13 CFR 13.1-13.8, coverage will be extended for injury or death sustained in such activity, because the threat of Federal crime in those circumstances is presumed to be always imminent.(d) No person otherwise eligible to receive a benefit under this subpart because of the disability of death of an eligible officer shall be barred from the receipt of such benefit because the person apprehended or attempted to be apprehended by such officer was then sought for the commission of a crime against a sovereignty other than the United States.(e) Coverage for members of the Executive Protective Service, the United States Park Police and those members of the United States Secret Service who are covered under the District of Columbia Policemen and Firemen’s Retirement and Disability Act is limited to specific activities involving crimes against the United States, and does not include numerous tangential activities of law enforcement, such as reporting for work, changing clothing etc., even though the laws enforced in the job deal solely with crimes against the United States.
§ 10.613 Time for filing a claim.A  claim for benefits under the Act must be received by the Office within 5 years after the injury or death. The five- year limitation is maximum and mandatory and is not subject to waiver.
§ 10.614 How to file a notice of injury or 
death.(a) A  claim for benefits due to the injury or death of an eligible officer shall be made by—

(1) Any eligible officer or survivor of 
an eligible officer,(2) Any guardian, personal representative, or other person legally authorized to act on behalf of an eligible officer, his or her estate, or any of his or her survivors, or(3) Any association of law enforcement officers which is acting on behalf of an eligible officer or any of his or her survivors.(b) The form provided for filing a claim for injury or occupational disease is CA-721.(c) The form provided for filing a claim for death is CA-722.
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(d) A claim for benefits should be 
submitted to the officer’s employing 
agency for completion and forwarding to 
the Office of Workers’ Compensation 
Programs.

§ 10.615 Benefits.(a) In the event of injury the Office shall furnish to any eligible officer the benefits, except for Continuation of Pay, to which he or she would have been entitled under subparts A  through H  of this Part if, on the occasion giving rise to eligibility, the officer had been an employee as defined in 5 U.S.C. 8101(1) engaged in the performance of duty. However, such benefits shall be reduced or adjusted as the Secretary in his discretion may deem appropriate to reflect comparable benefits, if any, received by the officer (or which the officer would have been entitled to receive but for this subpart) by virtue of actual employment on that occasion. When an eligible officer has contributed to a disability compensation fund, the reduction of Federal benefits provided for in this subsection is to be limited to the amount of the State or local government benefits which bears the same proportion to the full amount of such benefits as the cost or contribution paid by the State or local government bears to the cost of disability coverage for the individual officer.(b) In the event of death the Secretary shall pay to any survivor of an eligible officer the difference, as determined by the Secretary in his discretion, between the benefits to which that survivor would be entitled if the officer had been an employee defined in 5 U .S.C . 8101(1) engaged in the performance of duty on the occasion giving rise to eligibility, and the comparable benefits, if any, received by the survivor (or which that survivor would have been entitled to receive but for this subpart) by virtue of the officer’s actual employment on that occasion. When an eligible officer has contributed to a survivor’s benefit fund, the reduction of Federal benefits provided for in this subsection is to be limited to the amount of the State or local government benefits which bears the same proportion to the full amount of such benefits as the cost or contribution paid by die State or local government bears to the cost of survivors’ benefits coverage for the eligible officer.
§ 10.616 Computation of benefits.(a) In determining the amount of benefits payable to an eligible officer or survivors of an eligible officer, the Office shall compute the beneficiaries’ entitlement under the Act inducing applicable cost-of-living adjustments

under 5 U.S.C. 8146(a), then reduce the amounts by any comparable benefits payable by a State or local entity for the same injury or death;(b) Benefits payable under the Public Safety Officers’ Benefit Act (42 U.S.C. 3796) for the same death constitute a prohibited dual benefit and any benefits payable under the Act will be reduced commensurate with the amounts payable under 42 U.S.C. 3796. Where a lump sum benefit is paid under 42 U.S.C. 3796, no benefits under the Act will be paid to a beneficiary until the entire amount, or the individual beneficiaries’ portions of the entire amount, has been fully recovered.(c) Where one or more beneficiaries in a death claim is not eligible to receive compensation due to the fact that comparable benefits from a State or local program or benefits payable under another Federal program exceed what is payable to the individual(s) under the Act, no adjustment shall be made to the percentage(s) upon which compensation is computed for other beneficiaries until the happening of an event which would otherwise change the criteria for detennining entitlement under the Act, e.g„ death or remarriage of a spouse, a child turning 18 or marrying, or the birth of a posthumous child.
§ 10.617 Responsibilities of the claimant, 
the employing agency and the Office.

(a) The claimant, or someone acting 
on his or her behalf as specified in§ 10.604(a), shall be responsible for fully completing all forms, or portions thereof, which require information of the claimant, as well as for providing any supporting documentation or statements requested in support of the claim for benefits.

(b) The employing law enforcement 
agency is responsible for fully 
completing all necessary portions of 
claim forms designated for the 
employing agency and for submitting 
evidence necessary to the Officer’s 
determination of coverage under 5 U .S.C. 8191 including police reports, 
investigative reports, and records 
providing or disproving the involvement 
of a Federal crime or Federal felony.

(c) The Office is responsible for 
evaluating a claim, advising of the 
deficiencies in a claim and requesting 
supportive information of the claimant 
and employing agency. Nothing in this 
subpart shall be construed as placing 
the burden on the Office to secure the 
information needed to discharge the 
responsibilities of the claimant(s) of the 
employing agency.

§ 10.618 Consultation with Attorney 
General and other agencies.The Secretary may refer any application received pursuant to this subpart to the Attorney General for assistance, comments and advice as to any determination required to be made pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 8191. The Secretary may request any Federal department or agency to supply any statistics, data or any other materials deemed necessary to carry out the functions of this subpart, each such department or agency shall cooperate with the Secretary and, to the extent permitted by law, furnish such materials to him or her.
§ 10.169 Cooperation with State and local 
agencies.The Secretary shall cooperate fully with the appropriate State and local officials, and shall take all other practicable measures, to assure that the benefits of this subpart and the Act are made available to eligible officers and their survivors with a minimum of delay and difficulty.
Federal Grand and Petit Jurors

§ 10.620 Definition of juror.The term “juror” means an individual selected pursuant to Chapter 21 of Title 28, United States Code, and serving as a petit or grand juror.
§10.621 Applicability.Except as provided by 28 U.S.C. 1877 and elsewhere in the subpart, the provisions of the Act and subparts A, B, C, and D through G  are applicable to Federal grand or petit jurors as defined in § 10.620.
§ 10.622 Performance of duty.(a) Performance of duty as a juror includes that time when a juror is(1) In attendance at court pursuant to a summons,(2) In deliberation,(3) Sequestered by order of a judge, or(4) At a site, by order of the court, for the taking of a view.(b) For the purposes of this subpart, a juror is not in the performance of duty while traveling to or from home in connection with the activities enumerated in paragraphs(a)(l)-(4) of this section.
§ 10.623 When disability compensation 
commences.Pursuant to 28 U .S .C  1877, entitlement to disability compensation payments does not commence until the day after the date of termination of service as a juror.
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§ 10.624 Pay rate for compensation 
purposes.

For the purpose of computing 
compensation payable for disability or 
death, a juror is deemed to receive pay 
at the minimum rate for grade GS-2 of

the General Schedule unless his or her actual pay as a Government employee while serving on court leave is higher, in which case the pay rate for compensation purposes is determined in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 8114.
Signed at Washington, DC, this 23rd day of May, 1986.William E. Brock,

Secretary o f Labor.[FR Doc. 86-12616 Filed 6-5-86; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4510-27-M
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

13 CFR Part 108 

[R ev. 4; A rndt 14]

Loans to State and Local Development 
Companies

AGENCY: Small Business Administration. 
a c t io n : Final rule.

SUMMARY: 13 CFR Part 108 delineates regulations for development companies. This final rule clarifies and strengthens regulations for development companies in general and 503 development companies (companies certified under section 503 of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958) specifically: In addition, recent experience has warranted the addition of new provisions for 503 companies, including the subordination of seller financing to the 503 loan. Certain sections or paragraphs, set forth below, are published as “interim final”, because they were not contained, or treated differently in the proposed rules. These interim final amendments include: Sections 108.2(m), 108.503-l(b)(3), 108.503-3(f), 108.503-8(b)(2) and 108.503- 15(a)—(d). SBA invites comments on these matters and will thereafter publish changes, based on the comments received, or announce that no changes will be made, or both.
DATES: E ffective date: June 6,1986. Comments on the interim final amendments must be submitted on or before August 5,1986.
ADDRESS: Written comments on the interim final amendments, in duplicate, may be sent to the Office of Economic Development, Small Business Administration, Room 720,1441 L Street, NW., Washington, DC 20416.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
LeAnn M. Oliver, Financial Analyst, 
Small Business Administration, Office of 
Economic Development, 1441 L Street, 
NW., Room 720, Washington, DC 20416, (202) 653-6076.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On July 5,1985, at 50 FR 27754 SBA published proposed amendments to its regulations for development companies under Title V  of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958, and especially for companies under section 503 of that Act (15 U.S.C. 697) (“Act”). The comment period ended September 3,1985. The explanation of the amendments was set forth in the cited publication. This publication sets forth the changes from the proposed rule, and discusses the 31 timely comments received relative thereto

Apart from stylistic changes, the 
following substantive changes were 
made:

Section 108.1(b). The term “distressed 
areas” used in the proposed rule has 
been amplified by reference to labdr 
surplus areas as listed in the 
Department of Labor’s “area trends."

Section 108.2(c) has been expanded to 
make clear the definition of “small 
business concern” includes such 
concern’s affiliates.

Section 108.2(d)(3) has been abbreviated by deleting the reference to “certified development company” because the term “504 company" is used throughout the rule instead.
Section 108.2(i) In the proposed rule a 

definition of “net debenture proceeds” 
was inadvertently omitted. This 
definition has been included in this final 
rule.

Section 108.2(j) proposed as (i), has 
been abbreviated to omit, as 
unnecessary, the clause including both 
industrial and commercial plants.

Section 108.2(m). A  new paragraph
(m) has been added to the definition 
section § 108.2 which defines 
independent public accountant as either 
a CPA or a public accountant licensed 
on or before December 31,1971. This 
definition conforms to that used in other 
SBA programs and to the “Standard for 
Audits of Governmental Organizations, 
Programs, Activities and Functions” 
published by the General Accounting 
Office (1981 revision). SBA deems this 
new definition as “interim final” and 
invites comments thereon within 60 
days of publication. SBA will thereafter 
publish a change based on comments 
received, or announce that no change 
will be made.

Section 108.4(a). One commenter 
suggested a uniform fiscal year for 
development companies, coinciding with 
SBA’s fiscal year. SBA sees no need for 
such uniformity.

Section 108.4(c). The good character requirement of § 108.4 has been amended as to felonies. The proposed regulations would have established a formal charge or indictment as an element of bad character. It was pointed out that this rule would be inconsistent with the principle “innocent until proven guilty” .
Section 108.4(d). One comment proposed that full disclosure of any prohibited relationship between the 503 company and the borrower or related parties, and abstention from voting on a project by such related party, should constitute compliance with the conflict of interests prohibition. Another comment expressed the view that 503 companies should be able to make equity investments in their portfolio

concerns and that such investments 
should not be considered a conflict of 
interest. SBA feels the prior approval 
alternative contained in the regulation 
provides adequate flexibility for 
meritorious cases.

Section 108.4(d)(2) has been amended to make clear that a lender providing financing for the development company project is prohibited from self-dealing pursuant to § 108.4(d)(1).
Section 108.4(d)(3)(i) has been amended to make clear that a second- round financing by the 503 company under this part is permitted, notwithstanding the prior investment.
Section 108.4(d)(3)(H) has been 

amended to require SBA approval of 
purchases of property by the portfolio 
concern from the development company 
or its associates, etc. (bail-out).

Section 108.5(c). A  comment proposed that only SBA-related litigation should be subject to the litigation reporting requirement. SBA thinks that the potential impact of unrelated litigation on the 503 company also warrants such advice to SBA.
Section 108.5(d). This subsection dealing with reports has been amended in two ways: (1) The SBA Form number was changed to its current number Form 1081. (2) A  clause has been added to make clearer that changes in the conditions of eligibility of a development company must be promptly reported and are subject to SBA’s approval as a condition of continued participation in the programs under this Part.
Section 108.5(e). Several commenters have found the requirement to furnish SBA copies of general publications concerning the financial operations of the 503 company or its portfolio concerns overly broad, and have proposed that such requirements should be limited to reports on situations affecting the survival of the 503 company. SBA is of the opinion that any report which merits general publication is of interest to SBA. Internal reports such as report to the board or an executive committee of the board, correspondence concerning servicing options, advice on servicing matters are not considered general publications. It follows that only publications that reach all or most owners or members are “general publications” that should be submitted also to SBA.
Section 108.7. A  comment proposed striking as redundant the statement that nonperformance of any agreement with, or an intentional misstatement to SBA constitutes a violation of the regulations, and entitles SBA to accelerate its financing. SBA has added a reference to
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"other provisions” of this Part to the 
statement of violations contained in this 
section, and has eliminated the 
reference to nonperformance of any 
condition of a .note as a regulatory 
violation. Also, the word “knowing” has 
been inserted before 
“misrepresentation” to make clear that 
not every error in a document is 
considered a violation of the regulations.

Section 108.8(a). This rule provides ”  that availability of funds from the personal resources of owners shall not disqualify a concern for assistance. The rationale of this provision was questioned. It is justified by the purpose of the program, which is economic development of an area or community. If a project contributes to such development it should not be disqualified merely because the owners could undertake it, but chose not to do so. For the sake of clarity, this section has been expanded to include § 108.8(h) as published in proposed rulemaking. A  comment on the proposed § 108.8(h) criticized the requirement that the availability to the small concern of private funds “on reasonable terms” (Section 503(b)(2) of the Act, 15 U.S.C. 697) be judged by comparison to development company loans. The comment emphasized that such loans have better terms than most private loans. The commenter would require 6 letters from financial institutions explaining why they are not providing the required financing. The lack of availability of private funds on "reasonable terms” is a statutory requirement of the program. SBA views its purpose under this Part as one of improving and stimulating the flow of long-term funds to small concerns for the benefit of economic development in a given region or area.(§ 108.1). It is consistent with this purpose to offer terms, such as longer maturities, which are not available to such project from private sources on reasonable terms. On the other hand, SBA does not view this purpose as competitive with, or inimical to, private enterprise. Accordingly, this provision is designed to limit assistance under this Part to viable projects which cannot obtain sufficient private enterprise lending on terms that are reasonable for the projects. SBA feels qualified to make such judgment without the extensive paperwork and time required to obtain explanations from several financial institutions.
Section 108.8(d). Several comments 

proposed broadening the so called “alter 
ego” rule to allow several small 
concerns to share a single project (e.g. a 
building). SBA rejects this proposal, 
because the rule is in Mself an exception

to the principle that passive concerns are ineligible for SBA assistance. Under the proposal, the percentage of ownership of the several small concerns and of the single borrower are not identical.
Section 108.8(d)(6) has been amended in response to comments received to require only the owners of 20% or more of the equity of a small concern to guarantee the 503 loan.
Section 108.8(e). In response to several comments that this proposed subsection governing leases is unduly long and complicated, SBA has simplified it by shortening it and reducing the test of eligibility for a leased project to two criteria: either SBA obtains a lien on the property itself, or SBA’s investment is secured by other collateral.
Section 108.503(b)(1). Several comments were critical of the requirement that a 503 project should create one job for each $15,000 guaranteed by SBA, or an average of one job for each $37,500 invested in each project. The criticisms were that such requirement favored labor-intensive industries, that a longer period of years for establishing the job average should be chosen, and that a penalty for failure to attain the job opportunity goal should be prescribed. SBA’s position is that economic development implies the creation or maintenance of job opportunities, that a project should accomplish its job objective within two years, and that SBA is without legislative authority to impose a penalty for failure to achieve the required job objective. It should be noted, however, that certain disincentives are designed to encourage the attainment of job opportunity goals—see § 108.503(d). As one comment put it: “The true intent of this program should not be liberalized by accepting long-term predictions of job attainment."
Section 108.503(c) has been changed to allow for average job opportunity costs in excess of $15,000 in Alaska, Hawaii, and in labor surplus and redevelopment areas, as approved by SBA on an individual basis.
Section 108.503(d). Several comments criticized the requirementthat 503 companies monitor job creation by obtaining and retaining in their records certifications from portfolio concerns supporting job opportunity claims of the 503 company. It was argued that 503 companies do not control their portfolio companies, and could not be held responsible for their failure to supply required data. In response to such criticism SBA has relaxed the requirements of the withholding

provisions of f  108.503-3(f)(5) and 108.503-13(d). It must be borne in mind that such records are crucial to the accurate evaluation of the program. A  503 company should remain sufficiently close to its portfolio concerns to obtain essential data on a timely basis— compare § 108.503-l(b)(3). A  lack of cooperation between portfolio concern and 503 company may reflect unfavorably on the 503 company’s servicing ability. See also comment under the heading “Miscellaneous” .
Section 108.503-l(b). One comment finds fault with SBA’s decision not to certify any additional for-profit 503 companies in the future. It should be noted that any qualified for-profit company which has applied for certification before the effective date of these regulations will remain eligible to become a full-fledged program member. A  requirement that such for-profit companies must comply with all eligibility requirements has been added. The reason for SB A ’s decision is the desire to emphasize the pro bono 

publico character of the industry over the profit incentive. The nature of the 503 company is to be a catalyst in fostering economic development, and not a profit center for owners or members. This policy decision should not be interpreted as a reflection on any 503 company now in the program or to be admitted soon, which is organized on a for-profit basis.
Section 108.503-l(b)(2). Several comments took exception to the requirement that a director with commercial lending experience be involved in lending or servicing decisions. They argued that 503 company staff acquires such experience through their review of loan requests. In response, SBA has modified this provision to require that at least one person with commercial lending experience acceptable to SBA participate in each lending and servicing decision. One comment took exception to the requirement that board members be “responsible officials” of the organizations they represent, and to the occupational distribution requirement of the board. The term “responsible official” was chosen to preclude delegation to a token level of representation and is not synonymous with “top executives” . The occupational distribution requirement is intended to make the board, as nearly as practical, representative of the membership.
Section 108.503-l(b)(3). A  comment objected to the annual SBA approval requirement of external contracts for marketing, packaging, processing and servicing functions of the 503 company,



20766 Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and Regulationsand proposed to allow for staffing with SCORE and SBI officers. Nothing in the proposed regulations now prohibits such participation, and the annual approval requirement is in line with other SBA programs which also require annual review of arrangements which may become obsolete. See, for example, 13 CFR 107.501. However, a clause has been added to make clear that a management contract (other than an employment contract with an individual) requires SBA’s initial prior written approval as well as annual approvals, and has added other approval criteria:(1) Such contract may not adversely affect the financial condition of the 503 •company. (2) Compensation under such contracts must be reasonable and customary and billed on an hourly basis.(3) These contracts will be subject to audit by SBA at no cost to the 503 company. SBA considers it useful to publish these approval criteria for greater specificity.
Section 108.503-l(b)(3) and (4).Several comments strongly objected to the requirement of a full-time staff and the ability to provide management services to small concerns. The short answer is that section 503(d) of the Act (15 U.S.C. 697(d)) requires it. Moreover, the phrase, “cause to be provided" allows for avoidance of duplication of otherwise available services.
Section 108.503-l(d)(2). Many comments took issue with the provision that appropriate government economic development organizations be members of the 503 company, stating that such membership would politicize 503 company activity. While SBA recognizes the validity of this concern, it seems to us outweighed by the advantage of governmental cooperation in 503 company projects. The regulations will also provide that the Director of SBA’s Office of Economic Development may approve another form of Government participation, e.g. where prohibited by law. Also, many comments objected to major city representation in multicounty 503 companies. SBA has deleted this requirement.
Section 108.503-2(c) has been amended to state that the surrender of a 503 certificate, like a certificate transfer, may not take place without SBA’s prior written approval.
Section 108.503-3(b). Objection was 

made to the portfolio diversification 
requirement. SBA thinks that economic 
development requires diversification, 
and the concentration in any one 
industry, or on start-up businesses, does 
not serve the entire business community 
in a representative way. No change was 
made as a result of this comment.

Section 108.503-3(d). Two comments took issue with the requirement that a separate file be established for each project. These comments reflect the assumption that only a single folder constitutes a file. The regulation permits an unlimited number of folders to constitute a file. The lead-in paragraph to subsection (d) has been amended to make clear that a photographic copy may replace an original document for record keeping purposes.
Section 108.503-3(e). Numerous comments took issue with the proposed accounting provisions. In response, SBA has determined to reserve this issue to a later time.
Section 108.503-3(f). Several commenters objected to the requirement of an “opinion audit" for the annual financial statements, as exceedingly costly. SBA has raised the threshold for “opinion audits” in response to this 'objection. 503 company’s with a portfolio under $10 million may submit statements on a “review" basis. SBA needs an “audit opinion” from the larger companies because of their stewardship over very substantial assets, but has added a waiver provision for hardship cases. Further, notwithstanding the vital need to measure the effect of the program on the small concerns assisted, SBA has (in response to other comments) relaxed the reporting rule to the extent that a 503 company which can persuade SBA that it has made every conceivable effort to obtain required report information and has failed, may be excused by SBA from filing such reporting items, subject to § 108.503-13(b), q.v. An editorial change makes clear that this subsection on annual reports does not contain all reporting requirements by referring to the other sections with reporting requirements. Further, the annual report will require regulatory compliance information to be prepared by the independent public accountant as specified in an Annual Report Guide to be provided by SBA in the near future. In addition to being submitted as part of the annual report, a copy of the compliance information will be submitted to SBA’s Inspector General. The Inspector General may request related workpapers. 503 companies are not required to furnish the compliance information for fiscal years ending on or before December 31,1986. Such information needed during this period will be gathered by SBA’s Inspector General in special compliance audits,§ 108.503~15(d), as needed. 503 companies are required to submit compliance information for fiscal years ending after December 31,1986.

However, 503 companies with no 
compliance deficiencies and no change 
in their eligibility or operations are 
permitted to submit compliance 
information on a biennial basis. This 
method of verifying compliance was 
chosen in prefernce to mandatory 
compliance audits by SBA’s Inspector 
General, in order to rely to a greater 
extent on the private sector and to give 503 companies the option of avoiding the 
audit expense otherwise prescribed by § 108.503-15(c). The requirement of 
compliance reports is published as 
“interim final”. SBA invites comments 
thereon within 60 days of publication, 
and will thereafter publish a change 
based on these comments, or announce 
that no change will be made.

Section 108.503-3(g). Two comments objected to the flat prohibition on 503 loans to concerns in which the 503 company or its associate hold an equity interest. SBA, however, is persuaded that this situation has a conflict of interest potential which should be avoided.
Section 108.503-3(h) has been amended to allow SBA to transfer the portfolio of a 503 company unable or unwilling to service it, to another 503 company or another entity for servicing.
Section 108.503-4(a). Three comments criticized the limitation to 15% of excess (leasing) space in a newly constructed facility. SBA feels that a greater amount of permissible excess space would derogate from the development purpose of this program.
Section 108.503-4(b)(4). In response to comments this paragraph has been clarified to include as ineligible projects or project components only automobiles, trucks, and airplanes. An exception (in specific circumstances) has been added for Alaska and Hawaii since these states do not possess a road network such as exists in the contiguous 48 States.
Section 108.503-4(c)(3) has been amended to make clear that SBIC investments in 503 projects are subject to Part 107 of these regulations and to differentiate between SBIC’s with and without SBA financial assistance; in the latter case; the SBIC financing will qualify as non-governmental for purposes of § 108.503-8{a).
Section 108.503-5(a). In response to a 

comment, the examples of eligible costs 
essential to the project have been 
expanded to include legal and 
accounting costs directly attributable to 
the project and not related to 
underwriting or other financing 
expenses, but interest charges on 
interim financing are also eligible. 
Moving costs, while ineligible, have not
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Section 108.503-5(d). In response to the suggestion that previously acquired land should be eligible as the small concern’s or the 503 company’s contribution (injection) to the project, SBA has amended the proposed rule to provide that the equity in such land may be included in a new construction project at the lower of cost or market, but no refund of such cost may be made from loan proceeds.
Section 108.503-6(a) has been rewritten in several ways: (1) It is now made clear that the cost of interim financing provided by the 503 Company is not regulated by SBA, (2) instead of the term “administrative costs of the loan’’, the regulation now enumerates them as “packaging, processing, and non-legal staff functions related to loan closings” , (3) since the final rule defines “Net Debenture Proceeds” , the processing fee is now based on such proceeds for greater ease of calculation. The prior mode included in the base of the calculation the Reserve Account (two monthly payments). Since the new calculation of the servicing fee (see Fiscal Agent Agreement) results in an increased fee, that increase will compensate for the slight reduction of the processing fee. SBA will consider an increase in the processing fee for future amendments because several commentors consider it too low, (4) the provision for legal fees has been amended in response to comments criticizing the limitation of $2,500 as either too high or too low. The limitation was adopted to indicate that in most instances the legal cost should be kept below that amount. The final rule'now provides for SBA approval of a higher fee in cases of unusual complexity. (5) Paragraph (3) concerning the service charge has been amended to remove the erroneous word “original” from “original outstanding balance” and a clause has been added to the effect that the outstanding balance is to be measured in five-year intervals from the original anniversary date.
Section 108.503-6(b) has similarly been amended to base the calculation of

the lVz% “earnest money” on “net debenture proceeds” . Two commenters feel that a 503 company should be permitted to retain all or part of the deposit received with an application if considerable effort has gone into the examination, but resulted in a denial. SBA considers the deposit in the nature of “earnest money” , to discourage frivolous applications, not as a source of revenue for the 503 company. Accordingly, SBA favors retention of the deposit only in cases where the applicant rejects a loan offer, but not in cases where the application is rejected.
Section 108.503-6(c) has been amended to permit the 503 company to charge a one-time fee for negotiating a purchase-money mortgage at the request and on behalf of the small concern. In contrast to the 503 company injection, such negotiation is not a nominal function of the 503 company and may be compensated if the parties so agree. While two comments applauded the authority for the 503 company to charge a fee up to 1 Vz% for non-Federal financings procured, one comment found it unjustified, especially in light of the fees charged by the non-Federal lenders themselves. Since such fee may only be charged on the basis of a written agreement for services actually rendered, SBA thinks that it is the borrower’s choice whether or not to incur this fee.
Section 108.503-7(a). Several comments took issue with the requirement that the interim lender certify to the 503 company that the small concern has suffered no adverse change since loan approval. It was argued that this requirement would discourage private lender participation and drive up the bridge financing cost. In deference to these apprehensions SBA has modified the clause to require only that the interim lender have no knowledge of such change, and has provided the same standards of adverse change as apply to the 503 company itself.
Section 108.503-7(c) has been amended to remove the word “cost” from “the total project cost” . The impact of this change is to make clear that it is not the dollar value, but the importance to the project of the missing project component that determines whether the debenture sale can go forward. An item of relatively minor cost may be important to the project; conversely, a rather costly item (e.g. a parking lot) may not be essential to the operation of the new facility. One comment questioned the use of the unexpended project funds which are to be returned to the central fiscal agent after one year. SBA has amplified this provision to

make clear that these funds would be credited to the reserve account for eventual return, with interest, to the small concern pursuant to § 108.503- 11(b)(2).
Section 108.503-8(a). Several comments objected to the proposed composition of the total 503 financing in terms of Federal, private and non- Federal governmental, as too rigid. SBA has therefore rewritten this provision to make clear that at least half of the project cost must originate from sources other than Federal, and the restriction on non-Federal governmental sources has been eliminated. Industrial revenue bonds are considered a nongovernmental source of funds.
Section 108.503-8(b)(l). A  comment proposed that the term of the first mortgage should exceed the debenture term by no more than five years. SBA thinks that this would limit the flexibility of the 503 company unduly, since the first mortgage terms are an intrinsic part of the package that SBA and the 503 company must approve. As a special exception to the general ten- year rule, SBA will permit the private sector financing to be for seven years or more where the project does not involve real estate and the debenture is for ten years. Experience has shown that private sector lenders are reluctant to make ten-year loans for purposes not involving real estate, while SBA is willing to go to ten year debenture financing for machinery, etc. in pursuit of its economic development philosophy.
Section 108.503-8(b)(2). SBA has added a provision to this paragraph requiring that seller financing (such as a purchase money mortgage on project property) be subordinate to the 503 loan. Our reason is that, without such subordination, the 503 loan would secure the seller against the default of the purchaser, because in a liquidation SBA would have to pay off the purchase money mortgage. Thus, SBA would be assisting the seller of the project property, instead of the project itself. This subordination requirement was not part of the notice of proposed rulemaking. For this reason, SBA invites comments on this provision at the address shown above and will give careful consideration to such comments.
Section 108.503-8(b)(4). One comment objected to the lack of specificity of the requirement, that SBA approve the terms and conditions of the private financing. Since SBA’s acceptance is implicit in the project approval, this requirement is omitted. We have, however, added a provision authorizing use of the private financing for debt
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Section 108.503-8(b)(7). A  comment said that a 30-day notice period before foreclosure sale is adequate. In response, SBA has extended the notice period to 60 days.
Section 108.503-9(aX2). Two comments object»! to the $50,000 minimum for a 503 debenture. SBA feels that, a i  a  general rule, a debenture of less than $50,000 is not cost-effective, because of certain fixed costs, but that in exceptional cases (e.g. in a rural area) a debenture of as little as $25,000 may be authorized. A ll debentures must be denominated in amounts rounded up to the next one thousand dollars.
Section 108.503-9(a)(4). Nine comments proposed that a new 10-year debenture be authorized for real property, as well as machinery and equipment SBA has accepted that proposal, and will require in such cases that the private sector financing of projects involving real estate also have a 10-year maturity.
Section 108.503-9(a)(5). Three comments criticized die provisions authorizing subordination of the 503 debenture to other obligations of the 503 company, stating that such debenture should be subordinated to any other debt of die 503 company and of the small business concern. These comments reflect a misunderstanding; the 503 debenture is an obligation of its issuer, the 503 company, and as such cannot be subordinated to the debts of another entity. This provision, moreover, is a paraphrase of the statute, 15 U .S.C. 697(a)(4). If these commenters were correct, the 503 debenture could be subordinated to the small concern’s 503 note securing it, an obvious impossibility. (See also comment on § 108.503-8(b)(1) above.)
Section 108.5G3-9(a)(6). The provision authorizing the issuance of one debenture secured by two or more loan notes was questioned. It restates prior § 108.503-4(a)(l) (1980) and was then adopted to provide for dm case where several small projects would be assisted, and the cost of a debenture for each would be excessive^ See comment on § 108.503-9(a){2) above. In such case it may be advantageous to combine several projects in one debenture. The cost to SBA of the default or prepayment by one of the project concerns would not be greater than it would be under individual debentures.
Section 108.503-9(a)(9). Several comments pointed out a drafting error. As corrected, the provision covering 503 Loan conditions now allows the loan to include the amounts necessary to cover the reserve account and the 503

company and CFA processing fees. Two comments criticized the late payment fee. Its propose is to encourage prompt payments under the loan contract. It is therefore appropriate that the fee be proportionate to the late amount, and discourage arbitrage between prompt payment and other uses. Late payments cause additional servicing costs, which should be compensated.
Section 108J503-9(aXW  has been rewritten to make dear that any premium on the 503 Debenture occasioned by a  prepayment on the part of the small concern is the responsibility of the small concern. Conversely, any discount enures to the benefit of the small concern.
Section 108.503-U(bX2). Several comments criticized the proposal that funds in the Reserve Account could accumulate (through interest accretions) to unreasonably high amounts. Since this matter requires further study, consideration will be given to a relaxation of the rule in a subsequent amendment. One comment proposed that the small concern be allowed to reduce its monthly payment by the amount of accrued interest in the reserve account. This procedure, however, seems unacceptable since the reserve account including interest thereon is needed for semi-annual debenture payments should the small concern default. In this connection it should be noted that the pricing method for the debenture has been changed. The amount to be placed in the reserve account will henceforth be computed as equal to two percent of the net debenture proceeds, as defined (§ 108.2(i)), instead of equal to two monthly payments, as heretofore.
Section 108.503-13(cX6). One comment proposed that a special 503 company fee of 1% of the outstanding balance be authorized in cases where the responsibility of a 503 borrower is assumed by another company pursuant to § 108.503-13(g). SBA will give this suggestion further study for possible inclusion in a future amendment.
Section 108.503-13(d). SBA has relaxed the provision authorizing withholding of the service fee from the 503 company if the borrower is delinquent. This action responds to several comments that the provision is too harsh. It now provides that the service fee will be paid from payments received, i.e. it will be withheld only during the period and to the extent of delinquency. However, willful or negligent failure of the 503 company to comply with the reporting and servicing requirements will also trigger withholding after 90 days. After 90 days of such uncured failure, the fee will be

paid to SBA, to compensate it for its efforts to obtain compliance. In this connection it should be noted that the Note, SBA Form 1249, authorizes the holder with the consent of SBA, to declare all or part of the indebtedness due and payable upon nonperformance by the small concern of any agreement with, or any condition imposed by, the development company.
Section 108J503-13{h} has been expanded to include the standards by which SBA will consent to a deferment. These standards include a finding of the benefits expected from the deferment, and the provision of additional collateral to secure SBA’s additional risk. The small concern must compensate SBA for its cost in making the deferment. The proposed requirement that all other lenders to the project must defer their claims for the same period has been abandoned as too limiting, since it would prevent SBA from saving a project if all lenders do not agree to a like deferment The provision that the small concern remain liable for deferred payments, and that SBA’s payments on behalf of the small concern be added to the principal balance of the note is now included among the note provisions and need not be stated in the regulations.
Section 108.503-14. This section has been reworded for clarification. The revised version provides that SB A  may terminate the servicing functions of the 503 company and the central fiscal agent when the $03 loan is transferred to liquidation, but that SBA may negotiate with and compensate the 503 company for continued servicing or liquidation of the loan, as the case may be.
Section 108.503-15(a) through (d). Many comments took exception to a proposed audit fee for audits by SBA’s Inspector General (at $35 per hour) pursuant to toe Inspector General’s Act of 1978, Pub. L. 95-452. In response, SBA has redesigned this section entirely. As explained under § 108.503-3(f) supra, SBA now gives a 503 company the option of having annual compliance audits performed by its own independent public accountant at its own expense, instead of by SBA’s Inspector General. The independent public accountant shall forward the compliance portion of the report directly to the Inspector General. Should the 503 company fail to have their Independent Accountant perform this compliance audit, SBA’s Inspector General will perform the audit at the 503 company’s expense, payable on an hourly basis not to exceed $35 per hour. Special audits conducted at the Inspector General’s initiative shall be conducted free of
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Section 108.503-15(e). The proposed rule, formerly subsection (d), has been rewritten at the request of SBA’s Office of Hearings and Appeals. It now provides that SBA shall give ten (10) days written notice of a proposed suspension, informing the 503 company of its right to a hearing. Revocation proceedings and appeals shall be conducted entirely in conformity with the formal procedures of Part 134 of SBA’s Regulations. SBA has determined that it is not in the public interest to require a suspension to await the outcome of a hearing on the record. The reference to Part 134 naming SBA’s reviewing official in suspension or revocation cases lias been changed to § 134.32(b)(7) and § 134.34 for greater accuracy.
M iscellaneous. A  comment proposed a minimum capitalization of $1 million for statewide 503 companies. Since § 108.503-l(b) requires each 503 company to demonstrate financial capacity, there is no logical reason why SBA should treat statewide 503 companies differently from local companies. Another comment criticized terms like “significant impact”(§108.1(b)) as too vague. The regulations attempt to amplify this term by enumerating job creation, national objective and similar specifics—see §108.503(b). But in the final analysis, acceptance or rejection of a proposed project requires the exercise of SBA’s informed judgment. The same comment also proposed higher interest rates to discourage “bargain rate” shopping by applicants. This proposal overlooks the economic development purpose of the program—see discussion relating to § 108.8(a). Another comment expressed regret that the new regulations would not reduce the paperwork burden on 503 companies and SBA district offices. Given the continuing need to evaluate the program carefully, and the strict observance of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 by SBA, we believe that our information requirements are reasonable. Two comments advocated respectively: (a) Fewer and bigger and(b) more and smaller 503 companies, reflecting the respective needs of the areas from which these comments came. SBA is confident that over time the program will adjust to the variety of regional needs, possibly with the help of additional legislation. Several comments would require legislation to be implemented, and therefore are not discussed here.

For purposes of compliance with E.O. 12291 of Febraury 17,1981, SBA hereby certifies that this proposal, taken as a whole, does not constitute a major rule for the purposes of Executive Order 12291. In this regard we are certain that the annual effect of this rule on the economy will be less than $100 million. In addition, this final rule will not result in a major increase in costs or price to consumers, individual industries, Federal, State and local government agencies or geographic regions, and will not have significant adverse effects on foreign or domestic competition, employment, investment, productivity or innovation.For the purpose of compliance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 601 et seg., certain provisions of this proposal may have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. The following analysis of those provisions is provided within the context of the review prescribed by the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U .S.C. 603).1. Section 108.8 incorporates eligibility requirements which are derived from Part 120 of the regulations. Part 120 applies to all SBA financial assistance to businesses other than development company loans. Section 108.8(d) clarifies the agency’s policy regarding development company loans to passive borrowers who rent premises to an eligible concern. Because such borrowers are not eligible for assistance, the agency will not approve such a project unless the eligible concern’s ownership is identical with the ownership of the passive borrower.The legal basis for this change is 15 U .S.C. 687(c). The provision itself will involve no bookkeeping or recordkeeping requirements. There are no other Federal rules which overlap or otherwise duplicate this requirement.An exemption from coverage of this rule for small entities is not feasible since it is entirely addressed to small business concerns.2. Section 108.9 changes the existing regulation to provide that SBA will not participate in projects which include funds resulting from tax-exempt financings unless the agency’s lien position would be equal or superior to the lien position of the portion of the project so financed. The agency has decided that subordination of its position to such “tax-exempt” portion of the project would result in a double subsidy to such project which is not intended by section 503 of the Small Business Investment Act.The legal basis for these changes are 15 U.S.C. 687(c) and 697(a)(4). The

provision itself involves no bookkeeping or recordkeeping requirements. There are no other Federal rules which overlap or otherwise duplicate this requirement. An exemption from coverage of this rule for small entities is not feasible.3. Section 108.503-4(b) limits 503 eligibility for projects involving “limited use” assets and projects which involve types of businesses found by the agency to have a high rate of failure or low economic impact.The legal basis for the change are 15 U .S.C. 687(c) and 696(1). The provision itself involves no bookkeeping or recordkeeping requirements. There are no other Federal rules which overlap or otherwise duplicate this requirement.An exemption from coverage of this rule for small entities is not feasible.4. Section 108.503-6 permits a 503 company to require an applicant small concern to deposit with the 503 company the sum of $1,000 or lVfe% of the amount of the requested debenture, whichever is less. This deposit is refunded if the small concern does not voluntarily withdraw its application.The deposit is intended to compensate the 503 company for processing applications which are later withdrawn when an applicant finds other financing or changes its plans.This section also permits the 503 company to charge a small concern (or the lender) a one-time fee, not to exceed 1 and Vz% of the non-Federal portion of the permanent financing, for procuring such financing if permitted by a written agreement executed by the 503 company and the small concern.The legal basis for this change is 15 U .S.C. 687(c). The provision itself involves no bookkeeping or recordkeeping requirements. There are no other Federal rules which overlap or otherwise duplicate this requirement.An exemption from coverage of this rule for small entities is not feasible.All other significant changes contained herein affect only the 503 company. The purpose of these rule changes is to adjust the administration of the program based on the Agency’s experience since the inceptions of die 503 program.The following sets forth the collection of information or recordkeeping requirements which have been approved by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) under die Paperwork Reduction Act.
Section

OMB
approval

Nos.

§108.4(c).................... 3245-0178
3245-0074
3245-0071

§108.5<aj...................
8108.503(b)............... Objectives............................
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. Section
OMB

approval
Nos.

§106.503(c)........... 3245-0074
§108.503-1(a)........... 3245-0073
§108.503-1 (cj 3245-0073
§108 503-1  frit........... ' 3245-0073
§108.503~2(a)...... „... Application for 3245-0073

certification.
§108.503-3(0(1) - ..... Reporting requirements..... 3245-0074
§108.503-3(0(2)....... Reporting requirements..... 3245-0074
§10^ .503-3 (0 (3 ).... Reporting requirements..... 3245-0074
§108.503-3(0(4)....... Reporting requirements..... 3245-0178
§108.503-6(d)........... Disclosure of charges to 3245-0071

SBA.
§108.50$-9{a)........... 3245-0071

List of Subjects in 13 CFR Part 108Loan programs—business, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Small businesses.
PART 108—LOANS TO STATE AND 
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANIESPart 108 is hereby amended as follows:1. The authority citaton for Part 108 is revised to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 308(c), 501, 502, Pub. L. 85- 
699, 72 Stat. 889; Sec. 113, Pub. L. 96-302 (15 
U.S.C. 631 note).2. The table of contents appearing for' Part 108 is amended by adding § 108.4 through 108.10 numerically under the center heading “General” , by removing § 108.503 through 108.503-8 and by adding a new center heading entitled “Assistance under Section 503” , followed by new § 108.503 through§ 108.503-15.
* * * * *

General

Sec.
* * * * *108.4 Operational requirements.108.5 Records and reports.108.6 [Reserved]108.7 Violations based on false filings and nonperformance of agreements with SBA.108.8 Borrower requirements and prohibitions.108.9 Participation with tax exempt financing.108.10 Savings clause,* * 1* * *Assistance Under Section 503108.503 Program objectives.108.503- 1 Eligibility requirements for 503 companies.108.503- 2 Certification.108.503- 3 Operational requirements for 503 companies.108.503.4 Project eligibility.108.503- 5 Eligible and ineligible uses of 503 Loan'proceeds.108.503- 6 ■ Costs which may be charged to the small concern by the 503 company.108.503- 7 Interim financing.
108.503- 8 Private sector financing.

108.503- 9
108.503- 10
108.503- 11
108.503- 12
108.503- 13 
108.503.14

503 Debenture financing.
503 Company injection.
Central fiscal agent.
Loan dosing.
Servicing loans and debentures. 

Liquidation of 503 Loans and
security.

108.503.15 Oversight and evaluation; 
suspension and revocation.3. Section 108.1 is amended by adding a new paragraph (b) and by redesignating existing paragraph (b) as (c). New paragraph fb) reads as follows:

§ 108.1 Policy.* * * * *(b) Financing provided under this part must demonstrate to SBA’s satisfaction that it will result in significant impact on the community where the business or project is located and no adverse significant impact outside of the community (see § 108.8(f)(1) of this part). “Significant impact” may be demonstrated on the basis of—(1) Jobs being created or retained which would not have been possible without such financing;(2) Community economic development including diversification or stabilization of the economy within the community; or,(3) Achieving a national objective such as: Increased productivity through the modernization of existing facilities necessary to retain jobs, expansion of exports, expansion of minority business development, assisting manufacturing firms (SIC Codes 20-49), and assisting businesses in labor surplus areas as listed by the U.S. Department of Labor in its publication “Area Trends”, Loans made to acquire plants, as defined in§ 108.2(j) ° f  this part, shall be made in conformity with the same program objectives as set forth under § 108.503(b)—(d) for this 503 program. * * * * *4. Section 108.2 is amended by revising paragraph (c) thereof as follows:
§108.2 Definitions. 
* * * * *(c) “Small business concern" or “small concern” means a business concern which, together with its affiliates as defined i n § 121.3(a) of this chapter, qualifies as small under Part 121 of this chapter,
* * * * *5. Section 108.2 Definitions is further amended by adding new paragraph(d)(3) to read as follows:* * * * *(d) * * *(3) A  “503 Company” is a development company as defined in paragraphs (d)(1) or (2) of this section

which meets the requirements of § 108.503-1 of this part and is certified by SBA to operate pursuant to section 503 of the Small Business Investment Act, 15 U.S.C. 697.* * * * *6. Section 108.2 D efinitions is further amended by redesignating paragraph (g) as (j) and revising it, redesignating paragraph (h) as (1) and by adding new paragraphs (g), (h), and (i) as follows: * * * * *(g) “503 Debenture” means a debenture issued by a 503 company and guaranteed by SBA (“503 guaranty”) for sale, the proceeds of which are to be used to make one or more loans to small concerns pursuant to § 108.503-5 of this part.(h) “503 Loan” means a loan made to a small business concern from the proceeds of a 503 debenture.(i) “Net Debenture Proceeds” means that part of the 503 debenture proceeds that will finance eligible project costs, and does not include administrative costs (see §108.503-5(a)).(j) “Plant" means any long-term fixed asset which may include land, buildings, machinery, and equipment employed or to be employed by the small business concern in the conduct of its business.* * * * *7. Section 108.2 D efinitions is further amended by adding two new paragraphs(k) and (m) to read as follows: * * * * *(k) “SIC Code” means the four digit designation by industry found in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual as prepared by the Office of Management and Budget and available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.(m) “Independent Public Accountant” means a certified public accountant or a public accountant licensed on or before December 31,1971.8. Sections 108.4,108.5,108.6,108.7, 108.8,108.9, and 108.10 are added immediately after § 108.3 to read as follows:
§ 108.4 Operational requirements.(a) F isca l year. Each development company shall establish a fiscal year which shall not be changed without SBA prior written approval.(b) P la ce o f business. Each development company shall maintain a reasonably accessible place of business, shall have a separately listed telephone number, and shall be open to the public during normal business hours.(c) G o o d  character. A  development company shall possess continuing good



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and Regulations 20771character. Such character will be deemed to exist where all the directors, officers, employees and members or shareholders possess good character. Officers, directors, and the manager of day-to-day operations of a development company shall file SBA Form 1081, Statement of Personal History. Good character shall be deemed absent if any one of the listed persons—(1) Is currently incarcerated, on parole or probation,(2) Is convicted of a felony,(3) Suffered an adverse final civil judgment in a case involving a breach of trust or the violation of a law or regulation protecting the integrity of business transactions or relationships, or(4) Made a misrepresentation or false statement to SBA, as defined in§ 108.7(a)(2).Any change affecting this requirement shall be promptly reported to SBA. No application for development company assistance shall be approved while an officer, director, or owner of 10% or more of such applicant small concern is under indictment for, or formally charged with a felony.(d) Prohibition o f Self-dealing. (1) Self-dealing by the development company, its board of directors, members, employees, and other related parties (as hereafter defined) to the prejudice of the small concern, the development company, or SBA is prohibited.(2) The development company’s loan application to SBA shall contain a full disclosure statement from the development company and from the small concern relative to all relationships described in §120.102-10 of this chapter, between (i) the small concern, (ii) the development company including any person employed by the development company or regularly serving the company (e.g. professional staff as defined in § 108.503-l(b)(3) or(iii) its associate (as defined in § 120.2-2 of this chapter), or any lender providing financing for the development company project, all herein referred to as “related parties”, that exist or have existed within six months prior to the date of the development company’s application. Where no such relationships exist, the development company and the small concern shall so certify.(3) Without prior written approval of SBA, a development company shall not permit a relationship to exist or to be created between the development company or related parties and a small concern to be assisted under this Part or while such assistance is outstanding, if such relationship could constitute a conflict of interest, or the appearance

thereof, as between the development company or related parties and the small concern. As examples of such relationships and for illustrative purposes only, the following relationships are prohibited without prior SBA approval:(i) A  development company shall not, directly or indirectly, provide financial assistance to a small concern in which the development company or a related party has any financial interest, other than pursuant to this part.(ii) A  development company shall not permit a small concern to purchase property or services (including insurance and legal services) from the development company, a related party, or a designee of either.(iii) A  development company shall not provide financial assistance to be used in repaying or refinancing an existing debt due the development company or a related party unless SBA shall have first made a written determination, upon the basis of evidence in the file, that:(A) The terms of the existing indebtedness are causing undue hardship to the small concern; and(B) Refinancing, extension or modification of the outstanding indebtedness is not available.(e) Com pliance with other law s. Development companies and projects financed with federal assistance are subject to all applicable laws, including (without limitation) the civil rights laws (see Parts 112,113,116, and 117 of these Regulations).(Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (c) have been approved by the Office of Management and Budget under control numbers 3245-0178, and 3245-0080)
§ 108.5 Record and reports.(a) Records. Financial records of a development company including books of account are to be maintained in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. All financial records and minutes of meetings of members, stockholders, directors, executive committees, or other officials, and all documents and supporting material relating to a development company’s transactions shall be kept at its principal office and shall be currently posted (within 45 days): Provided, 
however, That portfolio items held by a custodian pursuant to written agreement shall be excepted from this requirement. Financial reports furnished to SBA shall make complete disclosure of matters relevant to the Act and regulations. See also § 108.503-3(d).(b) Preservation o f records. (1) Each development company shall preserve, for the periods required by the Internal Revenue Service and generally accepted

accounting practices and in a manner that permits the immediate location of such records, such documents which are the basis for or related to the financial statements (including 503 loans) required from development companies.(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b)(1) of this section, a miniaturized reproduction of any records may be substituted for the original and preserved for the required time in the required manner: Provided, 
however, That the development company shall:(i) Cause a duplicate reproduction to be made on a current basis and stored separately from the original reproduction for the time required;(ii) At all times have available facilities for clear projection and the production of clear facsimile enlargements.(c) Litigation reports. When a development company becomes a party to litigation or other legal proceedings (including any action by the development company, or by a security holder thereof in a personal or derivative capacity, against an officer, director, employee or other member of such developoment company in an official capacity), it shall file a written report by certified mail with SBA within 10 working days, describing the proceedings, the identity of and the development company’s relationship to other parties involved and, upon request by SBA, submit copies of the pleadings and other documents specified. Where such proceedings have been terminated by settlement or final judgment the development company shall promptly advise SBA of the terms thereof.(d) Changes to be reported. Any change in the articles or by-laws of the development company or in the conditions of the development company’s eligibility to participate in the programs under this part (see§§ 108.2(d) and 108.503-1, as the case may be), shall be promptly reported to SBA with an SBA Form 1081 where applicable (see § 108.4(c)), and shall be subject to SBA’s approval as a condition of the development company’s continued participation in the programs under this part. Any change in the development company’s name, address, or telephone number shall be reported to SBA not later than thirty days after these events. A  development company shall submit notice of changes to SBA via certified mail or other form of delivery from which a receipt of acceptance is obtained.(e) Reports to owners or members. In addition to other specified reporting requirements, the development company



20772 Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and Regulationsshall furnish the SBA field office with a copy of any general notice, letter, or other publication concerning the financial operations of the development company or any of its portfolio concerns provided to its owners or members.(f) Expense o f documents. A  development company shall make available, at its own expense, documents or copies requested by SBA.(Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (a) have been approved by the OMB under control number 3245-0074. Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraphs (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) have been approved by the OMB under control number 3245-0080)
§ 108.6 [Reserved]

§ 108.7 Violations based on false filings 
and nonperformance of agreements with 
SBA.(a) In addition to the other provisions set forth in this part, the following shall constitute a violation of these regulations:(1) Nonperformance of any requirements of any written agreement with SBA.(2) Document(8) submitted to SBA which include a false statement knowingly made, a knowing misrepresentation, or failure to state a material fact necessary in order to make a statement not misleading in the light of the circumstances under which the statement was made.(b) A  violation of these regulations by a small concern or the development company shall allow SBA to accelerate any indebtedness of such concern issued to, held or guaranteed by SBA or, in the case of a lease assigned to or held by SBA, to terminate such lease.
§ 108.8 Borrower requirements and 
prohibitions.(a) Principals o f concern receiving 
assistance. Personal resources of the owner or owners of the small concern shall not disqualify such concern from eligibility under this part. However, applications for financial assistance will not be accepted for processing and no assistance shall be provided unless the development company can demonstrate to the satisfaction of SBA that die desired financing is not available from non-Federal sources on reasonable terms.(b) Credit requirements. Section 120.103-2 (a) through (e) of this chapter also applies to development company assistance.(c) Eligible concerns. A  development company loan may be approved only to assist an identifiable small concern in accomplishing a sound business

purpose. Whether the small concern is a proprietorship, partnership, or corporation is not a determining factor with respect to eligibility. A  business may qualify as small, provided it meets the requirements of Part 121 of this chapter.(d) Eligibility o f passive sm all 
concerns ("alter ego”). A  concern is ineligible if it is a passive business (i.e. one not requiring a regular and continuous activity): Provided, however, That such passive small concern may be assisted if the applicant acquires the Plant with the proceeds of a section 502 loan or a 503 loan and leases it to an otherwise eligible small operating concern, and all of the following conditions are met: .(1) The applicant concern is a business that is organized for profit.(2) The operating small concern is an eligible small business and the proposed use of proceeds would be eligible for such assistance if the operating small concern were the owner of the property that is owned or to be owned by the applicant.(3) The proceeds of the loan to be used to benefit directly such applicant will be used only to acquire or improve real or personal property for the exclusive use by such operating small concern of the entire facility.(4) The The ownership interest(s) in the applicant shall be completely identical with and in the same proportion as the ownership interest(s) in such operating small business concern, and this identity of interests shall remain unchanged until the section 502 loan or 503 loan is repaid in full or if SBA sooner gives approval to a change.(5) Collateral includes an assignment of the lease between the applicant an the operating small concern and a lien on the property itself. The lease shall be for a term of not less than the term of the section 502 loan or 503 loan.(6) The operating small concern must be either a guarantor or co-borrower, and any owners with 20% or more of the equity of the operating small concern and of the applicant must also guarantee the loan.(7) The operating small concern must lease the entire facility and may sublease a part under conditions set forth in § 108.503-4(a).(e) Leasehold improvements. In order to be eligible for development company assistance to construct or modify a facility on leased land, (except as in paragraph (d) of this section or if the land is owned by the development company) the remaining term of the lease must equal or exceed the greater of the useful life of the facility or the

term of the debenture. In such instances, financing may be permitted—(1) Where the land owner allows the SBA to secure lien positions on the land and improvements sufficient to fully secure its exposure, or(2) Where other collateral sufficient in value to protect fully the interest of the Government is offered.(f) Ineligible concerns. A  development company shall not assist a-small concern:(1) If such small concern, or any part thereof, is to be relocated and such relocation could result in a substantial increase of unemployment in any area of the country or could result in the small concern’s avoidance of its obligations:(2) If the loan is intended to finance a plant that is not located in the United States or its possessions;(3) If the loan to be made with the proceeds of a debenture guaranteed by SBA will provide funds to an enterprise primarily engaged in the business of lending or investing; or to any othewise eligible enterprise for the purpose of financing investments not related or essential to the enterprise. This requirement prohibits the granting of financial assistance to banks, life insurance companies, finance companies, factors, investment companies and other businesses whose stock in trade is money and who are engaged in placing capital or providing financing in a way intended to secure profits from its employment.(g) Other Loan eligibility  
requirements. Sections 120.101-2 (except paragraph (e)), 120.102-5 and 120.102-9 of this chapter shall apply to loans made or guaranteed under this part.
§ 108.9 Participation with tax exempt 
financing.A  development company may use debenture or loan proceeds to make loans for projects also financed through obligations the income of which is exempt from Federal income taxes: 
Provided, however, That SBA’s lien position shall not be subordinate to loans made from the proceeds of such tax-exempt obligations. Should the development company be authorized to issue such tax-exempt obligations, the SBA loan or debenture shall not be subordinated to such tax-exempt obligation.
§ 108.10 Savings clause.The legality of transactions consummated pursuant to provisions of these regulations in effect at that time shall be governed thereby, notwithstanding subsequent changes. Nothing herein shall bar SBA



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and Regulations 20773enforcement action with respect to any transaction consummated in violation of provisions applicable at the time, but no longer in effect.10. Sections 108.503 through 108.503-8 are removed and under a new center heading, “Assistance under Section 
503,"%% 108.503 through 108.503-15 are added to read as follows:Assistance Under Section 503
§ 108.503 Program objectives.(a) Statute. The relevant statutory provisions will be found at 15 U.S.C. 697.(b) Objectives. The purpose of this program is to foster economic development in both urban and rural areas by providing a portion of long term fixed-asset financing for small business projects through the guaranty by SBA of debentures issued by 503 companies. In order to qualify for such guaranty, the 503 company must demonstrate to SBA’s satisfaction that the project will have significant impact in its community. Subject to paragraph(c) of this section, each project shall achieve at least one of the following three economic development objectives:(1) Jobs. To effect, at a minimum, one “job opportunity” per $15,000 of 503 debenture assistance. The job opportunity estimate shall be based on objective data and the basis for such estimate shall be submitted with the application for guaranty (SBA Form 1244). “Job opportunity” means:(1) Full time (or equivalent) permanent employment created as a direct result of the project within two years of the sale of the Debenture, or(ii) Full time (or equivalent) permanent employment retained that would have been lost to the community but for the project.(2) Community or area development.A project which is expected to stimulate other business development in the community, bring new income into the area, or assist the community in diversifying and stablizing its economy. Applications for such projects shall be accompanied by written documentation demonstrating the community impact. Such project may be approved only if the average job opportunity cost for the 503 company’s 503 portfolio do not exceed the standards of paragraph (c) of this section.(3) National objectives. A  project which will result in increased productivity through the modernization of existing facilities necessary to retain jobs, expansion of exports, expansion of minority business development, assisting manufacturing firms (SIC Codes 20-49), or assisting businesses in labor surplus areas as defined by the

U.S. Department of Labor (see paragraph (c) of this section below).Such project may be approved only if the average job opportunity costs for the 503 company’s 503 portfolio do not exceed the standard of paragraph (c) of this section.(c) Job opportunity average. The 503 company shall maintain an average of at least one job opportunity per $15,000 of 503 financing: Provided, however, That the Director, Office of Economic Development, SBA, may permit a job opportunity average higher by up to twenty-five percentum (25%), for good cause shown, in Alaska, Hawaii, or in labor surplus areas listed monthly in the Department of Labor publication “Area Trends” , or in “redevelopment areas” as defined in the Public Works Economic Development Act, 42 U.S.C. 3161, or “Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zones” , as designated by State law. Such average shall be based on job opportunities actually provided within the first two years after the project is completed and shall be measured at the end of the 503 company’s fiscal year.(d) Monitoring. Each 503 companyshall monitor the job opportunities provided by its 503 loans. Each 503 company shall report in its annual report the fob opportunities actually provided by each project computed in accordance with paragraph (c) of this section, and shall justify an investment average in excess of that permitted by paragraph (c) of this section, setting forth measures to reduce such average (See § 108.503-3(f)(2)). Unless SBA directs otherwise in writing, the 503 *company shall obtain, and have available in its records for SBA inspection, a certification from the small business concern assisted, based on its employment data, which supports the job opportunity figures.(Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (b) have been approved by the 1 Office of Management and Budget under control number 3245-0071. Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (d) have been approved by the OMB under control number 3245-0074).
§ 108.503-1 Eligibility requirements for 
503 companies.(a) General. SBA is authorized to guarantee the timely payment of all principal and interest as scheduled on any debenture issued by any qualified development company. The full faith and credit of the United States is pledged to the payment of all amounts so guaranteed. Such debentures (herein sometimes referred to as 503 debentures) will be issued within certain limits solely for the purpose of assisting identifiable small business concerns to

finance plant acquisition, construction, conversion, or expansion, including the acquisition of land. Plant construction includes the acquisition and installation of machinery and equipment. For the purpose of this section, development companies qualified to participate in this program (herein referred to as “503 companies”) shall be formally certified by SBA on the terms and conditions contained herein, consistent with the intent of Congress. To qualify, a development company must demonstrate to the satisfaction of SBA, each of the following:(b) Organizational requirements. The purpose of a 503 company shall be to foster economic development in its area of operations; any benefits flowing to shareholders, members or other related parties shall be merely incidential to such purpose. Each 503 company shall be organized as a non-profit corporation under applicable laws and shall be in good standing. Those 503 companies organized on a for-profit basis and certified by SBA or those having an application for certification on a for- profit basis pending prior to June 6,1986, shall be allowed to continue as participants provided they comply with the applicable eligibility requirements. Each applicant for certification and each 503 company shall demonstrate to SBA’s satisfaction as a condition of such company’s participation in the program that it has:(1) Management. Adequate management ability in its board of directors, officers and professional staff to direct and administer its functions prudently. An executive director or other person managing day-to-day operations is considered an officer of the 503 company. Legal and accounting functions may be contracted out (See also paragraph (b)(3) of this section.(2) Board o f directors. The board of directors shall be composed of individuals who are involved in the economic development of the area of operations and chosen from the membership by the stockholders or members to represent at least three of the four elements specified in paragraph(d)(2) of this section. However, no single element shall control. The board members shall be responsible officials of the organizations they represent and at least one of these directors must possess commercial lending experience. Such board shall meet at least quarterly to make management decisions for the 503 company, and shall be responsible for the loan making and servicing decisions of the staff, as specified in paragraph (b)(3) of this section. Regardless of the number of board



20774 Federal Register / VoL 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and Regulationsmembers, a quorum of such board shall never be less than five members. If loan approval or servicing actions are put to a vote, the quorum shall include at least one director with commercial experience, unless the 503 company can document that such director or another person approved by SBA as possessing commercial lending experience has recommended approval of the loan or servicing actions.(3) Professional staff. Each 503 company shall have a full-time professional staff. The number of personnel may vary but there must be at least one qualified person available during regular business hours. Such staff shall be adequate and qualified by training and/or experience, satisfactory to SBA, to market the 503 program throughout its area of operations, package and process loan applications, assist in closing loans, and service the 503 company’s loan portfolio. The marketing, packaging, processing, and servicing functions may be contracted out only if those performing the functions have prior related experience and training and are qualified individuals or organizations who reside or do business in the 503 company’s area of operations. Any contract for these functions other than contracts for employment of individuals, shall require SBA’s prior written approval, shall be approved annually by SBA and shall prohibit self serving actions which would increases costs to a Small Business borrower or which would adversely affect the financial condition of the 503 company. Compensation under such contracts shall be reasonable and customary for like services by like organizations in the area of operations of the 503 company and be billed on an hourly basis. Such contracts shall be subject to audit by SBA at no cost to the 503 company.(4) Management service. A  503 company shall have the ability to provide, or cause to be provided, management advice and services to small concerns. Where a 503 company performs such services pursuant to a contract for other then employment of individuals, such contracts shall be subject to audit by SBA at no cost to the 503 company. The conditions set forth for such contracts in paragraph (b)(3) of this section shall also apply.(5) Financial capability. A  503 company shall have the ability to sustain its operations on a continuous basis from reliable sources of funds, such as income from services rendered, contributions from government or other financial sponsorship or from the 503 company’s capital. Applicant shall

submit with its application (SBA Form 1246) a budget for the 503 company’s operations approved by its board of directors which demonstrates that adequate resources will be available to perform the 503 company functions. Where the professional staff functions are provided by a 503 company’s affiliate as defined in § 121.3(a), the approved budget of such affilitate may be substituted.(c) Area o f operations. (1) 503 company shall be certified to operate in a defined area which shall not exceed the boundaries of its State of inpcorporation: Provided, however, That such company may—(1) Operate in more than one State if a state line bisects a contiguous economic area, as determined by SBA, in which case such company may operate within such area, or(ii) With SBA prior approval expand its area to include a Territory or possession of the United States.(2) The proposed area of operations shall be sufficient to support the level of activity prescribed by § 108.503-3(c ) but not greater than can be sustained by their membership and staff, and as permitted by this subsection. An applicant shall demonstrate the need for its services in its proposed area of operations to SBA’s satisfaction. Such showing shall discuss why another 503 company is needed in a given area if a 503 company already operates there, provide a plan to avoid duplication or overlap, and demonstrate how the applicant proposes to meet the three objectives specified in § 108.503(b) without specialization in a particular industry. The applicant shall also provide evidence that it will receive the active support of the government for its area, e.g., city government for citywide 503 companies, county government for countywide operations, etc.(3) There shall be no limit on the number of citywide, county, or multicounty 503 companies per State, subject to paragraphs (c)(1) and (2) of this section: Provided, however, That no State shall be permitted more than one statewide 503 company.(4) Application for expansion o f the 
area o f operations, (i) Application for expansion of area of operations shall be written request to the SBA district office or branch office serving the area in which the 503 company's headquarters are located, containing the following:(A) Definition of the new area of operations.(B) Justification of the need for expansion to the new area, including:(1) Identification of existing 503 companies in the area;

(2) Description of the services the 503 company can provide that others are not providing, and(3) Description of the adequacy of the 503 company’s staffing to serve the proposed area.(C) A  list of proposed members, by sub-area and groups as proposed.(D) A  certified copy of the resolution of the board of directors to expand as proposed.(E) A  projection of the 503 company’s activity in existing and new areas for the next two years.(ii) Prior to approval, SBA shall provide notice to all 503 companies presently servicing the proposed area, allowing 30 days for comment.(iii) A  503 company proposing to expand shall also provide public notice as set forth in §108.503-2(b).(d) Mem bership. The 503 company must be representative of the State, or subdivision thereof, in which the company operates. Evidence of such representation shall include the following:(1) The 503 company must have at least 25 members or stockholders. Members or stockholders must be geographically representative of the 503 company’s area of operations. No person or concern may own or control more than ten percent of the 503 company’s stock or voting membership.(2) The membership must be representative of the following four groups. A  503 company certified by SBA prior to June 6,1986, shall have 12 months from that date to comply with this requirement:(i) Government representation must be from the level of government corresponding to the area of operation, unless otherwise approved by the Director, Office of Economic Development, SBA. Such representation shall be from the government organization responsible for economic development functions. For example, a multi-county 503 company shall have representation or evidence of support from each county government or from a regional government council encompassing its area of operation, and a statewide 503 company shall have representation or evidence of support from the State government department responsible for economic development. With the approval of the Director, Office of Economic Development, another form of active government participation satisfactory to SBA may be chosen;(ii) Private-sector lending institutions representative of the area of operations such as banks, savings and loan institutions and others in the business of



Federal Register /-Yol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and Regulations 20775providing commercial long-term fixed asset financing;(iii) Community organizations such as chambers of commerce operating within the area of operations, foundations, trade associations, colleges, universities and other organizations dedicated to economic development;(iv) Business concerns that are representative of the area and the business population within the area.(3) Local 503 companies may have a representative in the membership of broader based 503 companies (e.g., Statewide or multi-county) that serve the local 503 company’s area of operations.(e) Perm issible functions o f a 503 
company. A  503 company shall provide financial assistance in participation with SBA only under Title V  of the Small Business Investment Act and this part. Such company may also help small concerns obtain other assistance from SBA by preparing loan applications, facilitating management and procurement assistance, and obtain assistance from other government and non-government programs. 503 companies are encouraged to marshall resources for the benefit of small business in a manner that will result in community economic development. A  503 company is not prohibited from participating in the 501 or 502 loan program if such company meets the qualifications set forth in § 108.501 or§ 108.502. A  Small Business Investment 
Company (SBIC) licensed by SBA may 
not be certified as a 503 company.(f) Required functions o f a statewide 
503 company. A  503 company operating on a statewide basis shall comply with the eligibility and operational requirements for all 503 companies. In addition, such company shall:(1) Foster economic development throughout the State;(2) Demonstrate its compatibility with and relationship to existing 503 companies; and(3) Provide development company 
assistance to those areas not being 
served by a 503 company.(g) Prohibition. No officer, director, or manager of a 503 company may be an officer, director or manager of any other 503 company, except that the board of directors of a 503 company covering a broader area of operations may include a member or director of a local 503 company within the area of operations.(Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (a) have been approved by the Office of Management and Budget under control number 3245-0071. Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) have been approved by the OMB under control number 3245-0073)

§108.503-2 Certification.(a) Application for certification. Application for certification as a 503 company shall be submitted on SBA Form 1246, hereby made a part of these regulations, to the SBA field office serving the area in which the prospective 503 company’s headquarters are located. The field office shall forward the application and its recommendation, through the Regional Office, to the Director, Office of Economic Development, for final determination of eligibility. Qualified companies shall receive a certificate evidencing eligibility for participation in this program.(b) Public notice. The proposed 503 company shall publish a notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the city, county or counties of the proposed area of operations, and shall furnish a certified copy to SBA within 10 days of the date of publication. Such notice shall include such appropriate information including the name and location of the proposed company, its purpose and area of operations, and the names and addresses of its officers, directors, and members. The public shall be afforded reasonable opportunity for the submission of written comments to the local SBA office.(c) Transfer and surrender o f 
certificate. A  certificate may not be transferred without SBA’s prior written approval, nor surrendered without such SBA consent. Request for approval or consent shall be accompanied by a plan to transfer the 503 company’s portfolio to another 503 company or a participant in another SBA lending program or to SBA for servicing. Upon receipt of the 503 company’s request for transfer or in the event the 503 company surrenders its certificate to SBA, SBA may conduct a special audit of the 503 company (see § 108.503-15(d)). The 503 company’s name will be removed from the published list of 503 companies.(Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (a) have been approved by the < Office of Management and Budget under control number 3245-0073)
§ 108.503-3 Operational requirements for 
503 companies.(a) Responsibilities. A  503 company shall:(1) Offer its services to the business community in its area of operations and cooperate with financial institutions;(2) Package and process loan applications;(3) Close and service loans;(4) Offer management services; and(5) Maintain the eligibility requirements set forth in § 108.503-1 of this part.

(b) D iversified 503 loan portfolio. A  503 company shall not concentrate its 503 loan portfolio in any one industry or type of business nor shall such portfolio be concentrated in new businesses. A  “new business" is an entity which, together with any predecessor of such entity, has been in business for less than 2 years.(c) Level o f activity. In order to meet the needs of small business in its area of operations, a 503 company shall conduct active operations. For the purposes of this paragraph, such company shall be presumed to be inactive if, during any full fiscal year, it has not provided financing under Title V  of the Small Business Investment Act to at least two small concerns: Provided, however, That written justification for inactivity, acceptable to SBA, may rebut the presumption. Examples of acceptable justification may include recent entry into the program, a large number of small concerns assisted in the preceding fiscal year, or demonstration to SBA’s satisfaction that the 503 company has achieved its goals and has had a significant impact on its operating area.(d) Records. The 503 company shall develop a system to ensure the following information and documents or a photographic copy thereof relating to its 503 loan portfolio are available for review at its principal office: A  separate file for each 503 loan which shall contain all documents and material relating to the loan application submitted to SBA including the loan authorization and all correspondence relating to such Loan prior to closing; all documents relating to the Loan closing, including documents relating to the sale of Debentures, evidence of the 503 company’s injection and the amortization schedule; financial statements of the small concern, related correspondence, evidence of field visits, condition of the collateral, and evidence of payment of taxes and insurance, and other items that have been reviewed.
(e) [Reserved](f) Reporting requirements. In addition to the requirements of § § 108.4(c), 108.5(d) and 108.503(d), each 503 company shall submit to the SBA field office serving the area where its' headquarters are located, within 90 days after the end of its fiscal year, an annual report, in duplicate, containing financial statements, operational and management information, and regulatory compliance information. SBA may require, within a stated period, additional or interim reports of a similar nature. The Report shall be prepared in accordance with the Guide for the Preparation of the Annual Report (SBA



20776 Federal Register / Vol. 51, No» 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and RegulationsForm 1253). The regulatory compliance information need not be furnished by 503 companies for a fiscal year ending on or before December 31,1980. For fiscal years ending after December 31, 1986, regulatory compliance information will be required annually unless two consecutive annual compliance reports have shown no compliance deficiencies. In such cases, the compliance part of the annual report shall be required on a biennial basis; Provided, however, any changes in the eligibility or operation of the 503 company shall require such compliance report to be filed for the year in which the changes occurred.(1) The financial statements contained in the annual report shall accompany a report of an opinion audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and submitted by the 503 company’s independent public accountant. Financial statements of 503 companies with an outstanding portfolio of 503 loans of less than $10 million may be submitted on no less than a “review” basis, as defined in “Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services #1” (published by the American Institute for Certified Public Accountants). Where this may cause ap undue hardship to the 503 company,SBA may grant an appropriate waiver of this requirement.(2) The operational and management part of the annual report shall contain an assessment of needs and resources available as well as an explanation of the 503 company’s 503 loan activity and other accomplishments for the year then ended and plans for the next year.(3) The independent public accountant shall complete the regulatory compliance part of the annual report if inquired. A  copy of this part of the report shall be submitted by the independent public accountant to the Inspector General (see § 108.503-15(b) of this part). Upon request by the SBA Office of the Inspector General, the independent public accountant shall make its work papers available for review and copying.(4) In addition to the required Forms 1081, personal resumes of new officers, directors and professional staff employed by the 503 company shall be promptly filed with the SBA office serving the area of operations. The requirement for personal resumes may be waived by SBA if such resume has been previously filed with SBA under a development company program, and no significant change has occurred.(5) Unless it can be demonstrated to SBA’s satisfaction that every reasonable effort has been made by the 503 company to secure such information and such efforts have proven unavailing,

SBA shqll not process 503 loan applications from a 503 company while a required report is outstanding or, in the opinion of SBA, incomplete.(6) See also § 108.503-13(b) of this part. »(g) Restriction on equity participation. The 503 company may not provide assistance to a small concern in which either such 503 company or its associates (as defined in 8120.2-2) own an equity interest, nor may a 503 company or any of its associates acquire an equity interest in any concern assisted by such 503 company.(h) Substitution o f a 503 company. A  503 company in good standing approved by SBA may assume all or part of the portfolio of another 503 company within its area of operations or contiguous thereto when the original 503 company is unable or unwilling to service its portfolio and such assumption is approved by SBA. If no suitable 503 company can be found, SBA may approve a transfer to another entity. An assumption shall not be approved if the transferee does not have a demonstrated capability to service such Loans. (See § 108.503-2(c).)(Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (f)(4) have been approved by the Office of Management and Budget under control number 3245-0178. Other reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph(f) have been approved by the OMB under control number 3245-0074)
§108.503-4 Project eligibility.(a) Eligible projects. The proceeds of 503 debentures shall be used for the purpose of assisting identifiable small concerns to finance plant acquisition, construction, conversion, or expansion, including the acquisition of land. Plant construction includes the acquisition and installation of machinery and equipment Each project must comply / with § 108.503(b). Sections 120.101-2(a)-(d) and (g), 120.102-7, and 120.103-2(a)-(e) of this chapter also apply. Up to fifteen (15) percent of the total project may be leased if—(1) The project is to construct a new facility,(2) Resonable projections of growth indicate the applicant concern will need additional, space within three years and(3) It is not feasible to build an addition to the building in the future.In purchasing existing facilities, at least 51% of the space must be occupied by the applicant concern and the balance may be leased to another concern, provided that proceeds from the 503 loan are not used to remodel or convert the rental space.

(b) Ineligible projects. Ineligible projects or project components include, but are not limited to:(1) Those whose purpose is to finance the acquisition, construction, improvement, or operation of real property which is, or is to be, held primarily for sale or investment and is not to be used in connection with the applicant’s otherwise eligible business.(2) Assets so limited in potential use or marketability that they could not be resold in the event of failure of the borrower, or if sold, the price could result in a substantial loss on the 503 debenture. Such financing may be considered if other collateral sufficient in value to protect fully the interests of Government is offered.(3) Applicant businesses of any kind, where toe majority of owners, or the management does not have demonstrated management capability.(4) Automobiles and trucks of any kind, and airplanes: Provided, however, That in Alaska and Hawaii airplanes may be a part of a project not to exceed 20% of the project cost if it can be demonstrated to SBA’s satisfaction that such airplane(s) are indispensable to the success of the project.(c) Restrictions.—(1) Working capital. Proceeds from the 503 loan may not be used for working capital purposes or to refinance prior obligations of the small concern, unless a portion of the funds are needed to replace expenditures made in anticipation of a 503 loan (see§ 108.503-5(d)).(2) Statutory ceiling. Proceeds from the SBA 7(a) loan program shall not (i) be used to replace working capital invested in the 503 project by the small concern as the 503 company’s injection, nor (ii) be used to finance part of the 503 project. No such loan shall be approved
'  if the total amount nutstanding for the benefit of any small concern from the Business Loan and Investment Fund established under section 4(c) of the Small Business Act exceeds $500,000.(3) Subject to the requirements and prohibitions of the Small Business Investment Act, and Part 107 of these regulations, Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs) may—(i) Provide joint financing in projects,(ii) Provide financing to the small concern who then invests in the project, or(iii) Replace funds invested by the small concern:

Provided, That—(A) Such funds shall be considered to be from federal sources as defined in § 108.503-8(a) where the SBIC has leverage funds (SBA guaranteed or



Federal Register / Vol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and Regulations 20777direct funds including preferred stock purchases);(B) Such funds shall be subordinated to the 503 loan;(C) Such funds shall not be repaid at a faster rate than the debenture; and(D) Where the SB1C has not received leverage funds, such investment will be considered from private funds.§108.503-5 Eligible and ineligible uses of 503 loan proceeds.(a) Eligible project cost shall include the cost necessary to acquire, construct, convert or expand the plant, including land, site improvements (e.g. grading, streets, parking lots, utilities, landscaping), buildings, machinery and equipment and interest on interim financing (see § 108.503-7). Project costs shall also include professional fees directly attributable and essential to the project (e.g. surveying, engineering; architectural, legal, accounting). In projects involving construction, a contingency reserve not to exceed 10% of construction cost may be added to project cost. Upon completion of the project, if the unused contingency reserve exceeds 2% of the anticipated debenture amount, such amount will be reduced by the amount of such excess.(b) Eligible administrative costs— Reserve account (§ 108.503-ll(b)(2)), and processing fee (§ 108.503-6(a)(l)), closing costs including legal fees(§ 108.503-6(a)(2)), and CFA initiation fee (§ 108.503-ll(a))—are not part of the project cost, but may be included in the 503 debenture amount (§ 108.503- 9(a)(2)).(c) Ineligible costs. Costs incurred by the 503 company or the small concern that are not necessary to the acquisition, construction or conversion of the plant are ineligible project costs and may not be financed with 503 debenture proceeds. Examples of such ineligible items, for illustration purposes only, are:(1) Management services. While a small concern may engage a management firm for continuous assistance or counseling, the cost is ineligible for purposes of 503 project cost determination;(2) Except as permitted in paragraphs(a) and (b) of this section, financing costs and fees including those associated with tax-exempt financing (e.g. finders fees, commitment fees, application fees, origination fees, trustee fees, advertising cost, underwriting expenses and related legal cost).(3) Franchise fees and other costs that do not contribute directly to the physical asset.(d) Expenditures made in anticipation 
of a 503 loan. (1) Except as provided in paragraph (d)(2) of this section,

expenditures made in anticipation of a 503 loan prior to notice to SBA may not be included in project cost unless the applicant files a written notice with the 503 company and SBA within 60 days after expenditure or SBA gives written approval.(2) Land previously acquired by the small concern or the 503 company may be contributed as the 503 company’s injection in projects involving new construction. The contribution shall be the equity interest in such land valued at the lesser of cost or market. None of the loan proceeds may be used for reimbursement of the acquisition cost of the land.(3) When notice is given to SBA prior, to an expenditure, there is no time limitation.
§ 108.503-6 Costs which may be charged 
to the small concern by the 503 company.(a) Charges and fees. Except as otherwise provided in § 108.503-7(b)(4), the following charges or fees on the 503 loan are permitted:(1) Loan processing fee . The cost incurred by the 503 company for loan packaging, processing and non-legal staff functions related to loan closings shall be recovered through a processing fee not to exceed one and one-half percent (1.5%) of the net debenture proceeds (§ 108.2(i)), payable at closing (see also paragraph (b) of this section).(2) Legal fees related to loan closing: 
Provided, however, That fees of counsel representing the 503 company in excess of $2,500 shall be borne by such company, unless SBA approves in writing a higher fee in a case of unusual complexity. All legal fees shall be based on time and hourly charges and shall be collected by the 503 company and paid to its closing attorney.(3) A  periodic service charge not to exceed 2 percent (2%) per annum on the outstanding balance of the 503 loan measured at 5 year anniversary intervals; Provided, however, That a service charge in excess of one-half of one (0.5) percent shall require the prior written approval of SBA, based on evidence satisfactory to SBA, of substantial need.(b) Deposits. A  503 company may require a maximum deposit of $1,000 or 
lVz% of the net debenture proceeds, whichever is less, at the time it accepts an application for processing. A  written agreement shall specify that the small concern shall receive a refund of the deposit when the 503 debenture proceeds are disbursed by the Central Fiscal Agent (see § 108.503-11), or within 10 days of denial if the loan is not approved. If the small concern decides to withdraw its application prior to

funding, the 503 company is authorized to deduct administrative costs incurred in the packaging and processing of the loan request that are reasonable, necessary and documented before refunding any balance of the deposit.(c) Additional charge for private 
sector financing. 503 companies may charge a one-time fee not to exceed one and one-half percent [IV2%) of the non- Federal permanent financing (exclusive of 503 company injection) for services actually rendered by the 503 company pursuant to a written agreement setting forth the services to be performed by die 503 company. This amount, which is not included in eligible project costs, may be paid by the private sector lender or the small concern, but not both.(d) Disclosure o f charges to SBA . The loan application submitted to SBA by the 503 company shall disclose the full amount of all fees and charges, together with names of the recipients and a description of the services rendered.(Reporting and recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (d) have been approved by the OMB under control number 3245-0071.)
§ 108.503-7 Interim  financing^(a) Certification o f Project 
Completion. Interim financing, except for that portion provided by injection, may be necessary for those projects involving construction or significant remodeling. Except as provided in subsection (c) below, such projects shall be completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the authorization before SBA issues its guarantee of the 503 debenture. Following completion of the project, the interim lender shall certify to the 503 company that it has no knowledge of an adverse change in the condition of the small concern since the issuance of the 503 authorization (SBA Form 1248). Conversely, if the interim lender has such knowledge, it shall advise the 503 company accordingly. The small concern shall certify to the 503 company whether there has been an adverse change in the condition of the small concern and shall furnish current interim financial statements. Before SBA issues its guaranty of the 503 debenture, the 503 company shall issue an opinion to the best of its knowledge whether an adverse change has intervened since SBA approval, including but not limited to:(1) Deterioration of the borrower’s financial condition to the extent that it would endanger the borrower’s ability to meet debt service on the 503 loan.(2) Fraud or misrepresentation as defined by § 108.7(a)(2) of this part by



20778 Federal Register / Yol. 51, No. 109 / Friday, June 6, 1986 / Rules and Regulationsthe small concern in the loan application and financial exhibits submitted to SB A.(3) A  filing under the Bankruptcy Code by or against the small concern.(4) Assignment of the small concern’s assets for the benefit of its creditors.(5) Receivership of the small concern, imposed by a third party creditor.(6) Forfeiture of the corporate charter of the small concern.(7) Discontinuance of the business.(b) Source o f interim financing. There are no restrictions on the source of interim financing provided:(.1) The terms and conditions of such financing are acceptable to SBA;(2) The interim lender is not associated with the small concern. (See § 120.2-2 of this chapter.)(3) SBA may require the interim loan to be managed by a third party such as a bank or professional construction manager, if the interim lender lacks the experience or qualifications to monitor construction and/or progress payments properly.(4) A  503 company with adequate financial capacity may provide interim financing and may charge a reasonable rate of interest thereon.(c) Use o f construction escrow  
account If acquisition of machinery and equipment or other portions of a project (e.g. a parking lot) represent a relatively minor portion of the total project and it has been contracted for completion at a specified price and future date, the 503 debenture may be sold and the proceeds authorized for acquisition of such assets may be held ill escrow by the central fiscal agent (see § 108.503-11) or a local title insurance company or bank. After approval by the 503 company and the SBA, disbursement from such accounts shall be supported by invoices and made payable jointly to the small concern and the supplier in order to assure authorized use of debenture proceeds. Funds at a local institution remaining undisbursed after 1 year shall be returned to the central fiscal agent for credit to the reserve account, see§ 108.503-ll(b)(2).
§ 108.503-8 Private sector financing.(a) General. The maximum private participation shall be required in each project. Financing for at least fifty percent of the cost of each project, as defined in § 108.503-5, shall be derived from non-Federal sources, which are not associates of the small concern, as defined in § 120.2-2 of this chapter. Obligations issued by a governmental unit, the income of which is exempt from Federal income taxation and which are not backed by the credit or taxing power of a governmental unit shall be deemed non-governmental. (See J 108.9.)

(b) Terms o f private sector financing. (1) The maturity of the non-Federal or private sector financing shall be at least seven years when the Debenture is for a term of ten years and the project does not include real estate. Otherwise, such private sector financing shall be for the greater of ten years or half the maturity of the 503 debenture for all other maturities. Balloon payments must be justified in the loan report and clearly identified in the loan authorization. Under no circumstances may a balloon payment be due in less than 10 years. The SBA must determine in writing that the balloon payment will not adversely affect the small concern’s ability to satisfy its financial obligation to SBA.(2) Where private financing is supplied by the seller of property, such financing shall be subordinate to the 503 loan.(3) Any private sector financing subordinate to the 503 loan shall not be prepaid without SBA’s prior written approval which shall be based on a finding that such prepayment will substantially benefit the small concern. See also §§ 108.9,108.503-4(c)(3)(B), and108.503-9(a)(5).(4) SBA shall not participate in a financing unless the interest rate on the non-Federal and/or private sector financing is legal and reasonable.(5) The private sector portion of the financing may include consolidation of existing debt on the 503 project property: Provided, That such preexisting debt is not considered part of project cost and collateral is adequate to fiilly protect the Government.(6) SBA shall not participate in a financing unless the private lender has the capacity of, or has arranged for, servicing adequate to protect SBA’s interests.(7) The non-Federal or private lender shall agree to notify SBA in writing within 30 days after a default and 60 days prior to a foreclosure sale.(8) Except as otherwise permitted in this Part, SBA shall not participate in a financing where the private sector lender has a preference as described in 1 120.301-1 of this chapter. (See§§ 108.503-9(a)(5) and 108.503-13(c).)(Reporting and recordkeeping requirements have been approved by the OMB under control number 3245-0192)
§ 108.503-9 503 Debenture financing.(a) Application. Upon application (SBA Form 1244) to the field office serving the area where the small concern is located, SBA may guarantee debentures (SBA Form 1242) of the 503 company. The proceeds of such debenture shall be used to finance part of a fixed asset project for a small

concern on either a loan or lease basis subject to the following conditions:(1) Purpose. Subject to § 108.503(b), such debenture is issued for the purpose of assisting an identifiable small concern in accomplishing a sound business purpose in compliance with the regulations of this part.(2) Aiiiount. The aggregate amount of such debenture, rounded up to the nearest $1,000, shall not exceed the amount of the loan or loans to be made from the proceeds of the debenture other than any excess attributable to the eligible administrative costs (as specified in § 108.503-5) of such loan. The minimum amount of a 503 debenture that may be guaranteed by SBA shall be $50,000, unless SBA determines that a smaller debenture is reasonable and necessary. In no case shall a debenture be for less than $25,000.(3) Interest rate. The interest rate on 503 debentures shall be a rate determined by the purchaser, but not less than a rate determined from time to time by the Secretary of the Treasury taking into consideration the current average market yield on outstanding marketable U.S. obligations with comparable maturities. Such rate can be obtained from the appropriate SBA field office.(4) Maturity. The maturity of the 503 debenture shall be 10,15, 20, or 25 years. (For interrelation with private sector financing, see § 108.503-8(b)(l).)(5) Subordination. SBA may permit the subordination of the 503 debenture(s) to any other debt or obligation of the 503 company: Provided, 
however, That any debt or obligation incurred by such company to satisfy the injection requirement (§ 108.503-10) shall be subordinated to the 503 debenture. (See also § § 108.9,108.503- 4(c)(3), and 108.5G3-8(b)(3}.}(6) M ultiple Loan Debenture. A  503 company that has demonstrated management ability, adequate financial capacity, and has shown an active use of this program may, with the approval of the Director, Office of Economic Development, SBA, be allowed to issue a 503 debenture to fund more than one loan.(7) Collateral. All loans to small concerns provided from the proceeds of a 503 debenture shall be so secured (as determined by SBA) as to reasonably assure repayment. SBA shall require that the 503 company’s injection pursuant to § 108.503-10 be subordinated to the loan made from the proceeds of the 503 debenture. In the event of default on the debenture, the liability of the 503 company shall be limited to all payments made by the
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small concern to the 503 company and the collateral securing the defaulted loan. All collateral shall be insured against such hazards and risks as SBA may require and the insurance policies shall provide for notice to the 503 company or to SBA in the event of their impending lapse.(8) Proof o f use o f proceeds. At the time of closing of the debenture, the 503 company shall submit evidence satisfactory to SBA that the proceeds will be used in accordance with the statutory purpose. Such evidence shall include, but not be limited to a certification (SBA Form 1429) that proceeds will be used for eligible project costs and, if the Plant is owned by the development company, proof that the small concern has the right to use the plant for at least as long as the term of the debenture.(9) 503 Loan conditions, (i) A  503 loan may not exceed the lesser of forty percent of total project cost (as defined in § 108.503-5) plus administrative costs authorized under § § 108.503-6(a)(l) and108.503-11 (a) and (b)(2), or an amount which, together with the outstanding balance of all other SBA financings to any one small business concern and its affiliates (as defined in § 121.3(a) of this chapter) under section 7(a), 15 U.S.C. 636(a), does not exceed $500,000: 
Provided, however, That for good cause shown, SBA may authorize a 503 loan up to fifty percent. Such cause shall be deemed to exist if a project meets all three objectives of § 108.503(b) and it can be demonstrated to SBA’s satisfaction that without such authorization the project would be lost to the community.(ii) Each loan to be made from the debenture proceeds shall be approved by SBA.(iii) The terms and conditions shall be sufficient to assure timely payments by the 503 company on the debenture. Payments received after the 15th of each month shall be subject to a late payment fee equal to 5% of the late amount of $100, whichever is greater, payable to the Central Fiscal Agent for remittance at SBA’s direction. Late payments may be accepted without such late payment fee but such fee shall be received within 15 days thereafter to avoid a declaration of default.(10) 503 lease conditions. All conditions applicable to 503 loans set forth in this part shall be equally applicable to the leasing of assets by the 503 company to a small concern. In addition, the~lease agreement between the 503 company and the small concern shall be for a term at least as long as the term of the 503 debenture; and the rent paid by the small concern during the

term of the debenture shall be sufficient 
to retire principal and interest on all 
debts incurred by the 503 company in 
financing this project, and all related 
expenses, and may include a reasonable 
return on the 503 company’s investment. 
(See also § 108.503-6 of this part.)(11) Loan/Debenture prepayment. If the small concern exercises its right voluntarily to prepay the 503 loan, the 503 company shall prepay the 503 debenture in an amount sufficient to repay the corresponding balance of the debenture with interest and adjusted for any premium or discount provided for in such debenture. Where SBA for any reason prepays (repurchases) a 503 debenture secured by the note evidencing the 503 loan, any premium resulting from such purchase shall be treated as a recoverable expense and shall be considered as part of the indebtedness defined in such note. Any . discount resulting from such repurchase shall reduce the indebtedness defined in such note.(b) [Reserved](Reporting and recordkeeping requirements have been approved by the OMB under control number 3245-0071.)
§ 108.503-10 503 Company injection.The 503 company shall be required to inject into each project an. amount equal to at least ten percent of the project cost, as defined in § 108.503-5 (exclusive of administrative costs). Such injection may come from any source, including the borrower small concern and such injection shall be subordinated to the 503 debenture. For the purpose of this paragraph, the 503 company may inject cash and property valued at fair market value received as a contribution to the 503 company or in exchange for shares of non-voting stock issued by the 503 company. Contributions or loans to the 503 company for such company’s injection into a project may not be conditioned on the granting of voting rights, stock options, or any other interest in the 503 company or the small concern. The interest on such injection shall not exceed a rate which is legal and reasonable, and such injection shall not be repaid at a faster rate than the 503 loan. See also § 108.503~9(a)(5).
§ 108.503-11 Central Fiscal agent 

(a) Services o f a central fisca l agent. 
SBA shall appoint a central fiscal agent 
(CFA) to act for the 503 company as the 
disbursement, collection and payment 
agent for 503 debentures and loans. The 503 company shall, in consideration of 
SBA’s guaranty of the Debenture, 
contract with the CFA as its agent and 
abide by the CFA procedures 
established to receive and disburse

proceeds from the sale of the debenture, to receive from the small concern 503 loan payments and remit such payments pursuant to SBA’s instructions. Each small concern receiving a 503 loan shall abide by these CFA procedures. The CFA may charge an initiation fee as well as a monthly service fee, payable by the small concern, which shall be in addition to the fees and charges permitted by § 108.503-6 of this Part.The CFA service fee shall be negotiated pursuant to a contract between the CFA and SBA and shall be published from time to time in the Federal Register. In negotiating any changes in fees, the agency will accept public comments on these notices and consider such comments in establishing fees.(b) Accounts maintained by the 
CFA .—(1) Escrow  account. The monthly installments received from the small concern shall be placed in an interest bearing escrow account, until such amounts are subject to withdrawal to * meet the required semi-annual payment on the 503 debenture.(2) Reserve Account. Upon sale of the debenture, an amount equal to two percent (2%) of the net debenture proceeds shall be placed in an interest bearing reserve account. Neither the reserve account nor any interest eamed/accrued thereon shall be available to the small concern until the loan and the debenture have been fully paid: Provided, however, That when the balance of the account exceeds the outstanding balance of the 503 loan(> such excess funds may be released to the small concern. In addition, sufficient funds from the reserve account may be released at the small concern’s request to meet the small concern’s Federal income tax liability relating to earnings on the reserved account if there is no shortage in the Reserve Account, and all monthly installments are current.A  small concern may make this request through its 503 company to the appropriate SBA field office at least 45 days prior to the filing of its Federal Income Tax Return. Such requests shall not be processed in amounts of less than 
$100.00.(c) Reserve and escrow account 
balances. Any balance in either or both the reserve and escrow accounts shall be used to make debenture payments in the event the small concern is delinquent in meeting its monthly payments. Any remaining balance in either account shall be remitted to the small concern within 30 days after the 503 loan is paid in full.
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§ 108.503-12 Loan closing.The closing of the loan between the small concern and the 503 company is the responsibility of the 503 company. The debenture closing is the responsibility of the 503 company and the SBA.
§ 108.503-13 Servicing loans and 
debentures.(a) General. The 503 company shall service the 503 loan according to the related instruments and the loan authorization until paid in full, subject to the conditions specified herein.(b) Specific servicing functions. The 503 company shall conform to servicing standards of prudent lending.(1) The 503 company shall submit to SBA a quarterly written report on accounts in its portfolio which are sixty (60) days or more past due, explaining the reason(s) for non-payment, the steps that the 503 company is taking to bring the account(s) current, and advice regarding the payment status of all other financing involved in the project(s). Special interim reports will be provided by the 503 company upon request by SBA.(2) The 503 company shall review the financial statements, the small concern’s payment of taxes and insurance, U .C.C. filings, and shall make field visits as necessary, or as requested by SBA.(3) Any other adverse trend, condition or information shall be reported to SBA promptly.(c) Prohibitions. Without the prior written consent of SBA, the 503 company shall not—(1) Make or consent to any substantial alteration in the terms of any 503 loan instrument;(2) Make or consent to release of collateral;(3) Accelerate the maturity of any note:(4) Sue upon any loan instrument;(5) Waive any claim against any borrower, guarantor, obligor, or standby creditor arising out of any loan instrument;(6) Directly or indirectly charge or receive any bonus, fee, commission, or other payment or benefit in connection with the making and servicing of any loan, except as authorized under this part;(7) Increase the amount of any prior lien on property securing the 503 loan;(8) Require or obtain any funds, certificates of deposit, compensating balance not under the unrestricted control of the small concern, or any other agreement establishing any preference in favor of the 503 company. “Preference” as Used herein, shall include but shall not be limited to any arrangement whereby the 503 company obtains a position superior to the

position of SBA in the repayment of its injection pursuant to § 108.503-10.(d) Service fee. The 503 company’s monthly service fees (§ 108.503-6) are paid only from loan payments received. Such fees may be accrued without interest and collected by the 503 company from the CFA when the payments are made. Failure by the 503 company to comply with the reporting and servicing requirements contained in this part is a basis for withholding service and late fees. Willful or negligent noncompliance with the reporting and servicing requirement for ninety days or longer after the respective due dates shall authorize SBA to receive the fees withheld as compensation for its effort to obtain compliance.(e) Servicing deficiencies. SBA shall provide written notice to the 503 company of any servicing or collection deficiencies. Such notice shall state the deficiencies and action to be taken that will correct such deficiencies. Should the 503 company fail to take such action, expenses and administrative costs incurred by SBA to correct such deficiencies may be assessed to and must be paid by the 503 company computed on a daily basis, not to exceed $250 per day: Provided, however, That this amount shall be reduced by the amounts withheld by SBA pursuant to paragraph (d) above.(f) Termination o f fees. If the 503 company persists in its failure to take corrective action pursuant to subsection(e) hereof, SBA shall have the right, pending suspension or revocation purusant to § 108.503-15, to take over servicing of all or part of the 503 company’s portfolio or require the 503 company to assign all or part of its portfolio to another 503 company. In such event, the assignor 503 company shall have no rights to any further fees which shall be paid to the transferee. If SBA does the servicing it shall collect the fees. In addition, the 503 company’s processing authority will be temporarily suspended.(g) Assum ption o f a 503 loan. A  503 loan may be assumed by another small concern with SBA’s prior written approval. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.(h) Deferments. At the request of the 503 company, SBA may agree to a deferment of monthly payment(s) by the small concern at it sole discretion if it finds that without such deferment the small concern will become or remain insolvent; with such deferment the small concern will become or remain viable and the small concern agrees to compensate SBA for its cost in making such deferment, and to offer such additional security as SBA may require. No such deferment shall be made for a

period exceeding six months, and may be renewed if the preceding deferment period has produced beneficial results. In no event may such deferment period exceed five years, nor may the maturity of the Loan exceed twenty-five years in the aggregate.
§ 108.503-14 Liquidation of 503 loans and 
security.When a 503 loan is tranferred to liquidation status by SBA, the servicing functions of the 503 company and CFA may be terminated upon notice by SBA: 
Provided, however, That the 503 company and SBA may negotiate an agreement whereby the 503 company continues to service or to liquidate the loan on a fee basis.
§108.503-15 Oversight and evaluation; 
suspension and revocation.(a) Operational review . Each 503 company shall be subject to operational review by SBA. Such review shall take place by appointment during the 503 company’s regular business hours. The 503 company shall cooperate with SBA by making its staff, records, and facilities available.(b) Periodic compliance audit. Each 503 company shall be subject to periodic compliance audits conducted, supervised or coordinated by the SBA Office of the Inspector General. The regulatory compliance part of the annual report prepared in accordance with §108.503—3(F) shall be submitted to the SBA Ofice of Inspector General within ninety days after the end of the 503 company’s fiscal year and shall satisfy this requirement. Otherwise, unless the requirement of a compliance report has been waived pursuant to § 108.503-3(f), SBA’s Office of Inspector General may conduct such periodic compliance audit.(c) Fees. Each 503 company shall bear the costs of the compliance part of the annual report prepared by its independent public accountant. The 503 company shall be assessed for each periodic compliance audit conducted by SBA, on an hourly basis not to exceed $35 per hour as prescribed by SBA’s Inspector General.(d) Special audits. A  503 company may be subject to special audit conducted by SBA’s Office of Inspector General. Such audits shall be conducted at no cost to the 503 company. The 503 company shall make all books and records and related materials available for review and copying for purposes of periodic and special compliance audits.(e) Revocation, suspension and other 

corrective actions.—(1) Corrective 
Actions. SBA reserves the right to revoke the certification of any 503 company, to suspend temporarily the eligibility of any 503 company, or to
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require any other corrective action for a violation of law or SBA regulation, of the terms of a debenture or any agreement with SBA, or any inability to meet the operation requirements set forth in this Part; but such action shall not invalidate any guarantee previously issued by SBA.(2) Suspension. SBA shall give written notice at least 10 business days prior to the effective date of a suspension action. Such notice shall inform the 503 company of the opportunity for a hearing pursuant to Part 134 of this chapter.(3) Revocation and Appeal o f 
Suspensions. Revocation proceedings and appeals of suspension actions shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of Part 134 of this chapter.The Assistant Administrator of the Office of Hearings and Appeals or an Administrative Law Judge of such office shall be the reviewing official for purposes of § 134.32(b)(7) and 134.34.(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance Program Nos. 59.013 State and Local Development Company Loans and 59.036 Certified Development Company Loans)Dated: June 3,1986.Charles L. Heatherly,
Acting Administrator.[FR Doc. 86-12852 Filed 6-5-86; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 8025-01-M
13 CFR Part 108 [Rev. 4; Arndt. 15]

Loans to State and Local Development 
Companies
a g e n c y : Small Business Administration. 
a c tio n : Interim Final rule.
s u m m a r y : Section 18008 of the Deficit Reduction Amendments of 1985 signed into law on April 7,1986, (Pub. L  99-272) requires SBA to conduct a 2 year pilot program where debentures guaranteed under section 503 of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 (SBI Act) and 505 Certificates representing an interest in a Pool or Trust of 504 Debentures are sold to investors through public sale or private placement. This Interim Final Rule adds §§ 108.504 and 108.505 to 13 CFR Part 108. These regulations implement the pilot program. 
e f f e c t iv e  d a t e : Interim Final Rule effective June 6,1986. Written comments must be submitted by August 5,1986. 
a d d r e s s : Written comments may be sent to the Office of Economic Development, Small Business Administration, Room 720,1441 L Street, NW.„ Washington, DC 20416. All timely comments will be available for public review during normal business hours.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: LeAnn M. Oliver, Financial Analyst,Small Business Administration, Office of Economic Development, 1441 L Street, NW., Room 72a Washington, DC 20416, (202) 653-6076.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:HighlightsExisting 1 108.2 has been expanded to add definitions of the following terms:504 Debenture, 504 Loan, Pool or Trust,505 Certificate, Central Fiscal Agent, Fiscal Agent, Transfer Agent, Selling Group, and Reserve Deposit.The new § 108.504 of these Regulations relates to the sale of debentures to investors other than the Federal Financing Bank (FFB). This corresponds to a pilot program mandated by section 504 of the SBI Act. Essentially, these debentures (504 debentures) must meet all credit and other requirements for section 503 debentures, unless specifically superseded by these Regulations. There are minor differences in the terms of the debenture and pricing mechanism of section 504 debentures.Debentures (section 504) will have a standard prepayment clause which requires the borrower to pay a  declining premium based on the number of years the debenture has been outstanding. The investor will receive a pro rata share of the prepaid principal amount plus a pro rata share of arty prepayment premium assessed. However, SBA is permitted to purchase a 504 debenture at the outstanding balance plus interest to the date of repurchase and is not required to pay a premium. The term of 504 debentures will be limited to 10 or 20 years as opposed to 503 debentures which are for 15, 20, and 25 years. This should result in larger pools of homogeneous debentures. Section 504 also provides for a single Master Reserve Account in place of the separate Escrow and Reserve Accounts which are presently used for 503 debentures. Although the borrower will have the Reserve Deposit returned on payment in full of the debenture, the accrued interest will be used to make timely payment of principal and interest on 504 debentures and 505 certificates. Lastly, the new § 108.504 provides that the process of marketing and servicing 505 Certificates will also apply to 504 debentures that are sold to investors.Section 505 of these Regulations implements section 505 of the SBI Act. This section authorizes SBA to issue certificates representing ownership of all or a fractional part of Pools of 504 debentures. The Administration is additionally authorized to guarantee the timely payment of principal and interest on these certificates under such terms and conditions as the Administration

deems appropriate. The regulations explain the process by which Certificates, which may be guaranteed by SBA and which are backed by a Trust or Pool of debentures by 503 companies, are to be issued and sold.SBA has the right to cancel a certificate when all the underlying debentures are prepaid (or repurchased by SBA). This statute also requires SBA to engage an agent to provide transfer agent functions related to the certificate process. Such agents’ fees are subject to SBA approval. Lastly, the statute requires the seller of any certificate to disclose to the purchaser certain information as required by statute. Should a broker or dealer fail to disclose this information to a purchaser, SBA has the right to exclude such broker or dealer from participating in the sale of certificates. These regulations implement the statutory requirements.Executive Order 12291, Regulatory Flexibility and Paperwork ManagementFor purposes of compliance with E.O. 12291 of February 17,1981, SBA hereby certifies that this proposal, taken as a whole, does not constitute a major rule for the purposes of Executive Order 12291. In this regard we are certain that the annual effect of this rule on the economy will be less than $100 million.In addition, this final rule will not result in a major increase in costs or price to consumers, individual industries,Federal, State and local government agencies or geographic regions, and will not have significant adverse effects on foreign or domestic competition, employment, investment, productivity or innovation, or on the ability of U.S.- based businesses to compete with foreign-based businesses in domestic or export markets.For the purpose of compliance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 601 et seq., this Interim Final Rule will not have a significant economic impact. The level of debenture funding available remains unchanged. The only differences from the existing 503 program are the identity of the purchasers and the existence of 504 Debentures and 505 Certificates. SBA certifies pursuant to section 608 of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, (5 U .S.C. 608) that this Interim Final Rule is being published pursuant to an emergency. The reason for the emergency is the statutory deadline of June 7,1988, which was imposed on SBA for the promulgation of final rules and regulations to implement sections 504 and 505 of the Small Business Investment Act. Therefore, a regulatory flexibility analysis has not been provided. In addition, SBA certifies pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 553(b)(B) that good


